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ABSTRACT
The seals, originally attached to the deeds recording the fealties of the Scottish nobility to Edward I of England in 1296, and described in Volume II, Appendix III of Bain's Calendar of Documents relating to Scotland, have been analysed using computer database techniques, and correlated with their owners on the notarially attested enrolments of the original deeds. The number identified has been more than doubled to approximately 600. The pattern of seal appendage closely follows the 'homage groups' of the enrolments: seals associated with some groups are almost entirely present, while those associated with others are completely lost, especially in the later sections of the enrolment. Heraldic seals have been correlated with coats of arms found in early rolls of arms wherever possible.

INTRODUCTION
The Ragman Roll is the name traditionally given to the enrolment of the sealed deeds recording the submission and fealty made by more than 1500 Scots to Edward I in 1296. Some, a minority, were made personally during the English king's progress as far north as Elgin during the summer months; the majority were dated at Berwick on 28 August 1296, where a parliament was held on that date. Those swearing fealty included the earls and tenants-in-chief, and their heirs, and other major land-holders. The heads of religious houses, a large proportion of the clergy and the burgesses of the major towns were also included as were some English magnates and ecclesiastics who held property in Scotland.

The form of the deeds, usually though incorrectly called homages, before 28 August varied according to the personal circumstances of those submitting but common elements were submission to Edward I, renunciation of the league with France, and a promise of fealty. They were executed by single individuals, with the exceptions of the burgesses and communities of Aberdeen and Elgin. The homages were also embodied in Latin notarial attestations or protocols, of which few survive, setting out date, place and witnesses.

The August homages at Berwick also differed in the details of their wording but the common factor was the promise of fealty. In contrast with the earlier homages, they generally involved substantial groups, more than 100 homagers on occasion being named on a single document. The logistics of preparing such documents and procuring the seals of so many individuals are unclear, but it is unlikely that all were present in person at Berwick. As homagers from the same sheriffdom are often found grouped together, it has been assumed that the sheriffs were responsible; however, in a minority of cases, individuals from several sheriffdoms,
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geographically distant, were grouped together. Protocols were also drawn up for at least some of these submissions (Stevenson 1870). Most of the individuals who had submitted during the king's northern progress also put their seals to the new 'universal' homages of 28 August.

Although the fealties themselves date from 1296, notarially attested enrolments of selections of these separate documents were compiled later on continuous rolls. The earliest such roll is among the Public Record Office (PRO) collection of Scottish documents (E39/17/4) and a copy resides in the French archives (CDS, II, no 821). Two further versions date from the same year of 1298. However the terminology 'Ragman Roll' usually denotes one of a second group of three completed by the notary Andrew de Tange in 1306 when these exemplars were deposited in the chancery, wardrobe and exchequer (Stones & Simpson 1992, App III).

They are:
(a) PRO, Scottish documents, C47/23/3, 33 membranes, printed in full by Thomson (1834, 59–176) in Instrumenta Publica (IP).
(b) PRO, Scottish documents, C47/23/4, 35 membranes, extracts printed by Prynne in the 17th century, calendared by Bain et al. (CDS, II, no 823).
(c) PRO Scottish documents C47/23/5, badly mutilated but originally having 41 membranes.

These provide a complete record of the 1296 homages except for the burgesses and community of St Andrews (Stones & Simpson 1992) and some men of Galloway (CDS, II, no 990).

A conspectus has been prepared in Table 1 where the following points should be noted:
(1) CDS omits two items: IP37 for Donald, Earl of Mar, and IP82 for Sir John de Makswell.
(2) A group of homagers at IP1049–77 is found at CDS1833–61; otherwise the order is identical.
(3) The burgesses IP196–IP320 did not append their own seals but instead used the common seal of the burgh, thereby reducing the number of seals to just 10, for Perth, Stirling, Roxburgh, Edinburgh, Jedworth, Haddington, Peebles, Linlithgow, Montrose and Inverkeithing.
(4) The total possible number of seals appended is thereby reduced from 1879 to 1764.

But what of the seals themselves? They offer the opportunity to investigate the status of heraldry in Scotland at the end of the 13th century on a scale which is unsurpassed for 300 years, until the Hague Roll of 1592 (Campbell 1988). It is therefore with some justification that Ramsay referred to the seals as the Ur-Armorial of the Scottish gentry (Ramsay 1908).

The seals originally appended to the deeds have become separated during their long hibernation in the English archives. The two-volume edition of Nisbet's A System of Heraldry dating from 1816 contains a long appendix entitled the Ragman Roll but this merely discusses the genealogy of the homagers and not their seals. They are first noted in the Scottish sigillographic and heraldic literature in the introduction to Laing's Supplemental Descriptive Catalogue of Ancient Scottish Seals of 1866 but a systematic record had to await the second volume of the Calendar of Documents relating to Scotland (CDS, II), compiled by Bain et al in the 1880s, where they are described in a series of appendices and referred to as Chapter House Seals. Many have been lost: those surviving now lie in the PRO collection (Table 2). Bain's appendices contain 831 seals to which we can add a further 56 seals associated with relevant documents in Bain's Calendar and pertinent miscellaneous seals in the PRO. In addition a few seals, 25 in total on seven strings, have found their way to the National Archives of Scotland. However, there remains no easy way to correlate seal with Ragman Roll homager, a particularly acute problem in the large uncatalogued section of Bain's Appendix III.

Table 2 demonstrates that 912 seals, out of a possible total of 1764, just over half, are extant. A modest number, (c 170, 19%) are described in Macdonald's (1904) Scottish Armorial
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP p nos</th>
<th>IP nos</th>
<th>Homages</th>
<th>Homagers</th>
<th>CDS p nos</th>
<th>CDS nos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60–82</td>
<td>1–33</td>
<td>1–33</td>
<td>Individual homages preceding Balliol's submission dated 13 May–7 July 1296 all by single persons</td>
<td>193–4</td>
<td>1–33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83–5</td>
<td>34–5</td>
<td>34–5</td>
<td>Balliol's submission and surrender of the crown</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>34–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85–113</td>
<td>36–132</td>
<td>36–130</td>
<td>Individuals &amp; communities of Aberdeen &amp; Elgin (CDS omits two homages)</td>
<td>194–6</td>
<td>36–130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113–14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preamble to St Andrews parliament</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115–18</td>
<td>133–68</td>
<td>131–34</td>
<td>Prelates</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>131–66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119–20</td>
<td>169–90</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Earl of Strathearn &amp; other magnates</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>167–88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120–1</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>Prior of Restenneth</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176a/b</td>
<td>192–5</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Earl of Angus, etc (originally omitted in IP)</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>190–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121–4</td>
<td>196–320</td>
<td>138–45</td>
<td>Burgess, represented by the common seals of their communities (10 burghs)</td>
<td>197–8</td>
<td>194–318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124–7</td>
<td>321–464</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>Thomas de Mundeville, etc</td>
<td>198–9</td>
<td>319–462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127–9</td>
<td>465–566</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>Adam de Hepe, etc</td>
<td>199–200</td>
<td>463–564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129–30</td>
<td>567–74</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>John de Swyneburne, etc</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>565–72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130–1</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Agnes, Prioress of Berwick</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131–2</td>
<td>576–85</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Isabele Knout, etc</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>574–83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132–3</td>
<td>586–97</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>Matthew le Naper, etc</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>584–95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133–5</td>
<td>598–660</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>Walter Byset, etc</td>
<td>200–1</td>
<td>596–658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135–6</td>
<td>661–2</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>Philip de Fyndone, etc</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>659–69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136–8</td>
<td>663–753</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Hugh de Peinicoke, etc</td>
<td>201–2</td>
<td>661–751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138–9</td>
<td>754–83</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>Thomas le Husher, etc</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>752–81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139–41</td>
<td>784–849</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>Duncan fit Avelyn, etc</td>
<td>202–3</td>
<td>782–847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141–2</td>
<td>850–9</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>Michael de Wymes, etc</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>848–57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>860–70</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>Duncan de Fernyndroghe, etc</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>858–68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142–3</td>
<td>871–84</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>John de Stowe, etc</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>869–82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143–4</td>
<td>885–919</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Finlawe de Hustone, etc</td>
<td>203–4</td>
<td>883–917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>920–42</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>Adam de Bakepol, etc</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>918–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144–5</td>
<td>943–97</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>John de Ramesaye, etc</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>941–95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145–6</td>
<td>998–1048</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>Donald Makacheshou, etc</td>
<td>204–5</td>
<td>996–1046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146–7</td>
<td>1049–77</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>Adam, parson of Roxburgh Castle, etc; at this point CDS diverges from IP</td>
<td>213–214</td>
<td>1833–61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147–8</td>
<td>1078–102</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Alexander Fossarde, etc</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>1047–71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148–50</td>
<td>1103–75</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>Gilbert fitz Roland, etc</td>
<td>205–6</td>
<td>1072–144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1176–99</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>Adam de Bertone, etc</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>1145–68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150–2</td>
<td>1200–1318</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>Matthew de Grenlawe, etc</td>
<td>206–7</td>
<td>1169–287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>1319–59</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Robert de Hastings, etc</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>1288–328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152–4</td>
<td>1360–5</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>John del Ille, etc</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>1329–34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154–5</td>
<td>1366–403</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>John de Garviaghge, etc</td>
<td>207–208</td>
<td>1335–72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155–6</td>
<td>1404–45</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>Walter, Vicar of Lichardswoode, etc</td>
<td>208–9</td>
<td>1373–414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156–7</td>
<td>1446–85</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>Walter Curry, etc</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>1415–54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157–9</td>
<td>1486–544</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>Walter de Oghterloveny, etc</td>
<td>209–10</td>
<td>1455–513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159–60</td>
<td>1545–70</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>Richard de Boyvle, etc</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1514–39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>1571–99</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>Humfery de Boyes, etc</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1540–68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161–2</td>
<td>1600–60</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>Michel de Mohaut, etc</td>
<td>210–11</td>
<td>1569–629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162–3</td>
<td>1661–95</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>Herbert de Makewelle, etc</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>1630–64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163–6</td>
<td>1696–755</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>Johan Pollok, etc, mostly clerics</td>
<td>211–12</td>
<td>1665–724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166–7</td>
<td>1756–835</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>John de Lindeseye, etc</td>
<td>212–13</td>
<td>1725–804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167–8</td>
<td>1836–63</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Raul de Lascelles, etc</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>1805–32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168–9</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Richard Fraser</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169–70</td>
<td>1865–6</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>Walter de Keringtone, etc</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1863–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>1867–70</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>Huwe, minister of the Order of the Trinity, Aberdeen, etc</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1865–68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170–2</td>
<td>1871–2</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Duncan Bremaghe, etc</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1869–70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>1873–7</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>Robert de Paxtone, etc</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1871–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>Richard de Horsleye</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173–4</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>Agneys de Bonkhille</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1877</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Concordance of records of surviving seals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDS II</th>
<th>CDS II App</th>
<th>PRO ref</th>
<th>This paper</th>
<th>No of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>737–802</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>E39/102/19</td>
<td>73701–80201</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>E39/102/14</td>
<td>80901–11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>E39/99/1</td>
<td>81001–90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>E39/102/15</td>
<td>81101–19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>SC13/S661–S674</td>
<td>81201–27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>813–19</td>
<td>III.1—III.149</td>
<td>SC13/PRO code various</td>
<td>81301–301</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(823) III.150–III.631</td>
<td>officially catalogued seals</td>
<td>SC13/S150–S631</td>
<td>3150–631</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(823)</td>
<td></td>
<td>SRO seal cabinet</td>
<td>81301–901</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>drawer 57</td>
<td>4011–73</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seals (SAS) and a rather larger set (30%) in the more comprehensive, but less readily available, Scottish Heraldic Seals (SHS), by Stevenson & Wood (1940).

OBJECTIVES

This paper considers the use of computer database techniques to aid the correlation of seal and Ragman Roll (RR) homager, particularly in those cases where the legend is difficult to interpret, or has been partly lost. To expedite this process, the Soundex approach (Winchester 1970) has been utilized in which the surname in the seal legend and in the homage list is codified to help eliminate the vagaries of medieval spelling, particularly acute when English clerks are dealing with unfamiliar Scottish names. While this approach can successfully overcome the vagaries of Hoprinkel/Obrinkel, Eghlyn/Dachlyn, Aghenros/Haughenros, fitzAlpyn/Alpynsone, and mac-Gilchrist/Gilchristsonne, etc, it does not take into account the fact that seal legends are generally in medieval Latin while the enrolments are in French. Examples such as Camera equating with Chaumbre, Sisoris with le Taillour, and Tintorius with Littester etc have been treated on an individual basis.

More specifically the project envisaged: preparing a Soundex version of the Ragman Roll homagers; transferring it to a computer database; interrogating the database using the Soundex version of the seal legend; and identifying the RR homager.

EXAMPLES

This process is best demonstrated by means of an example: seals 549–51 from Appendix III, now renumbered as seals 3549–51 to facilitate data handling by the computer, provide the following information:

3549 A shield, bold fesse chequy of 3 tracts, and 3 charges in chief: S'FINLAY DE HOVSTVN
3550 A shield, crusilly, bold fesse chequy of 2 tracts: SHUGONIS DE DANIELIST
3551 A crescent and 5 stars: S'ALANI FIL NICOLAI

Joined by strings.
Translation of the legend of seal 3549 into Soundex format yields H235, and interrogation of the database gives 3 ‘hits’ — RR885 Sir Fynlawe de Hustone, RR1319 Robert de Hastinges, and RR1524 Edmund de Hastinges, only one of which has the correct surname and furthermore the correct Christian name. So we can safely identify the owner of seal 3549 as RR homager 885. Application of the process to seal 3550 translates Danielist into D542 and the database provides a single hit — Sir Huwe de Danielston, RR888. Again the forename corresponds. Examples of this sort, a Soundex code translating into a single RR homager, are particularly important since they provide unique connectivity between the seal and the position of the homager in the roll. (These are identified with an asterisk in the seal compendia.) The same process applied to seal 3551 gives N240 and provides three hits — RR758 Adam fiz Nicol, RR856 Maucolum fiz Nicol, and RR895 Aleyn le fiz Nicol of which only RR895 has the correct forename.

This information can be arranged in a tabular array:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Homager</th>
<th>Christian Name</th>
<th>Christian Name</th>
<th>Christian Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3549</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>1319</td>
<td>1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3550</td>
<td></td>
<td>888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3551</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, there can be little doubt regarding the association of these three seals joined by strings with a close-knit group of homagers ranging from RR885 to RR895.

It subsequently transpired that a better strategy is to search for the first two or three letters of the forename and the Soundex version of the surname concomitantly, a technique which provides unique solutions more rapidly. This example, and others like it, demonstrate the important, if not entirely unexpected, conclusion — seals joined by strings are proximate.

**ANALYSIS**

For convenience the seals have been organized into five groups:

1. **Compendium 1** covers Bain’s four short appendices Appendix 1.1–1.4, renumbered as 1101–414.
2. **Compendium 2** covers seals from Bain’s calendar entries, nos 737–819.
3. **Compendium 3.1** covers ‘officially catalogued’ seals: Bain’s Appendix III.1–III.149, renumbered as 3001–149.
4. **Compendium 3.2** contains the uncatalogued portion: Bain’s Appendix III.150–III.631, renumbered as 3150–631, whose analysis was the mainspring for this paper.
5. **Compendium 4** covers the seals held in the Scottish Record Office, renumbered as 4011–73.

Seal Compendium 1 demonstrates particularly well that seals joined by strings are proximate. Indeed, in some cases the range of RR homagers is not much greater than the number of seals analysed (Table 3).

**Table 3**

Concordance of seals with strings in Compendium 1 (CDS II, App. I.1–4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appendix</th>
<th>No of seals</th>
<th>No of strings</th>
<th>Range found</th>
<th>No in range</th>
<th>Ratio range/seals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>RR1571–RR1599</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>RR465–RR563</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>RR663–RR751</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>RR1049–RR1077</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even more important is that they belong to specific homage groups: thus the 27 seals of Appendix 1.1 link with homage 176, the 90 seals of Appendix 1.2 link with homage 147, etc (Table 4).
Bain’s Appendix I.3 describes only 56 out of the 68 seals present (69 are documented but the last has been lost) and the numbering used in this paper follows the PRO document rather than Bain. A high proportion (> 75%) have been identified and linked to a specific RR homager.

Seal Compendium 2 covers the seals attached to Bain’s Calendar entries in the range nos 737—819. The majority are individual items, are thoroughly documented in Stevenson & Wood (1940), and link with the magnates, RR20–RR131, in the earlier part of the enrolment. They have not been inspected and are included here for completeness only. In contrast are the 11 seals associated with calendar entry no 809 (E39/102/19) and the 12 seals associated with calendar entry no 812 (E39/102/15). The former links with homage 151 covering RR586–RR597 and the latter with homage 160 covering RR885–RR919.

Seal Compendium 3.1 covers the seals in the ‘officially catalogued’ section of Bain’s Appendix III covering seals 3001–149, whose provenance is much less secure since they are not connected with a document. Typical examples are seal 3001 = RR12 Malise, Earl of Strathearn, seal 3009 = RR79 Sir Hugh de la Haye, seal 3012 = RR58 Sir William de Balliol, seal 3029 = RR51 Sir John de Botiller, seal 3037 = RR60 Sir Norman de Lechelyn, and seal 3048 = RR40 Sir Herbert de Maxwell. But it should be noted that they are mixed with seals of other than Scottish origin such as seal 3089 belonging to Jean de Bretagne, and seal 3099 Walter fitzWalter and with Scottish seals known not to have been attached to the Ragman Roll such as seal 3005 belonging to Sir Andrew Murray of Petty, seal 3020 to Sir Geoffrey de Mowbray, and seal 3021 to Sir David Graham of Lovat.

Others must link with earlier homage documents. For instance, RR435 Ingelram de Umfraville and RR357 Alexander de Bonkyll can be securely associated with seals 3351 and 3397. As these are the only occasions their names appear on the homage lists the seals found at 3077 and 3086 must have belonged elsewhere originally. More complex examples can also be sited; thus the three buckles on a chief of Sir John de Strivelyn occurs on no less than four occasions (seals 75301, 3060, 3398 & 3426) yet he is found in the homage lists only twice at RR24 and RR411. Seal 75301 can be safely linked with RR24, and seal 3398 with RR411. Seal 3426 is part of a group which does not belong to the RR homages and seal 3060 is similarly accounted for.

Yet others would seem to have been separated from the main uncatalogued collection; thus seals 3117–19 are joined by strings and link with homage 171 covering RR1366–RR1403. And there are numerous isolated seals, which could originally have been attached to strings in the uncatalogued section eg seal 3038 = RR1594, seal 3054 = RR464, seal 3057 = RR1535, seal 3062 = RR1677, seal 3071 = RR1694, seal 3082 = RR1261, and seal 3085 = RR866. However their association with particular homage groups is uncertain and unprovable. Overall, less than 50% of this group can be securely linked with the Ragman Roll homages. Nevertheless they have been summarized in seal Compendium 3.1 in order to provide comprehensive coverage of the material calendared by Bain.

Application of the database techniques to the uncatalogued seals in Seal Compendium 3.2 (seals 3150–631) gave the anticipated results. Thus 31 seals (seals 3278–308) on six strings are found to lie within the limits of RR324–RR463; also 29 seals (seals 3348–76) are bounded by RR321 and RR461, and 27 seals (seals 3394–420) are within the limits RR347–RR454 providing a total of 87 seals on 18 strings within the bounds of RR321 and RR463. The ratio of range/seals of 1.64 compares adequately with those in Table 3.

Comparison of seal appendage with the organization of the homagers in the Tange exemplars is constructive. Thus the 87 seals detailed above within the bounds of RR321–RR463 corresponding almost exactly with homage 146 covering RR321–RR464.
This approach also operates in a converse fashion: no seals have been identified belonging to homagers RR920–RR942 which corresponds exactly with homage 161. Clearly these ‘homage units’ are of great utility in helping to define limits when identifying homagers. The end result is the combination of the documentary information in Table 1 with the sigillographic information in Table 2 and Table 3 to produce the concordance of Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homage</th>
<th>IP no</th>
<th>CDS doc no</th>
<th>CDS App nos</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–33</td>
<td>1–33</td>
<td>737,740,746–8, 750–3, 756–60</td>
<td>App III, 1–149 has some relevant seals</td>
<td>Individuals. Some seals still attached to documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34–5</td>
<td>34–5</td>
<td>761–8,770–800, 802–3</td>
<td>App III, 1–149 has some relevant seals</td>
<td>Balliol submission &amp; surrender Individuals &amp; 2 burghs Some seals still attached to documents Prelates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36–130</td>
<td>36–132</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>App III, 133–65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>321–464</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>808</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>465–566</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>576–85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>567–74</td>
<td>586–97</td>
<td>598–660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>576–85</td>
<td>818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>586–97</td>
<td>815</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>598–660</td>
<td>150–631 contains c 50 seals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>661–2</td>
<td>818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>663–753</td>
<td>150–631 contains 16 seals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>754–83</td>
<td>150–631 contains c 100 seals App I, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>784–849</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>850–9</td>
<td>920–42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>860–70</td>
<td>943–97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>871–84</td>
<td>998–1048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>885–919</td>
<td>1049–77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>920–42</td>
<td>1078–102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>943–97</td>
<td>1103–75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>998–1048</td>
<td>1176–318</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>1049–77</td>
<td>1319–570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>1078–102</td>
<td>1571–99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>1103–75</td>
<td>1600–879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167,168</td>
<td>1176–318</td>
<td>1600–879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169–75</td>
<td>1319–570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>1571–99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177–188</td>
<td>1600–879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considered in more detail, the first portion (seals 3150–426) of the uncatalogued seals display a significant degree of order, there being present a substantial number of connected strings. This includes the aforementioned 87 seals connected with homagers RR321–RR464, and a further 50 with RR598–RR660. In contrast, the second section (seals 3427–631) is much more of a mixed bag, containing relatively few connected strings. However, the detailed analysis in the seal compendium provides recognition of some 20 seals between both RR998–RR1048 and RR1103–RR1175 and a further 16 between RR754–RR783.
A small number (seals 3225, 3228, 3251, 3260 & 3267) do not fit the usual pattern: however the correlation between seal and homager is too strong to lightly overturn, and consequently it has been necessary to assume that these seals have been appended to the wrong homage. In each case the misplaced seal is the last one attached to the string.

Interlopers are also found among the uncatalogued seals where, for example, seals 3421–6 are clearly contemporary Scots, most of whose names are not included on the roll, while seals 3453, 3454, 3493–7 belong to English servants of Edward I involved in Scottish affairs.

The rigour of the information generated by the computer analysis varies widely. In the most positive cases, a unique solution is provided to the Soundex code and the key letters of the forename which provides a 1:1 connectivity between the two pieces of data. These items provide the most clear-cut link between a seal with its associates on a string and a homage and consequently are asterisked in the seal compendia. In most cases, however, the Soundex code offers a non-unique solution and some degree of judgement is required to link it to a particular homager.

An ever-present problem with such analyses is to ‘force-fit’ the results, so it is important to remember that an individual did not always use his own seal (Ellis 1978–81: P251, P401, P483, P800, P1231, P1912, P2269, P2274). Thus seal 3535 — a lion coiled within a circular treasure of fleurs-de-lis — has S’Henrici de Fernindrigh as legend but Sig Malcolmi de Ferrynyragh on the associated tag. Similarly seal 3283, belonging to Johan de Cornal, and seal 3336, to Richard de Warwyk, have almost certainly been used by other RR homagers.

To sum up, we can demonstrate how this information operates in practice with homage 165 (RR1078–RR1102) and the relevant seals drawn from Bain’s Appendix III (Seal Compendium 3.2), in Table 5.

The Soundex code derived from the legends of seals 3190, 3498 and 3499 links singularly with the names defined in RR1078, RR1080, and RR1091. This group of three diagnostically important correlations, all within the limits of homage 165 or RR1078–RR1102, are buttressed by a further larger group of strong correlations, exemplified by seal 3191 equating with RR767 or RR1100 Maucolum de Kynspinedy, FIF; seal 3343 with RR1098 or RR1506 Andreu Fresel, FIF; seal 3434 with RR1093 John de Laseles, FIF; seal 3480 with RR936 Wautier Lescot, PEB or RR1083 Wautier Scot, EDN; and seal 3481 with RR1096 with M Richard le Keu, FIF.

It then follows, according to the basic hypothesis, that all other seals attached to these strings should also be found within the bounds of homage 165. Consequently we can be reassured regarding a number of less rigorous items: seal 3188 with RR1090 Elys de Obrinkel, EDN; seal 3189 with RR1101 John de Morhalle, PER; seal 3342 with RR1087 or RR1625 Michael le Messager, EDN; and seal 3473 with RR132 or RR1097 Marc de Clapham, FIF.

An important aspect of this particular group is the presence of a group of 11 homagers between contiguous seals, as exemplified by

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{seal 3342} & = \text{RR1087} \quad \text{seal 3498} = \text{RR1080} \quad \text{seal 3480} = \text{RR1083} \\
\text{seal 3343} & = \text{RR1098} \quad \text{seal 3499} = \text{RR1091} \quad \text{seal 3481} = \text{RR1094}
\end{align*}
\]

If we add to these seal 3447 = RR1085 and seal 3348 = RR1096 it is immediately possible to differentiate between the two examples (3447 & 3500) of the seal of William le Keu of Knolle and consequently we can equate seal 3500 with RR1102.

Approaching seals 3433 and 3434 from the same viewpoint, as seal 3434 correlates with RR1093 John de Laseles, then seal 3433 Walteri de . . . might correlate with RR1082 William de Lesswade, where the clerk has incorrectly recorded his forename, a feature which occurs occasionally elsewhere in the roll. Seals 3472 and 3473 may also be relevant in this context, as the
Table 5
Concordance of homage 165 (RR1078–RR1102) with seals drawn from Seal Compendium 3.2 (CDS, II, App. III).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal No</th>
<th>Seal Legend</th>
<th>RR Homage List</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3187</td>
<td>Illegible</td>
<td>Alisandrel Fossard of Tyningham</td>
<td>1078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3188</td>
<td>S’Helias de Hoprigkil</td>
<td>David de Tyneham</td>
<td>1079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3189</td>
<td>S’Johis de Mor’h</td>
<td>Richard le Barker of Tyningham</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3190</td>
<td>S’Alexsand’ Fosard</td>
<td>Gillbert fitz Henry of Tyningham</td>
<td>1081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3191</td>
<td>S’Malcolmi de Kimsinod</td>
<td>William de Lessewade</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wautier Scot</td>
<td>1083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3342</td>
<td>S’Michael’ le Messag</td>
<td>Robert del Brunhus</td>
<td>1084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3343</td>
<td>S’Andrec Fraser Militis</td>
<td>William le Keu</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilbert le Messager</td>
<td>1086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3344</td>
<td>S’Walteri de . . .</td>
<td>Michael le Messager</td>
<td>1087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3447</td>
<td>S’Will Coci de Knol</td>
<td>Adam de Carriz</td>
<td>1088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3448</td>
<td>S’Henrici de Tarven</td>
<td>Robert del Brunhus</td>
<td>1089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3472</td>
<td>S’Lamberti Waleis</td>
<td>Elys de Obrinkel</td>
<td>1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3473</td>
<td>S’Marc de Clapha</td>
<td>Thomas Walghope</td>
<td>1091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Symon de Listone</td>
<td>1092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3480</td>
<td>S’Walteri Scoti</td>
<td>John de Lascelles</td>
<td>1093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3481</td>
<td>S’Ricardi Cu</td>
<td>M Richard le Keu</td>
<td>1094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eude de Kennemuthe</td>
<td>1095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3498</td>
<td>S’Ricardo le Barkier</td>
<td>Henry de Tareueth</td>
<td>1096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3499</td>
<td>S’Tohne Walchop</td>
<td>Marc de Clapha</td>
<td>1097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500</td>
<td>S’Wil Coci de Knol</td>
<td>Andreu Fraser</td>
<td>1098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lambe fitz Austyn de Nibreim</td>
<td>1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3533</td>
<td>Sigill R fil’ Henrici</td>
<td>Johan de Skene, ABD</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3534</td>
<td>S’Symonis de Ry . . . lor</td>
<td>Johan de Morhalle</td>
<td>1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>William le Keu, Knolle</td>
<td>1102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

latter links with RR1097 Marc de Clapham, the only homager on the roll with this Christian name, prompting the suggestion that seal legend 3472 S’Lamberti Waleis should read S’Gilberti Waleis for RR1086 Gilbert le Messager. The Christian name Lambert does not appear in the homage lists.

It is thus possible, by dint of progressive analysis, to build up a substantial body of evidence which gels together within the homages of the Instrumenta Publica edition.

RESULTS

Ordering the database by Soundex code reveals that a number of homagers recorded fealty more than once. On occasion a seal, identical in all respects, can be associated with each homage which can be rationalized on the grounds that the homager held land in more than one sheriffdom. Some typical examples are:

- **Keu**
  - 3447 RR1085 William le Keu, EDN
  - 3500 RR1102 William le Keu of Knolle, LAN
- **Skene**
  - 3484 RR1370 Johan de Skene, ABD
  - 3590 RR870 Johan de Skene, EDN
- **Spreull**
  - 3331 RR797 Wautier Sproul, DMB
  - 3609 RR901 Wautier Sproul, LAN

More rarely the opposite phenomenon is found: same name, same sheriffdom, but different seal, so different homager:
Occasional anomalies, due to clerkly error, are found between seal legend and name:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Legend</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3212</td>
<td>S’Walt’i de Longton</td>
<td>RR397 William de Longton, EDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3280</td>
<td>S’Dervorgoyl d’Crauford</td>
<td>RR361 Devorgoyl Carnot, LAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3271</td>
<td>S’Andree de Cranist</td>
<td>RR394 Andrew de Cragestone, EDN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A hitherto unremarked phenomenon is that the first seal on a string has often stricter correlation constraints than the remainder. Thus, of the 24 strings of seals within the bounds of RR321–RR463, the limits found for the first seal on each string are RR321–RR353, a range of just 33, not much greater than the number of strings themselves. Although this finding does not apply to every group, where it does, it can be used to differentiate between alternatives. Thus seal 3202 with the legend ‘Le seel Fergus’ is equated with RR346 Fergus MacDowilt rather than RR425 Fergus Fostrusone. Another good example is seal 3599 S’Gilb’ti F’David which corresponds with RR757 Gilbert de Estnesbyte rather than RR773 Gilbert Haunches. As a corollary it is possible, on occasion, to propose that a string at some stage has lost its first seal.

Considered from a heraldic perspective, disappointingly only 20% of the seals can be considered heraldic. However a further 16% can be termed as ‘proto-heraldic’ in the sense that an element on the seal became part of a later heraldic achievement. However, by far the biggest class are non-heraldic devices (56%) with the remainder split between ecclesiastical vesica and ladies’ seals. In stark contrast are the corresponding figures for Seal Compendium 2 and Seal Compendium 3.1 which contain a much higher proportion of heraldic seals (c 50%) due to the preponderance of magnate ownership.

Turning now to some of the more interesting heraldic displays on the seals, these are best tackled from either kinship or feudal allegiance aspects. Cross-references to painted or blazoned examples in contemporary rolls, or copies thereof, are provided wherever possible. Heraldic sigla are collected in Appendix 1 for convenience.

Heraldic seals

**Annandale** The saltire and chief associated with the lordship of Annandale is very prominent. As well as the Bruce coat of arms which appears on detached seal 3007, these charges are associated with Bruce vassals and household knights: RR614 Thomas de Boyes, RR842 Eustace de Boyville, RR325 Sir Humphray de Gardino, RR333 Steven de Kilpatrick, RR1068 Andrew de Ros, RR1572 Sir Roger de Kirkepatrick, and RR1573 Huwe Mauleverer (seals 3237, 3177, 3350, 3210, 4073, 1103, 3340).

Of particular note is seal 3350 of S’Domini Hufridi de Gardino associated with RR325 Sir Humphray de Gardyne. This item is indexed under Gardyne in both SAS and SHS where it sits uneasily, the later Gardyne seals bearing boars’ heads. It would be better itemized as Jardine. An emblazoned example, Or, a saltire Gules, on a chief Gules two stars of six points Or, is found for Munsire de Jardin in Sir William le Neve’s Roll (WNR109).

Other contemporary painted arms bearing a saltire and chief are those of Boyes (Q341), Corry (LM319, Q543, N1011, WNR108), FitzGlay (GA27), Graham (K94, GA248), Kirkpatrick (GA173), Seton (Q330, LM479), and Torthorald (Q276, GA174) (McAndrew 1986).
Ascoloc/Macgachan  Seal 3330 Two lions passant Sigilly Hectoris Ascoloc links with RR795 Hectur Ascoloc. He is the son of Roland Ascoloc whose seal is apparently found at seal 3394 An open right hand in pale S'Rolandi de Ascolc but for the fact that the latter has not been identified among the RR homagers. However Ascoloc has been linked with MacGaghen (CDS, II, index), and on this basis, it becomes possible to connect seal 3394 with RR347 Roland Macgaghan WIG. But there then exists the difficulty of seal 4014 A bend between three stars S'. . . andi MacGahan which could equally link with RR347.

Balliol  Seals 76801 and 3286 are identical and display the voided escutcheon of Sir Alexander Balliol of Cavers, ROX. There is ample evidence in the contemporary English armorials to show that he bore Argent, a voided escutcheon Gules (E142, F54, LM128, Q79, J98, H28, GA260, K89). His kinsmen, the Balliols of Bywell, who included Sir John Balliol aka King John (1292–6) bore the counterchanged coat of Gules, a voided escutcheon argent (LM65, J103, WNR163). Thus their seals display identical charges, differencing being effected by change of heraldic tincture, a feature that occurs for a significant number of families throughout the roll (McAndrew 1984; 1988). Seal 3213 bears A voided escutcheon for RR383 William Balliol, EDN, but his place in the Balliol pedigree has not been securely ascertained.

Also bearing the Balliol voided escutcheon is seal 3351, linking with RR435 Ingram de Umfraville, the heir of the Balliols of Redcastle. Painted arms of Gules, a voided escutcheon Ermine, a label Azure are found in the heraldic rolls (E410, F220, LM227, Q313).

Beaton  Seal 1244, and detached seal 3002 A fess with a cinquefoil? in dexter chief belong to RR535, RR30 Sir Andrew de Beton PER. It is not clear whether seal 3216 is identical with seal 3070, and whether both belong to the same or different Robert de Betun(s). The use of a label at this period is as likely to indicate a separate family as to be the brisure of the eldest son.

Bisset  There are seven seals attributed to this name. Seal 3460 An eagle displayed links with RR598 Wautier Byset EDN and seal 4061 A sixfoil correlates with his namesake RR1375 Wautier Byset ABD. The position is more complex with respect to the five seals with the legend 'Willelmi Bisset' in various spellings. Detached seal 3033 and seal 3354 both display A bend, a label of five points in chief and appear to link with RR33, RR404 Sir William Byset EDN. However there is then no suitable link for detached seal 3015 (which presumably can not then belong to the Ragman Roll), seal 3401 A bustard which, based on the analysis, should correspond with RR404 also, and seal 3033 An antique gem.

Bonkyll  Detached seal 3086 and seal 3397 display Three buckles, tongues fesswise for RR357 where the legend reads S'Alexsand' de Bonkil. His painted arms of Gules, three buckles Or are found for Alisaundre Bunkhulle (LM526). His daughter and eventual heiress married RR2 Sir John Stewart, brother of the High Steward, and founded the 'Bonkyll' Stewart families; the colours of the bend in the arms of the Bonkyll Stewarts are therefore most likely to be Gules and Or.

Botyl/Gilbothan  Black (1946: Buittle, MacGilboythin) links seal 3207 An eight-leaved figure S'Patricii d'Gilboihin with RR327 Patrick de Botyl (=Buittle) DMP on the basis that Patrick de Botyl and Patrick macGilboihin are the same individual, in one instance using a territorial surname and in the other a Galwegian patronymic. However this ignores seal 3092 On a chief, three annulets S'Patricii mak G... the legend being expanded to MacGilboian (correctly?) in CDS II.

Boyville  Seal 3177, bearing A bull's head on a chief, is that of RR842 Eustace de Boyville. The characteristic taurean charge of this family is found on seals 3335 and 3410 of his kinsmen RR1099 Robert de Boyville and RR454 William de Bosville, more correctly Boyville. More problematic is the correlation of seal 3462 A bull (or cow) with RR1545 Richard de Boyville AYR.
Cameron Close similarity in the arms of the two branches of Balnely and Balygrenach is found in seals 1303, 3307, and 3036. Noteworthy is the territorial designation incorporated into the seal legend as a distinguishing feature.

Comyn A great panoply of Comyns, no less than 14 homagers, perhaps 11 different individuals, appears in the Ragman Roll.

It has been shown elsewhere that the principal branches of the family — Badenoch, Buchan and East Kilbride — all bore three garbs, and that differentiation was accomplished by change of tincture (McAndrew 1984). Ample evidence exists for Gules, three garbs Or for the Badenoch branch (C70, HE101, D183, E172, F91), and Azure, three garbs Or for the Buchan earls (LM45, Q16, BL3). On seal 3464 Wautier Comyn PEB, who bore the garbs differenced with a baton, is a more recent cadet, his lands in Peebles suggesting a Kilbride descent.

Seal 1233, belonging to John Comyn of Skreesburgh is interesting: it is non-heraldic but the seal legend reads S'Joh'is d'Scraesbvro, a good example of a family name being replaced by a territorial one.

Covertone Seal 1361 An escallop S'Edwardi de Govert correlates with RR671 Edward de Couertone EDN. An identical seal is found at seal 3204 where it links best with RR403 Edward de Whitewelle EDN, justified on the basis that the name ‘Edward’ appears only six times in the entire database. Two different names for the same man?

Crawford The four seals 1322, 1411, 3310 and 3528 display different charges. Seal 1322 correlates with RR747 Johan de Crauforde AYR while seal 1411 equates with RR1061 Johan de Craunford indicative of two men with the same name in the one county. However Craunford may be a separate name (Watt 1977).

Seal 3528 and detached seals 3042 and 3087 all display A fess (Ermine?), the characteristic bearing of the Ayrshire Crawfords. They differ in the number and type of secondary charges demonstrating that heraldic differencing was well understood in late 13th-century Scotland. The earliest painted example is that found on the Bute or Bannatyne Mazer (Stevenson 1930) which bears Gules, a fess Ermine.

Elphinstone The legend of seal 3559 was originally read as S'Johannis de Prestyn. However there is no such RR homager, and further examination of the seal shows it to be identical with seal 77301 belonging to RR55 John de Elfingstone. Seal 3559 thus equates with RR814 Johan de Elfinstone.

Fleming Although later Fleming seals generally display a chevron, neither of the Ragman Roll seals displays that charge. Seal 3165 A fess surmounted by a bend belonging to RR886 Sir William le Fleming of Lanarkshire shows similar charges to the arms borne at a later date by the Flemings of Barrochan.

Kerr Seals 3183, 3221 and 3292 are all charged with A stag’s head cabossed and carry the same legend of ‘Timete Devm’. Seal 3183 is associated with the group RR1545–RR1570, seal 3221 with RR943–RR997, and seal 3292 with RR321–RR464. Analysis provides only one code/name common to all three groups: K600/Kerre. Consequently we can propose that seal 3183 correlates with RR1550 Andreu del Ker, seal 3221 with RR957 Thomas Keyr or RR973 William Kuere and seal 3292 with RR427 William Kerre.

Laundeles The voided escutcheon of Laundeles appears in seals 1242 of RR522 Freskums (sic) de Laundeles and seal 3456 of RR872 John de Laundales. A painted example for Sir John de Laundeles: Azure, a voided escutcheon Or is found in the Nativity Roll (M54).
Lennox  Detached seal 3024 A saltire between four roses S'Malcolm Com' de Levenex displays the characteristic charges associated with the Earldom of Lennox. The seals (3199, 3331, 3596) of RR788 Alein le fitz Avely, RR897 Wautier Sproul, and RR998 Dovenal Makachelshou, all holding land in Dunbartonshire, display one or other of these charges. The fitzAvely family were kin to the Lennox earls (W Sellar 1998, in litt).

Lindsay  The chequered fess of Lindsay of Crawford is found at detached seal 3040 and at seal 3522 while the arms of the Lamberton branch are found at detached seal 3062. Painted examples of Crawford (Gules, a fess chequy Argent and Azure) (H49), Lamberton (Gules, a voided escutcheon Vair) (LM406, Q315) and Symington (Ermine, three bars Gules) (LM308) are all known.

Marshall  The most common design of the nine seals associated with this name is, not surprisingly, a horseshoe (seals 1119, 1289, 3027, 3375, 3227, 3303). Only one of these is clearly heraldic, that of Sir John le Mareschal of Tosketon WIG which bears Crusilly, three horseshoes. These arms, without the crusilly brisure, appear as Gules, three horseshoes Argent for Sir Richard Mareshal (GA114) in a small group of Scots in the Galloway Roll, probably a kinsman.

Melville  Seals 3406 and 3382 are identical and belong to William de Maleville PEB. Neither these, nor seals 1281 and 3576, display A fess, the charge most commonly associated with the name at a later date.

Mowbray  Three sons of Sir Geoffrey de Moubray (d 1300) are listed in the roll: RR645 William fitz Geffrey of Boultone, RR652 Huwe fitz Geffrai of Elbotle, and RR875 Richard le fiz Geffrai of Eckford. Although arms are given for Sir Geoffrey de Moubray: Gules, a lion rampant Argent, a label Azure (Q272) in Collins' Roll, seal 3265 of his son is non-heraldic. The pedigree of the Scottish Mowbrays has been documented (Smith 1923).

Murray  The earliest Moravia families included those of Sutherland, Duffus, Bothwell and Culbin. While Duffus was extinct in the male line by 1268 and has left no heraldic record, the other three families all bore three stars on their seals, so differentiation must have been achieved by colour change — Sutherland used Or and Gules (BL11, BS7), Bothwell Azure and Argent (BL18), and Culbin Argent and Sable (BS15) (Stodart 1881).

Later cadets, ie from the mid-13th century onwards, added a further charge, in the case of Tullibardine a chevron and in that of Petty, a bordure semy of roundels, the latter possibly indicative of a de la Zouche connection. It is, therefore, extremely odd to find that RR371 William de Morref of Romsirgard LAN, of a new cadet line, mentioned in the last decade of the 13th century, is associated with seal 3205 bearing Three stars without any apparent brisure, suggesting a cadet house of long standing, rather than a very recent one.

Ormistoun  Seal 1363 links with RR698 Alice, widow of Aleyn de Ormestone EDN while seal 4011 has been equated with RR354 Alice de Ormestone, EDN suggesting that despite the identity of name and county, different seals indicate two different people. However, reassessment of the latter seal suggests its owner was more probably RR326 Mariot de Sutton.

Ramsey  The most complex group in the Ragman Roll with six seals and 11 homagers, nine? of whom are different individuals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal No</th>
<th>Seal Legend</th>
<th>RR Homage List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3217</td>
<td>S'Will' d'Ramesay</td>
<td>RR382 William de Ramesaye EDN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The key to the correlation process is seal 3321 A hawk on a perch in a gloved hand, three roses in the field with legend S'Ade Ramesay which links uniquely with RR944 Adam de Rameseye. On the same string is seal 3318 A falcon on an oak branch S’Johannis de Rameseye which must logically be associated with RR943 Johan de Rameseye FIF or RR945 Johan fiz Nece de Rameseye FIF.

Seals 3217 An eight-leafed figure S’Will d’Ramesay and seal 3222 A scallop shell S’Joh’s de Ramsay are on attached strings, to which still adheres a large fragment of homage, all the names on which lie between RR945 and RR997. Consequently we can link seal 3217 with RR946 William de Rameseye FIF and seal 3222 with either RR943 Johan de Rameseye FIF or RR945 Johan fiz Nece de Rameseye FIF. An earlier paper has correlated RR945 with seal 3222 but the basis for the judgement is not clear (Ramsay 1915).

There remains seal 3289 An eight-rayed figure S’Will d’Ramisay and seal 3418 An eagle displayed S’Willi de Rameseye, both of which, on the basis of the evidence of the surrounding seals, correlate with RR382 William de Rammesaye EDN. The latter is preferred on the grounds that the eagle displayed is the heraldic charge of the Ramsay family. However, seal 3289 has not been successfully correlated elsewhere.

Soules This important family, lords of Liddesdale, bore Barry of six on detached seal 3102 of RR103 Sir Nicholas de Soules. The damaged detached seal 3097 of his younger brother, RR98 Sir Thomas, only displays A bend but it is known from other evidence that another brother bore Barry of six surmounted by a bend (Galbreath, 1948). These arms are found painted Argent and Gules in contemporary rolls of arms (TCO72, Q39, LM114).

Stewart Detached seals 3003, 3023, belonging to the High Steward and his brother, display the chequered fess of the Stewarts. The same charge is borne on detached seals 3011, 3030, and 3065 of their Menteith kinsmen. In addition this characteristic charge is found on the seals of a number of Stewart vassals: seal 3313 with the legend S’Simeon d’Huston, seal 3549 belonging to RR88 Sir Finlaye de Hustoun, seal 3550 belonging to RR88 Sir Huwe de Danielston, and seal 3591, the property of RR1115 Arthur de Donon.

Stirling Seals 75301, 3060, 3398, 3426 On a chief, three buckles appear to be identical, and belong to RR24, RR411 Sir John de Strivelyn of Cars, STR. Detached seal 3073 bearing Six stars of six points (3,2,1) belongs to his namesake RR63, RR177 Sir John de Strivelyn of Moray. SHS conflates the two men, but on what grounds is unclear. The buckles in chief are also carried on seal 3045, possibly by RR1065 William de Strivelyn WIG. Disappointingly both seals (3402 & 3612) of Alisaundre de Strivelyn of LAN have been defaced.

The arms are painted Argent, on a chief Sable, three buckles Or in the two large general rolls of the 1290s (LM511, Q327) for Sir John de Strivelyn.

Umfraville Detached seal 3035 displays Crusilly, a cinquefoil pierced for RR193 Gilbert de Umfraville, Earl of Angus, painted Gules, crusilly and a cinquefoil Or in the early rolls (HE85, D117, E33, F19). Before acquiring the earldom through marriage to the heiress, the family were lords of Prudhoe in Northumberland.
Umfraville dependants from this county impinged upon Scotland and used three cinquefoils as their cognisance. A typical example is seal 1215 of RR468 Wautier de Burghdone with painted arms of Argent, three cinquefoils Sable (GA124, LM311). Similarly RR567 John de Swayneburne’s family used Per fess Gules and Argent, three cinquefoils counterchanged (TJ1028) and RR1821 Thomas de Clenel’s kinsman bore Or, three cinquefoils Sable (LM300).

For the quite different arms of Ingelram de Umfraville, see Balliol.

Vipont/Veteripont While no contemporary painted arms for the Scottish branch of this family are known, the senior English branch of Appelby in Cumberland bore Gules, six annulets or (B99) and the junior line of Alston (which also held some Scottish estates) used Or, six annulets Gules (ST68, M20). Seal 3491 of Peronel de Veupond is a neat canting allusion to the vi points of Vipont.

Waleys/Wallace Seal 3465 A fleur-de-lis S' Alani W... has been correlated with RR749 Aleyn Waleys AYR. It is identical with seal 3574 which links with RR1113 Adam le Waleys AYR, where presumably the clerk has made an error in the Christian name. However this explanation ignores seal 1332 A curlew, foliage behind S’Alani Walays which also correlates with RR749 Aleyn Waleys. Seal 3339 A cross paty surmounting four rays Rog Walays equates with RR1119 Nicol le Waleys AYR, apparently a further clerical error.

Finally it should be noted that Bain himself must have carried out some kind of analysis on his Appendix III in CDS, II, as his index to this volume is peppered with references to the seals under the names of the individual homagers. However the justification for his conclusions in some of the more difficult cases is not documented.
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ILLUS 1 Selected seals originally attached to the Ragman Roll (E39/102/14) (© Image Library, Public Record Office)
ILLUS 2  Selected seals originally attached to the Ragman Roll (E39/99/1) (© Image Library, Public Record Office)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4th string</th>
<th>6th string</th>
<th>7th string</th>
<th>8th string</th>
<th>10th string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1311</td>
<td>1319</td>
<td>1322</td>
<td>1326</td>
<td>1332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>(1323)</td>
<td>1327</td>
<td>1333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313</td>
<td>1321</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td>1328</td>
<td>1334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314</td>
<td></td>
<td>1325</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ILLUS 3  Selected seals originally attached to the Ragman Roll (E39/102/18) (© Image Library, Public Record Office)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String 1</th>
<th>String 2</th>
<th>String 3</th>
<th>String 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3278</td>
<td>3165</td>
<td>3189</td>
<td>3197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3279</td>
<td>3166</td>
<td>3188</td>
<td>3196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3280</td>
<td>3167</td>
<td>3187</td>
<td>3195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3281</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td></td>
<td>3194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ILLUS 4  Selected seals originally attached to the Ragman Roll (PRO SC13/S various)
(© Image Library, Public Record Office)
APPENDIX 1

HERALDIC & SIGILLOGRAPHIC SIGLA

B       Glover’s Roll, c 1253: Aspilogia II.
BS      Bruce Roll, c 1370: Mitchell (1982), Scottish Arms from the Continent, 1982, no 1.
C       Walford’s Roll, c 1275: Aspilogia II.
D Camden Roll, c 1280: Aspilogia III.
E St George's Roll, c 1285: Aspilogia III.
F Charles' Roll, c 1285: Aspilogia III.
FF Fife Roll, early 14th century: Aspilogia III.
GA Galloway Roll, 1300: Aspilogia III.
Numbering used here follows Adam-Even.
H Falkirk Roll, 1298: Aspilogia III.
HE Heralds' Roll, c 1279: Aspilogia III.
J Guillim's Roll, 1295–1305: Aspilogia III.
K Caerlaverock Poem, 1300: Aspilogia III.
LM Lord Marshal's Roll, 1295: Aspilogia III.
M Nativity Roll, 1307–8: Aspilogia III.
MP Matthew Paris Shields, c 1244–59: Aspilogia II.
Q Collins Roll, c 1295: Aspilogia III.
ST Stirling Roll, 1304: Aspilogia III.
WNR Sir William le Neve's Roll, temp Edward I: Aspilogia III.

APPENDIX 2

SEAL COMPENDIA: GENERAL

The seal compendia are organized as shown:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Legend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR (SHS, SAS)</td>
<td>Homager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The description and legend follow Bain. RR and homager provide the identification, and SHS and SAS give cross-references to Scottish Heraldic Seals and Scottish Armorial Seals. In the SHS reference the first three digits represent page numbers and the final two numbers represent the item on the page. Thus 44207 represents no 7 on page 442. An asterisk signifies unique connectivity between seal and RR homager. A selection of the seals are illustrated in illus 1–5.

SEAL COMPRENDIUM 1

Bain, CDS II, Appendices I.1, I.2, I.3, I.4 renumbered as 1101–27, 1201–90, 1301–69, and 1401–14. The numbers in Appendix I.3 and 1301–69 do not correspond as Bain describes only 56 of the 69 seals present.
1 Seals appended to homage no 810 of the Calendar (Ragman Roll, m. 32).

This item in the calendar lists Ragman Roll homagers RR1571–RR1599. The 27 seals in green wax which remain, suspended by 13 narrow ribbons, correspond closely. PRO reference E39/102/14.

1st string

1101 Device, forepart of a monster, emerging from waves
RR1571
S’HVMFRIDI DE BOSCO
Sir Humphrey de Boys, DMF

1102 Device, a lion coiled between two interlaced squares
M.O.V.D.R.E.E.T.
(not identified)

2nd string

1103 Three shields joined at base, each charged with a saltire and chief
RR1572 (SHS44504, SAS1524)
Sir Roger de Kirkepatrik, DMF

1104 Device, a cross moline within two interlaced squares
RR1585 (SHS29108, SAS478)
Thomas de Coleville, DMF
Also found at RR322 Thomas de Coleville. The main charge appears for the Scottish Colvilles in L’Armorial Gelre as Argent, a cross recercely Sable (GL713). Their English cousins bore an identical charge Gules on Argent, the arms in both cases deriving from those of their overlords at Castle Bytham, the de Forz, Counts of Aumale, who bore Gules, a cross patonce Vair (HE54, D142, E28, F15, G34).

3rd string

1105 Device, a large dog, looking to sinister, the letter ‘R’ in the exergue
Bain, CDS, II, Index has identified the owner as RR1573 Huwe Mauleverer. Compare seal 3340.

1106 A boar’s head couped contourné
RR1575
S’HVGONIS D’HVR’
Huwe de Orre, DMF
Compare detached seal 3083 A boar’s head couped erect S’HUGONIS DE URRE. This homager is also found at RR17 Hugh de Urre and RR867 Huwe de Urre. Black: Urr.

4th string

1107 A gem, a head in profile
RR1574 (SHS43012)
S’GILBERTI DE IONESTOVN
Gilbert de Jonestone, DMF

1108 A shield, charges indistinct
RR1581 (SHS62215, SAS2712)
S’MAVRICII DE STOBIL
Morice de Estubille, DMF
A better impression appears at seal 1123.

1109 Device, a fir tree?
RR1599
S’FERGOS DEL ESAVE
Fergus del Shawe, LAN

5th string

1110 Device, a stag’s head cabossed
IESVTEITOVESEK
(not identified)

1111 Device, unclear
(not deciphered)
(not identified)

6th string

1112 Device, a lion rampant
RR1583
S’GILB’ DE KARLIOLO
Gilbert de Carlele, DMF
A small gem, a head in profile

Device, foliage and four-footed beast

Device, a bird?

A gem, a naked figure with spear

Device, a mullet

Device, a squirrel eating

A horseshoe within tracery

Device, a hare to sinister

Device, a hare or rabbit

Three eagles displayed

Device, a hedgehog feeding

Device, two dogs supporting an object

Device, a figure with eight rays

An ornament of eight rays

S'GILBERTI FIL' . . NECHR. . .

Gilbert Makenaght, DMF

S'TOME SVTHEYC

Thomas de Sutheyk, DMF

. . . DE . . N . . Y

John de Bundeby, DMF

S'CVDB' MACHLINVINI

Cuthbert mac Elemwyn, DMF

S'ROB'TI DE DVNSQYR'?

Robert de Drusquem, DMF

S'ROVLANDI MARSCALI

Rouland le Mareschal, DMF

S'NICHVL BARD

Nichol Bard, LAN

S'MAVRICII DE STOBIL

Moric de Estubille, DMF

S'WILLELMI HERIS

William de Heriz, DMF

Good example of canting arms HERIS = herisson = hedgehog.

SIGILLU . .

(not identified)

S'ALANI DE ROGSI

Aleyn de Roffa, DMF

S'WALT'I F'ROGERI

William fiz Roger de Stratharenyn, LAN
2 Seals appended to homage no 811 of the Calendar (Ragman Roll, m.24).

This item in the calendar begins with Adam de Hepe (RR465) and covers Ragman Roll homagers between RR465–RR564. It contains 90 seals, mostly in green wax, suspended by 19 strings. PRO reference E39/99/1. The string divisions are now included.

1st string

1201 A rose-bush? S'ADE DE HEPE
RR465 Adam de Hepe, ROX
1202 A tree of four branches S'NICHOL' D'FAVSIDE
RR484 Nicol Fausy, ROX
1203 Two geese drinking at fountain S'IOHIS . . . SE . . . ANT
(not identified)

No obvious candidate among the unallocated homagers RR465–RR564. Perhaps used by RR513 Alisaudre Servys.

1204 Oval, an eight-rayed figure S'PA . . . CII DE GLEndoIR?
RR546 Patrick de Glendaghrad, PER

2nd string

1205 A crescent enclosing a star ESTO FIDELIS
(not identified)
1206 A crescent enclosing a star S'RICARDI DE FLECHIS
RR495 (SHS24410) Richard de Flex, ROX
Identical with seal 1251. Indexed under Belchis by SHS.
1207 A stag's head cabossed, a star between the antlers (illegible)
1208 A cross paty cantoned between four stars S'EGO STROCHOVN'?
RR558 (SHS62303) Ego de Strathanathe, PER
Bain indexes under Strachan.
1209 Fragment, a stag's head cabossed . . . CHVNCO?
(not identified)

3rd string

1210 A boar's head couped contourné S'RICARDI DE CHEISELM
RR467 (SHS28407, SAS420) Richard de Chesehelme, ROX
1211 Oval, a gem, indistinct . . . D VNANGEL
(not identified)

Based on last three letters RR553 Roger de Miggel?

1212 Three bars wavy S'MALCOLMI NORaIS
RR540 (SHS53108, SAS2128) Maucolum fiz Maucolum, PER
Legend confirmed. Possible are RR539 Maucolum de Rosky, RR540 Maucolum fiz Maucolum and RR545 Maucolum de Kynbuk. However seal 1269 = RR539, leaving two possibilities, of which RR540, being non-territorial, is preferred. A Drummond seal?

1213 A figure of eight rays S'MALIS DE 'TOFARD?
RR557 Malis de Moliefard, PER
Legend confirmed
1214 A stag's head cabossed S'HVGON DE FODERIGAY
RR538 (SHS36214, SAS976) Huwe de Foderingeye, PER

4th string

1215 A cinquefoil S'WALTRI DE BVRDVN
RR468 (SHS26609, SAS294) Wautier de Burndon, ROX
A David de Burndon bore Argent, three cinquefoils Sable in the Lord Marshal's Roll (LM311).
1216 A six-rayed figure
RR487 S’WILL’ D’CHARTRIS
William de Chartres, ROX
1217 A rose?
RR469 S’ROBERTI GRVNDY
Robert Grundy of Neuton, ROX
1218 A cross paty cantoned between four stars
RR558 (SHS62303) S’EGO STROCHOVN
Ego de Strathnathie, PER
Same as seal 1208, not seal 1209 as given by Bain.
1219 A figure of eight rays
RR486 S’MARIE DE SINTVN
Marie de Sinton, ROX

5th string

1220 A thick bush, a bird on each side reguardant
S’ADE DE HODOLMA . . .
(not identified)
Legend confirmed Compare seal 3512 A squirrel (or lion rampant) S’ADE DE HODVME which corresponds with RR841 Adam de Hodolm. His kinsman, RR461 Robert de Hodolm, who fits this group better, used seal 3358. Same seal as 1249 and 1286. Possibly used by RR466 John de Hardene, RR490 Symon de Holden or RR534 Bernard de Hauden. Black: Howden.
1221 A gem, a figure with rod in left hand, grapes in right hand
RR488 S’RICARDI DE . . . EBVR
Richard le Furbour, ROX
1222 A chevron between three charges
RR559 (SHS62608, SAS2742) S’ROB’TI DE STRATN’N
Robert de Stratherne, PER
1223 A pair of open shears, points up
RR544 S’WALT’ DE KINTOYIR?
Wautier de Kintowar, PER
Black: Kintore.

6th string

1224 A goat leaping, a serpent under
RR547 S’THOMAE DE KYNGERTH
Thomas de Kyngarth, PER
1225 An eight-rayed figure
RR489 S’IOHIS D’LELISCL
John de Lillesclyfe, ROX
This homager is also found at RR1432 Johan de Lillesclyve, PEB.
1226 Fragment
(not decipherable)
(not identified)
1227 A stag’s head cabossed, a double cross between the antlers
S’VALTERI MVDEIVA?
(not identified)
The forename suggests RR503 Wautier de Halcote or RR516 Wautier le Clerk.
1228 A star enclosed by a serpent
RR470 S’ROBERTI WALH’?
Robert Walgh’ of Hepe, ROX
Compare seal 3469 A mullet within a circle S’ROBERT WALB = RR956 Robert de Waghope, FIF. Different descriptions of same seal. Same homager. Also found at RR84 Robert de Walghope?

7th string

1229 A fleur-de-lis
RR483 S’ADE DE CHATHOV
Adam de Chattou, ROX
1230 A hunting horn stringed, to sinister
RR519 S’HENRICI DE WOVMVS
Henry de Hommes, ROX
1231 Oval, a eight-rayed figure
RR543 S’JOH’ DE KINTOY . . .
Johan de Kintowar, PER
1232 A stag's head cabossed
RR542 (SHS48604) Gilmore Makilyin, PER

1233 An eight-leafed flower
RR525 Johan Comyn of Screesburgh, ROX
Good example of family name being substituted by a territorial name.

8th string
1234 A cross of four pine branches, a cone in dexter base point
RR472 William de Farningdon, ROX
S'WILL'I D'FRANINGDV . . .

1235 A lion coiled in two interlaced squares
RR541 Johan de Lanyn, PER
S'JOHANNIS DE L . . . NI?

1236 An eight-rayed figure
RR520 Robert de Toftes, ROX
S'ROBERTI D'TOFTIS

1237 A hunting horn stringed
RR474 John Fraunceys of Longnewton, ROX
S'JOH'IS FRAVNSAYS

9th string
1239 A small dog begging
RR513 Alisaundre Servys.
ADIVARET . . . OVES?

10th string
1240 A fox carrying a dead goose
RR560 Monaghe fiz Alpyn, PER
S' . . MACALPYN

1241 A large fleur-de-lis
RR493 Ingram de Toftes, ROX
S'INGRAMI D'TOFTIS

1242 A stag's head cabossed, star and roundel in base, between the antlers a small shield charged with a voided escutcheon and a star
RR522 (SHS44802, SAS1545) Freskums de Laundeles, ROX
S'FRESKIN DE LAUNDELES

10th string
1243 Broken, a squirrel
RR529 (SHS43013) Thomas de Jonestone, ROX
S'THOME . . . ONISTV . . .

1244 A fess, a cinquefoil in dexter chief
RR535 (SHS24210, SAS127) Andrew de Betton, PER
S'ANDREE DE BETTVNE

11th string
1245 A monster emerging from the sea
RR475 Reynaud de Dolphinestone, ROX
S'REGINALDI DE DO . . . N . . . ON

1246 A tree supported by two hares
RR494 (SHS25901) William de Bradelaye, ROX
S'WILL'I DE BRADELEY

1247 A gem, a warrior arming himself
RR523 Rogier Corbet, ROX
SIGILLVM ROGERI CORBET

1248 A female figure touching a tree
(not illegible)

1249 A thick bush, a bird on each side reguardant
S'ADE DE HODOLMA . . .

Same seal as 1220 and 1286. See comments under seal 1220.
12th string
1250* Oval, a figure, branch in right hand, a scroll in left, in front of another figure kneeling at sinister RR476 William de Rucastel, ROX
1251 A crescent enclosing a star RR495 Richard de Flex, ROX Identical to seal 1206.
1252 A crescent enclosing a star RR524 Same surname as seal 3459 = RR599 Wautier de Benauleyn?
1253 A fox erect, with mitre and staff, addressing a bird in a tree RR556 (SHS23902) Huwe de Balmenaghe, PER Broken, part of seal legend now lost.
1254 A lion rampant (indistinct) (not identified)

13th string
1255 A stag's head couped, to sinister RR477 (SHS43010) John le fiz Johan of Ansleye, ROX
1256 An oak tree? RR550 Lorn de Ardebethy, PER Legend possibly reads ... V ... N DE ... BER ... Homager is properly Orm de Abernethy?
1257 A lion coiled within two interlaced squares RR527 (SHS39818) Robert de Hauewyk, ROX
1258 Oval, the Agnus Dei, with nimbus S'ROGERI DE FOLGAV' (not identified)
The best possibilities are RR473 Roger de Midelburgh and RR553 Roger de Miggel. The latter, however, may equate with seal 1211.
1259 Oval gem, a figure holding a mask? RR482 Phelippe Styward, ROX
Within the group limits of RR465-RR564, there are only only four homagers with suitable forenames: RR482 Phelippe Styward, RR518 Phelippe de Briden, RR528 Patrick de Blenkinsone, and RR554 Patrick de Glendaghrad. The last of these equates with seal 1204. Bain, CDS, II, Index gives RR482 but provides no justification.

14th string
1260 A rose CREDE MICHI (not identified)
1261 A six-leafed figure RR497 S'HERNICI CAPELLANI Henry de Clapelyn, ROX
1262 An eight-leaved figure RR498 (SHS41608) S'IOHTIS DE HETTVN John de Heton, ROX
1263 A hawk on ground, stars in background RR554 S'GILBERTI DE TORRI Gilbert de Thoruk', PER (illegible)
1264 An eagle killing a hare (not identified)
1265 A stag trippant to sinister RR537 SIG EVANI MARI? Synan le Mare, PER
15th string
1266 An eagle displayed
RR479 (SHS57006) Aymer de Rotherford, ROX
1267 A falcon held on a gloved hand
RR501 Johan de Markerstone, ROX
1268 An eagle displayed
RR530 Gilchrist fitz Patrick, ROX
1269 Three bars wavy, a label of four points in chief
RR539 Maucloum de Rosky, PER
Possibly this, and seal 1212 = RR540, are Drummond seals.
1270 An eagle killing a bird on ground
RR536 (SHS49604) Johan de Makeswelle, PER
Legend confirmed. Compare seal 1290.

16th string
1271* Vesica, lacertine tracery
RR514 (SHS42507) Robert de Hanteleye, ROX
1272 A stag’s head cabossed, a cross between the antlers
RR499 John de Stonesleghe, ROX
1273* A stag’s head cabossed, the Crucifixion between the antlers
RR500 William de Yetham, ROX
1274 A fox catching a hare, thistles on ground
RR549 (SHS41609) Isaac de Kelwiny, ROX
Only homager with Isaac as Christian name. Seal legend read as HINFORT in SHS.
1275 A pelican feeding her brood
RR563 Margarete le Engleys, PER

17th string
1276 A squirrel feeding within two interlaced squares
RR481 Aleyn Gurnay, ROX
1277* An eight-rayed figure
RR502 Wautier de Merpym, ROX
1278 An eight-rayed figure
RR507 Gilbert Moffyn, ROX
Legend confirmed.
1279 Vesica, St Katherine holding a sword by the point in rt hand, a wheel in her left, another figure to sinister
RR517 (SHS22413) Adam le Parsone of Souldone, ROX
1280 Vesica, Virgin and child above, a man praying below
RR552 Prioress of St Leonard, PER

18th string
1281 A lion rampant, broken
RR533 (SHS50207, SAS1938) Robert de Maleville, ROX
1282 A trefoil
RR532 William Oftherebure, ROX
1283 A cross paty
RR508 Gilbert fitz Beatrice, ROX
1284 A figure of eight rays
RR505, RR5012
Legend confirmed.
1285 Vesica, Virgin and child above, a monk kneeling below
Note this group of five seals follow the order in the PRO document. They were entered in reverse order by Bain.

19th string
1286 A thick bush, two birds reguardant
Same seal as 1220 and 1249. See comments under seal 1220.
1287 Oval, a lion coiled beneath an oak tree, a squirrel in the top
1288 A squirrel feeding, star, crescents, and pellets in field
1289 Crusilly, three horseshoes
Compare detached seal 3067 Crusilly, three horseshoes S'JOHANNIS MARESCALLI and seal 3375 Crusilly, three horseshoes S'IO . . S MARESCAL . . . The latter has been equated with RR352 Johan le Mareschal of Tosketon, WIG. Same seal, same homager.
1290 A hare or rabbit feeding, a spray of foliage above
Appended to wrong document?

3 Sixty-six seals and two fragments attached to 20 stout strings (Ragman Roll, m.26).

The text of his homage is illegible but from the heraldry of the seals it is probably that of Hugh de Penicok and others, enrolled in the Ragman Roll. This item covers Ragman Roll homagers between RR663-RR751. PRO reference E39/102/18. Bain lists only 56 out of a total of 66 seals and two fragments. All 69 are given here, with the strings and numbering scheme taken from an explanatory memorandum attached to the PRO document.

1st string
1301 A tree, a small bird in the dexter branch, an object across the trunk
Bain, CDS, II, Index suggests RR741.
1302 A snake nowed
1303 A lion passant to sinister
Only unallocated Thomas is RR682 Thomas de Caribre. Bain, CDS, II, Index also suggests RR682.

2nd string
1304 A swallow flying
(not identified)
1305  A cross-bow and bolt in pale, star and crescent in field  S'WILELM DE MONTE
RR681  Black: Onthehulle  William Onthehulle, LIN
1306  A roebuck running, tree in background  S'PATRICII DE ROTHENAI
RR733  Patrick de Rothenayke, PER
1307  Oval, an aged person reading a book, a bird overhead  S'EVE DE COHEBVRN
RR739  Eve, Prioress of Haddington, EDN

This homager is also found at RR166.

3rd string

1308  A bird on a twig  S'HELIE IANITOR
RR677  Elys le Porter de Rugan, LAN
1309* Oval, a lion passant to sinister  S'WILLELMI DE HOPCAILHOV
RR716  William de Hopkelioghe, PEB
1310  A pile in base and a chief  S'HVGONIS RYEDEL
RR668 (SAHS56113, SAS2284) Huwe Rydel, EDN
Also found at RR49 Sir Hugh Rydel and RR393 Hugh Rydel. The seal is better described as three piles issuant from a chief. Hugh Ridel bore Or, three piles Gules surmounted by a bend Sable in the Galloway Roll (GA37).

4th string

1311 Oval, two animals ascending a tree  S'THOM . . . REGON
RR717  Johan le Naper, PEB
Legend indistinct, but the surname appears to contain five characters. Possibly RR717 Johan le Naper.
1312  A bird  (illegible)
(legible)
Not listed by Bain.
1313 Barry of eight, a label of five points  S'ROB' CAMBRVN D'BALNEGH
RR725  Robert Cambron of Balnely, PER
Also found at RR19 Sir Robert Cambron. Identical to detached seal 3036.
1314 A lion rampant, tail contourné  S'THOME DE WYNCHESE
RR748 (SHS65001, SAS2894) Thomas de Wincestre, AYR
Also found at RR54 Thomas de Winchester.

5th string

1315 An ornament of seven rays  S'HENRICI DEL WRA
RR683  Henry del Wro, LIN
1316 A stag's head cabossed between a star and a crescent, a human head between the attires  S'IOHIS DE KENPVNT CL'ICI
RR695  John de Kilpuc, LIN
Black: Kinpont
1317 (indistinct)  S'RADULF DE KYNARD
RR736 (SHS44304, SAS1510) Rauf de Kynarde, PER
Compare seal 80201 where it is described as A saltire between four crosses. Also found at RR131 Rauf de Kynnard.
1318* A horned animal, with claws and lion's tail, passant to dexter  S'MALCOLMI FILII SVNER
RR732  Maucolm de fitz Suneyr, PER
6th string
1319 Oval, indistinct (illegible)
1320 A tree (not identified)
1321 Broken, a trefoil (not identified) . . . CHER
RR743 Patrick le Archer, AYR

The items on this string are missing from Bain’s listing.

7th string
1322 A hawk picking out the eyes of a hare S’JOH’IS DE CRAVFORD
RR747 Johan de Crauforde, AYR
1323 A pelican feeding her young S’WILL’CRETHVN
RR710 William de Crelenge, PEB
Legend confirmed. Also found at detached seal 3090. Bain, CDS, II, Index suggests RR702
William Bretun.
1324 A wheeled ornament of eight rays S’VALTERI LVLOC
RR711 Wautier Lillok, PEB
1325 A star of six points S’WILL’DE DRILAW
RR676 William de Drilawe, EDN
Compare seal 3396 A star of six points S’WILL’DE DRILAW = RR400 William de Drilaw,
EDN. Same seal, same homager.

8th string
1326 Oval, two birds at the foot of a palm-tree S’MALCOLMI DE GLEN . . ?
RR723 Maucolum de Glindogrede, PER
reguardant
This homager is also found at RR419 Maucolum de Glendugred. Black: Glendochart.
1327 A tree, coarsely executed S’JVRDANI D’GARDINO
RR693 Jordan del Orchard, LIN
Only Jordan in the Ragman Roll.
1328 A lymphad, with dragon beak, mast rising into S’ALEXANDRI DE ERGADIA
a cross-crosslet
RR731 (SHS23006, SAS39) Alisaundre de Argeyl, PER
Also found at detached seal 3059. Painted arms date from the Balliol Roll of 1334 for Sr Dargael:
Or, a lymphad Sable with dragon head at prow and stern and flag flying Gules charged on the hull
with four roundels Argent (BL25).

9th string
1329 A rose S’WALTERI DE LOGTON
RR666 Wautier de Logdone, EDN
1330 A fish in pale S’WILL’DE ANIGOS
(not identified)
There is no homager of this name in the Ragman Roll. Based on the last character of the surname,
the best possibilities would appear to be RR680 Reyner de Clonas, RR744 Serle de Dundas, and
RR752 Nicol de Slanes. However seal 3393 equates with RR744 and can be eliminated. Bain
reports this item is found again at seal 1351 (his numbering) or seal 1365 (PRO numbering).
However the latter is a different seal. Unallocated Williams are RR694 William Bretun and
RR707 William Pevel.
1331 A buck leaping to dexter S’GVILL’I FIL VALTERI
RR689 William le fiz Arnald, LIN
Seal legend reads S’WILL’I FIL AR . . . D.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10th string</td>
<td>A curlew, foliage behind</td>
<td>S’ALANI WALAYS</td>
<td>RR749 Aleyn Waleys, AYR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compare seal 3465 A fleur-de-lis S’ALANI WALYS = RR749 Aleyn Waleys.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A six-leafed figure</td>
<td>S’THOME LILLOG</td>
<td>RR712 Thomas Lilok, PEB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This homager is also found at RR1710 Thomas Lilok.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A stag’s head cabossed, a shield between the attires</td>
<td>S’WILL’I DE HABRNETHYA</td>
<td>RR702 William de Abernithy, BER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th string</td>
<td>Oval, two figures, indistinct</td>
<td>. . . HARUDEL..</td>
<td>(not identified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A crossbow and bolt</td>
<td>S’R . . . ARDI . . .</td>
<td>RR679 Richard Fossart of Jeddeworthe, ROX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If the forename has been correctly deciphered, then RR679 is the only candidate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th string</td>
<td>A raven or crow</td>
<td>S’NICOLAI SERVIENTIS</td>
<td>RR685, RR746 Nicol Seriaunt, LIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A griffin passant to dexter, a curved object in front</td>
<td>S’HVGONIS DE PENEKOI?</td>
<td>RR663 Huwe de Penicoke, EDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Also found at RR401 Huwe de Penicok. Not identical with seal 3153.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A rude cross paty</td>
<td>S’IOH DE LAMBTV?</td>
<td>RR722 Johan de Lambretone, STR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Also found at RR9 John de Lambirton and RR1479 Johan de Lambretone.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th string</td>
<td>Oval, a pelican and young</td>
<td>S’PHILIPPI DE AB’N’DY</td>
<td>RR686 Phelipe de Abernyd’, LIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vesica, the Virgin and child?</td>
<td>S’ISABELLE DE COLBANESTO</td>
<td>RR364 Isabele de Colbanston, LAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique solution to seal legend, but appears totally out of place. There is no obvious solution based on Isabel, and only RR363 Margaret de Colbanstone = seal 3349 and RR1814 Edmund de Colbanstone are found elsewhere in the Roll. This seal is not repeated despite Bain’s statement to the contrary.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th string</td>
<td>A sixfoil</td>
<td>(not listed by Bain)</td>
<td>Gilbert de Dunmanyn, EDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legend reads S’..ILBT’ DE . . . MANI . . ., which can be equated with RR670 Gilbert de Dunmanyn or RR721 Robert de Normanville.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A bird on a twig</td>
<td>S’ROGERI DE MONTE ALTO</td>
<td>RR713 Rogier de Mohaut, PEB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A dog passant to sinister</td>
<td>S’ROGERI DE GLASFRT</td>
<td>RR1834 Roger de Glasford, LAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legend confirmed. Unique solution to seal legend, but appears totally out of place. Based on the forename, there are two possible solutions within the group limits of RR663–RR753: RR678 Roger le fiz Richard of Cadroghe and RR708 Roger le Mareschal. Or RR1834’s seal used by another homager?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15th string
1345 Defaced (illegible; not listed by Bain)
1346 An eight rayed figure (not listed by Bain)
RR684, RR745 Michael le Lardiner, LIN
Legend reads ... I ... ER. Either RR684 Michael le Lardiner or RR745 Michael Lardiner.
1347 A gem, two animals addorsed (illegible)
1348 A hunting horn, stringed, to sinister S'HVGONIS DE 'LIGRE
RR715 Hugh of the Leigger, PEB
1349* A bird with three fledgelings S'NICOLAI DE TRIPANEL
RR740 Nicol de Trippeneye, LIN

16th string
1350 A rude ornament of eight rays S'ADE FIL' GILMORI
RR751 Adam fitz Grimibaud, AYR
Legend reads S'ADE ... GRBVD.
1351 A bird (not listed by Bain)
1352 A forearm holding a spear S'GVNNID DE BRWN
RR669 Gunnyd Brun, EDN
Not listed by Bain.
1353* A bird with three fledgelings S'NICOLAI DE TRIPANEL
RR740 Identical to seal 1349.

17th string
1354 A lion passant reguardant? (illegible)
1355 An eight-rayed figure (not listed by Bain)
Legend reads S'HENRICI ... ORT. No suitable candidates identified.
1356 A lymphad (not listed by Bain)
Legend reads S'IOH' IS ... EPIT? Possibly RR701 Hugh de Spot, BER.
1357 A hare blowing a horn, riding on a dog S'HENRICI DE FARYLE
RR726 Henry de Fresseleye, PER
Legend confirmed.
1358 A bend S'HEN ... DE HALIBVRT ...
RR700 (SHS38809, SAS1186) Henry de Haliburton, BER
This homager is also found at seal 81601 A bend = RR851 Henry de Haliburton. Painted arms of
Or, on a bend Azure, three mascles Argent are known from about this date (TCO71, BL31).

18th string
1359 A small hawk or pigeon S'ROBERTI BOIT
RR750 Robert Boyt, AYR
1360 Oval, two birds on a tree reguardant S'WILLELMID DE SKON'?
(not identified)
There is no William de Scone in the Ragman Roll. Possibly RR741 William de Scheles, but
compare seal 1301. Outwith the group limits of RR663–RR753, the most likely candidates would
appear to be RR891 William de Shawe and RR1845 William de Sulby.
An escallop S'EDWARDI DE GOVERTY
RR671
Legend reads S'EDWARDI DE GOVERT. Compare comments under seal 3204. Same seal, same homager, different name.

Broken, a tree with two birds (not listed by Bain) (not identified)
Legend reads ... OLTUA ... No suitable candidates have been identified.

19th string

Oval, a device S'AGNETIS DE ORMISTVN
RR698
Alice, widow of Aleyn de Ormiscote, EDN

Oval, a bird regardant S'HAUWE DE ANESLEYE
RR705
Margerie, widow of Thomas Banystere, EDN
Legend, now partly broken and lost, reads ... AN ... STERE.

20th string

Oval, a twig? S'IOHANE DE MYGQUL?
RR735
Johan Ewysone mac Gilchrist, PER

A rude cross paty S'ANDRIE ORSTVN
RR690
Andrew de Crostone, LIN

Three escutcheons, a label of three points S'GILBERT DE LAHAE
RR737 (SHS40007, SAS1267)
Gilbert de la Haye, PER

A fleur-de-lis (illegible)

Lost

A fragment of homage, of which nothing remains but the place, Berwick-upon-Tweed, and the year (Ragman Roll, m.34).

This item consists of 14 seals in green wax appended on five strings, and covers Ragman Roll homagers RR1049–RR1077. PRO reference SC13/S661–S674.

1st string

Damaged, a human head in profile S'... OLAI DE LANERK
RR1053
M Nicol de Bahyl, Parson of Calder Comitis
Seal legend reads S'... OLAI DE ... LN ... Bain CDS, II, Index gives RR1066 Nicol de Swafham.

Oval, a female figure above, a person on horseback below (obliterated)

A woman’s head affronte NOTEMONSECRET ... (not identified)
RR1052
Maut de Monceaus, ROX
Seal legend reads ... MOTEMONS ...

2nd string

A crescent enclosing a mullet S'ADE DE BONKIL
RR1049
Adam, Parson of Roxburgh Castle church, ROX

Based on forename, Bain suggests RR1049 Adam, Parson of Roxburgh Castle church.

A bishop holding a cross, stars and scallops on either side S'IOHANNIS DE MONDEVILE CL'ICI
RR1064
Johan de Mundeville, Parson of Moffat, DMF
1406 A head in profile S'W ... (not identified)

3rd string
1407 Vesica, in a compartment the Virgin and Child, beneath is a nun praying TV VIRGENIS FILI SVCVRRE MARIE
RR1055 Bain suggests RR1055 Marorie, Prioress of Halistane, the only female religious in this part of the roll.
1408 Two squirrels addorsed, a dog below S'W ... DE WESYNONAM RR1063 William de Westone, WIG
1409 A head in profile within two interlaced squares S'IOHANNIS CLERICI RR1073 Johan de Hayton, Warden of the Hospital of St Leonard of Torrens

The only cleric not accounted for within the limits of RR1049–RR1077.

4th string
1410 Vesica shape, a lady in a fur-lined cloak, holding S'MARGARITE DE BRENESIN
a shield in her right hand charged with a lion debruised by a riband RR1070 (SHS25915, SAS242) Margarete, widow of William de Abirnythyn, BER

The shield bears the arms of Abernethy.
1411 Damaged, a fleur-de-lis S'... CRAVFORT RR1061 Johan de Craunford, AYR
1412 A spotted antelope trippant S'WALTERI ... RR ... (not identified)

5th string
1413 Oval S'ALEISADRE DE LATANGM ... (not identified)

Used by RR1076 Wauter de Laganheuede, ABD? This surname has been identified as Longemore in seal 3296 = RR392.
1414 Vesica shape (obliterated) (not identified)

SEAL COMPENDIUM 2

Seals from Calendar entries nos 73701–80201, 81301–901 have not been inspected; the remainder have been checked against the PRO documents.

73701 A fess chequy SECRETUM JACOBI SENESCALLI SCOCIE RR1 (SHS60101, SAS2542) Sir James, Steward of Scotland
Attached, then lost. For its replacement see CDS, V, 57.
Also found at RR174 James the Steward of Scotland.

75101 On an eagle displayed, a shield bearing a lion S'ALEXANDRI DE ABERNETHI RR20 (SHS22314, SAS3) Sir Alexander de Abernethy
This homager is also found at RR1512 Alisaundre de Abirnithy. Painted arms are given incorrectly at Q496. The correct arms are Or, a lion rampant Gules, debruised by a riband Sable (BL22).
On a chief, three buckles
RR24 (SHS62103, SAS2690)
Identical to detached seal 3060 and seal 3426.

Pretty
RR25 (SHS28107, SAS401)
This homager is also found at RR960 Pierre de Champaigne, Rector of Kynkel

Device, two open hands crossed
RR26 (SHS36312)

Device, a hound pulling down a stag, a tree in background
RR28

A label of three points, each charged with two fraises
RR32 (SHS36401, SAS996)
Identical with seal 3264.

A voided escutcheon
RR38 (SHS28107, SAS90)
Identical with seal 3286.

A gem, a four-footed animal
RR37 (SHS23005)
This homager is also found at RR424 Godfray de Arrosoan.

A horse shoe within tracery
RR56 (SHS49303, SAS1870)
Identical with seal 1119 = RR1579 Fergus le Mareschal. Same seal, same homager.

A boar’s head couped to sinister
RR55 (SHS34312, SAS848)
Identical with seal 3559.

A hare or rabbit
RR53

A lion rampant
RR54 (SHS65001, SAS2894)
Identical to seal 3323.

A lion rampant in combat with a dragon
RR75 (SHS4702)

A falcon killing a bird
RR87

On a chief, three wolves heads
RR77 (SHS36501, SAS1013)

Three stars of six points, a label of five points in chief
RR92 (SHS52007, SAS2050)
Identical with RR178 Sir William de Morref, Lord of Botheville? Unlikely that the head of the house of Moravia would bear a shield with a brisure.

SHS equates him with Sir William Murray, son of John de Moravia.
A star of six points
RR88 (SHS42701, SAS1415)
S'WILL'I DE YNAYS
William de Inays

A falcon killing a bird
RR111
IN NE ME MAL VOISIN EYIS?
John de Montfort

This homager is also found at RR381 and RR1681.

Oval, upper compartment, St Michael slaying the dragon; lower; a man with a hawk on wrist
RR106 (SHS50908)
S'JOHANIS DE SCO MICHAEL
Sir John de St Michael

This homager is also found at RR439 Randulf de Keloure, FOR.

Device, a cross-crosslet fitchy between four roundles
RR128 (SHS43602, SAS1458)
S'RANVLPHI D'KELOR
Randulf de Kelor

This homager is also found at RR439 Randulf de Keloure, FOR.

A saltire cantoned between four crosses
RR131 (SHS44304, SAS1510)
S'RADVLF DE KYNARD
Rauf de Kynnard

Identical to seal 1317. This homager is also found at RR736 Rauf de Kynnarde, PER.

Device, the Agnus Dei
RR587
S'ALEXANDERI SALSARII
Alisaunder le Sauser of Innerkethyn, FOR

Device, a bird on a twig, star and crescent behind
RR588
S'JOHANIS D'LAHA
Johan del Hage, BER

An animal coiled within two interlaced squares
RR588
R.E.P.O.S.
(not identified)

The Agnus Dei, stars in background
RR590
S'WILELMI PRAT
William Prat, FIF

The Agnus Dei, indistinct figure above
RR591
S'ADE GIBEOTSTV?
Adam de Gibelotestone, FIF

This homager is also found at RR1840 Adam de Gibeletestone, EDN.

Device, a merlin perched on a gloved hand, star in background
RR594
S'IOH'IS DE HIRDMAINSTON
John de Hirdmanestone, BER

Vesica, a hooded demi-figure receiving the sacrament?
RR595
S'WILL'I SISSORIS
William le Taillour of Balshawmelle, FOR

On a chief, three mullets
RR596 (SHS31301, SAS624)
S'ALEXANDRI DE DALMIHOI
Alexandre de Dalmahoy, EDN

Device, a winged grifin
RR597
S'IOH'IS DE CRAGVLI
Johan de Cragyn, LIN

Device, a lion rampant
RR592 (SHS23305, SHS42507)
S'ROBERTI DE HVTGAVIN
Robert de Oghtergeven, PER

Black, Auchtergaven. Identical to seal 3392 A lion rampant S'ROBERTI DE HVTTOVN =
RR729 Robert de Ostergavene, PER.

A hare or rabbit feeding
RR586
S'MATHE' DE ATLE
Matheu le Naper of Agheleke, FOR

1st reference E39/102/19

Device, an acorn and leaves
RR910
S'GILISCIE DE HEESTHWIT
Gyles de Estwode, LAN

Legend reads S'GILISCIE DE HEASTWIT.
81202 Device, foliage  
RR911  
S'TVCTREDI FILII SEMANDERAL  
Ughtred Seman, LAN

81203 Device, a crescent enclosing a star  
RR918  
S’GALFRIDI DE HOM  
Geffrai de Home, LAN

2nd string

81204 Device, a hedgehog and foliage  
RR906  
S’WILEMI THYN’?
William Fyn, LAN

81205 Oval, a device and tracery  
RR905  
. . . AGLAY  
Johan del Glaw, LAN

A Sir William fitzGlay bore Gules, a saltire Or, on a chief Or, two mullets Sable in the Galloway Roll (GA26).

81206 Oval, lacertine device  
RR909  
S’JOHANIS PRID  
Johan Pride, LAN

81207 Device, an eagle? displayed  
RR919  
S’HENRICI FIL’ FILIPPI  
Henry fitz Philippe, LAN

3rd string

81208 Device, a fish  
RR903  
S’WILL’ F’DUGALLI  
William Dougalsone, LAN

81209 A stag’s head cabossed, between the antlers an animal passant  
RR904  
S’JOHANNIS DE ERKYRN?  
Johan de Irskyn, LAN

4th string

81210 Vesica, a tree above a beast with long ears  
RR914  
S’ROBERTI DE KENT  
Robert de Kent, LAN

81211 Device, a rude fleur-de-lis  
RR915  
S’PATRIC DE GYLFVT  
Patrick de Selvenland, LAN

Legend confirmed.

81212* Device, a fox with paw raised  
RR916  
S’ALEXSANDR’ ACMAN  
Alisaundre Aikman, LAN

81301 Obv: the seven-arched bridge of Stirling, on centre, the Crucifixion; on dexter 3 figures with bows; on sinister 3 figures with lances; rev: a castle, triple-towered, foliage at side  
RR224  
OBV: HIC ARMIS BRVTI SCOTI STANT  
HIC CRVCE JVTL  
REV: COLINET HOC IN SE NEMWS ET  
CASTRVM STRIVELINSE  
Common seal of the burgh of Stirling

81401 Obv: a building of 5 compartments, in centre the Baptist holds the Agnus Dei  
RR212  
OBV: CVMMVMITATIS VILLE SANCTI  
JOHANNIS BAPTISTE DE PERTH  
REV: as above  
Common seal of the burgh of Perth

81501 Device, a he-goat erect, leaping against a tree, a large bird on other side  
RR272  
S’COMMUNE BVRGENIUM DE HADIN’  
Common seal of the burgh of Haddington

81601 A bend  
RR851  
S’HENRICI DE HALIBURTON  
Henry de Haliburton

Other names on the homage fragment confirm RR851. Also fund at RR700.

81701 Small oblong, device with round tracery: A horse to sinister, a hand above  
RR154  
S’FRATRIS JOHANNIS MOREL  
John, Abbot of Jedburgh

Identical to seal 3079.
81702  Vesica, an ecclesiastic holding in right hand a model of a building, in a left a lance, background of fleurs-de-lis and trefoils
RR-155 William, Abbot of Dryburgh

81703  Round, a hand and arm耦ped, a pastoral staff in pale
RR156 Patrick, Abbot of Melrose
Identical to seal 3121.

81704  (lost)
RR157 Richard, Abbot of Kelso
Originally attached to others. Probably identical to seal 3078.

81801  A human head affronté.
RR661 Philip de Fyndone, KCD

81802*  Device, a lion rampant and a rose
RR662 William de Maystertone, FIF

81901  A vessel with mast rising into a cross
RR320 Common seal of the burgh of Inverkeithing

SEAL COMPENDIUM 3: PART 1

Bain, CDS, II, Appendix III, Nos 1-149 renumbered as 3001-149. Theses seals are unattached to documents, or only to fragments. They are contemporary with the Ragman Roll, and may have been attached to it, or to other homage records. These seals have not been inspected but have been included to give a comprehensive coverage of the seals listed in Bain’s Appendices.

3001  Two chevrons
RR12 (SHS62605, SAS2738) Malise, Earl of Stratherne
Also found at RR169 Malys, Earl of Stratherne. Early heraldic rolls give Or, two chevrons Gules (Q18, FF8) but other colour variants are known.

3002  A fess, a cinquefoil in dexter chief
RR30 (SHS24210, SAS127) Sir Andrew de Beton
Originally attached to CDS, II, 759? Identical to seal 1244 = RR535 Andrew de Beton?

3003  A fess chequy
RR1 (SHS60101, SAS2542) Sir James, Steward of Scotland
Originally attached to CDS, II, 737? For its replacement see CDS, V, 57.

3004  A saltire, on a chief, three roundels
RR- (SHS63105, SAS2771) David de Torthorald
Died before Pentecost 1296, so not on Ragman Roll. Possibly used by RR95 Sir James de Torthorald See CDS, II, 788. Identical to seal 3422. Stodart, Scottish Arms, II, p 44 gives the charges as mullets.

3005  Three mullets, on a bordure 11 roundels?
RR- (SHS52009, SAS2052) Sir Andrew Murray of Petty
Seal probably dates from 1292.

3006  An eagle displayed, a garb on each wing
RR171 (SHS30609, SAS583) Sir John (III) Comyn of Badenoch
SHS describes a further garb on the breast of the eagle.

3007  Equestrian; a saltire and chief on shield
RR194 (SHS26302, SAS270) Robert de Brus, the Competitor
The arms appear as Or, a saltire and chief Gules (B100, E93, G152) in the early heraldic rolls.
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3008 Device, two demi-figures holding a garland, flower between  

3009 Three escutcheons, a bordure engrailed  

RR79 (SHS40308 SAS1286)  

Originally attached to CDS, II, 781? Also found at RR976 Huwe de la Haye, FIF.  

3010 Three garbs  

RR– (SHS30610, SAS589)  

Sir Edmund Comyn  

3011 On the breast of a double-headed eagle displayed, a shield bearing A less chequy, a label of five points in chief, overall a bend  

RR– (SHS50310, SAS1950)  

Sir John Menteith  

SHS reports three alerions on the bend and the legend SIGILL’ IOHANNIS DE MENETET. Sir John Menteith, the betrayer of Wallace.  

3012 A stag’s head cabossed, a mullet on each side; between the antlers on a shield a voided escutcheon  

RR58 (SHS23810, SAS92) William de Balliol, Rector of Kirkepatrick  

Compare seal 3213 A voided escutcheon = RR383 William de Balliol, EDN. Namesake and kinsman?  

3013 Vesica, an eagle standing on a scroll  

RR1609, RR1734 (SHS29314)  

Johan de Conevethe, Parson of Ancrum  

Unlikely to be the latter as no seals have been identified in the range RR1696–RR1755.  

3014 Six fraises, a label of four points in chief  

RR– (SHS36405, SAS1000) Sir Simon Fraser  

Identical to seal 3425. The Oliver Castle branch of the family are generally found as bearing Sable, six cinquefoils Argent in the early rolls (H80, GA120). An additional label Gules is found in Q387.  

3015 A boar’s head couped to sinister, a star in base  

RR33 (SHS24811) Sir William Bisset  

Also found with the same name are seal 3033 and seal 3354. A bend, a label of five points in chief, and seal 3401 A bustard.  

3016 A lymphad with one mast and two men, within a double treasure  

RR– (SHS26808, SAS308) Earl of Caithness  

Originally attached to CDS, II, 803? If so, why is his name absent from the homage lists? The earliest painted example has Gules, a galley with pennon flying Or (BL13). Later ones have the field Azure.  

3017 A raven  

RR103 (SHS59606) Sir Nicholas de Soules  

Competitor for the Scottish throne 1292. Originally attached to CDS, II, 790? The same man appears at RR1505.  

3018 A chevron between three mullets  

RR565 (SHS52010, SAS2054) William de Morref of Tullybardy, PER  

SHS adds a label of three points in chief.  

3019 Three pallets  

RR– (SHS62504 SAS2729) John de Strathbogie, Earl of Atholl  

SHS describes the legend as S’IOH’IS COMITIS ACHOLIE. Numerous examples of painted arms are known based on Or, three pallets Sable (C62, E8, F22, FF6, WNR26).  

3020 A lion rampant, a label of five points  

RR– (SHS51711, SAS2033) Sir Geoffrey de Moubray  

Seal probably dates from 1292. His arms are given in Collins’ Roll as Gules, a lion rampant Argent, a label Azure (Q272).
3021  Crusily, three escallops  S’DAVID DE GRAHAM
RR– (SHS38101, SAS1120)  David Graham, of Lovat
A younger son, he married Muriella Bisset, heiress of Lovat. He died in Flanders 1297.

3022  Three lions rampant, tails contourné  S’WILLELMI COMITIS DE ROS
RR– (SHS56610, SAS2326)  William, Earl of Ross
Painted arms are found as Gules, three lions rampant Argent (LM49, Q17).

3023  A fess chequy, a ribbon dexter  S’JOHANNIS SENESCALL’
RR2, RR510 (SHS60203, SAS2557)  John le Seneschal of Jeddeworth
Originally attached to CDS, II, 740? Brother of RR1 James the Steward and progenitor of the
Stewarts of Bonkyll. Unnamed arms, possibly belonging to RR2, of Or, a fess chequy Argent and
Azure surmounted by a bend Gules are found in Collins’ Roll (Q401).

3024  A saltire between four roses  S’MALCOLMI COM’ DE LEVENAX
RR175– (SHS45404, SAS1596)  Malcolm, Earl of Lennox
See seal 3055 for the counterseal. The early heraldic rolls provide Argent, a saltire between four
roses Gules (LM50, Q21, FF2).

3025  A voided escutcheon  S’JEHAN DE BAILLOVEL
RR– (SHS23807, SAS87)  John Balliol of Bywell
John Balliol, Lord of Galloway, Competitor 1292, subsequently King of Scots.
Seal probably dates from 1292. He bore Gules, a voided escutcheon Argent (LM65, J103,
WNR163).

3026  On a chief, three escallops  S’PATRICII DE GRAHAM
RR– (SHS38010, SAS1119)  Patrick Graham

3027  Three garbs  S’JOH’IS COMYN FIL’ COMIT’ D’BOtha
RR36, RR170 (SHS30602, SAS581)  John Comyn of Buchan
John, succeeded as 3rd Earl of Buchan 1289, d. 1313. Painted arms in the early rolls are found as
Azure, three garbs Or (Q16, BL3, LM45 has the garbs Argent).

3028  Gyronny of eight  S’NICHOLAI CAMBEL
RR183 (SHS27203, SAS337)  Sir Nicol Cambel

3029  On a chief, three covered cups  S’DNI JOHIS BUTTELER
RR51 (SHS26704, SAS297)  Sir John le Botilier
Originally attached to CDS, II, 775? Compare seal 3159 A six-leafed flower = RR414 Johan le
Botiler, PER and seal 3206 On a chief, three covered cups = RR384 John le Botilier of Gramund,
EDN.

3030  On breast of eagle displayed, a fess chequy of two tracts, the lower edge wavy, a label of five
points in chief  S’ALEXANDRI COMITIS DE MENETETH
RR97, RR173 (SHS60109, SAS2554)  Alexander, Earl of Menteith
SHS describes this seal as Three bars wavy surmounted by a fess chequy, a label of five points in
chief. Compare seal 3065.

3031  A cross engrailed  S’WILLELMI DE SCO CLARO MILITIS
RR– (SHS59015, SAS2472)  Sir William Sinclair
Seal probably dates from 1292.

3032  A cross engrailed  S’G’VASII DE RAHT MILIT
RR100 (SHS55204, SAS2229)  Sir Gervase de Rate
Possibly originally attached to CDS, II, 793? His brother, Andrew de Rait, bore Argent, a cros
indented Gules (E214, LM493, Q580).

3033  A bend, a label of five points  S’WILLELMI BISSET
RR33 (SHS24809, SAS166)  Sir William Bisset
SHS gives the legend as Biscet. Compare comments under seal 3015.
Equestrian, garbs on shield and trappings
S'SECRETI JOHT'S CVMIN
Sir John Comyn of Badenoch, snr
SHS identifies him as the competitor in 1292. The Comyns of Badenoch bore Gules, three garbs Or (C70, HE101, D183, E172, F91, Q76, J147, WNR27).

Crusily, a cinquefoil pierced
S'GILB'TI D'VMFRAVILE COMES D'ANGVS
Gilbert de Umfraville, Earl of Angus
The arms borne by this family were Gules, crusily and a cinquefoil Or (HE85, D117, E33, F19).

Three bars
S'ROB'TI CAMBRUN DE BALNEL
Sir Robert Cambroun of Balnely
Originally attached to CDS, II, 750? Also found at RR725 Robert Cambroun of Balnely, PER and RR15254 Robert Cambroun of Balnely, FOR. Compare seal 1312 Three bars = RR725.

Six shields in a circle, conjoined in base, each bearing On a bend, three buckles
S'NORMANI DE LECELIN MILITIS
Sir Norman le Lechelyn
Compare seal 3588 identical description = RR861 Sir Norman le LCSelyn, ABD.

A cross raguly
S'JOHANNIS DE BARDE
Johan Bard, LAN
Separated from Appendix I.1 (RR1571–RR1599)?

Three crescents
S DOMINI WILELMI DE FENTUN
Sir William de Fenton

A fess Ermine
S'REGINALDI DE CRAVFORD
Reginald de Crawford

A hind's head cabossed, surrounded by foliage
S'JEHAN DINCHEMARTIN
John de Inchmartin

A chevron (damaged)
S'PATRICII DE BERK . . . Y MILIT
Sir Patrick de Berkeley
Also found at RR1361 Sir Patrick de Berkeley, LAN.

On a chief, thee buckles
S'WILLELMI DESTRIVELIN
William de Strivelyn, WIG
Separated from Appendix 1.4 (RR1049–RR1077)?

Three bars, a riband dexter
S'JOHT'S DE SOULES MILITIS
Sir John de Soules
Guardian of Scotland 1301–3.

Two conies in fess, ears of corn around
S'GILB'TI D'CHUNISBURG
Gilbert de Conynburke, AYR
Identical to seal 3341 A badger and rabbit fesswise = RRl 123. Not an RR seal.

A saltire
S'HERBERTI DE MAKYSWEL
Sir Herbert de Maxwell
Originally attached to CDS, II, 764? This homager is also found at RR1661 Sir Herbert de Makeswelle, DMF. Earliest examples in the heraldic rolls date from the Carlisle Roll of 1335 for Monsr Eustace de Makeswel: Argent, a saltire Sable (CA230) and his son Monsr John de Makeswel: Argent, a saltire within a bordure indented all Sable (CA232).
3049 Three escutcheons
RR44 (SHS40004, SAS1268)
S'NICHOLAI DE HAYA
Sir Nicholas de la Haye
Originally attached to CDS, II, 767?

3050 A lion rampant, tail contourné, a bordure charged with eight roses
RR192 (SHS33507, SAS786)
S'DNI PATRICII DE DUNBAR COM'
MARC
Patrick de Dunbar, Earl of March
Numerous examples are found in the early rolls of arms as Gules, a lion rampant Argent, on a bordure Argent, semy of cinquefoils Gules (HE88, D238, LM47, H23, J15, K51, GA36).

3051 Three lozenges
RR-- (SHS55604, SAS2250)
SIGILLUM THOME RANDOLF
Thomas Randolph
Seal probably dates from 1292.

3052 A chevron between three lion's heads erased
RR-- (SHS57504, SAS2373)
S'MICHAELIS SCOT MILITIS
Sir Michael Scot of Balwearie
RR1037 Michael Scot, LIN is possibly his son. His arms are given as Azure, a chevron between three lions heads all Or (GA115).

3053 Three horseshoes
RR-- (SHS49212, SAS1869)
SIGILLVM DAVI MARESCALLI
David le Mareschal, DMF
Compare seal 3303 A horseshoe = RR324. Same homager, different seal.

3054 A less
RR464 (SHS28110, SAS404)
S'TOMAE DE CARNOTO MILITIS
Sir Thomas de Chartres, ROX

3055 A hart's head cabossed, between the antlers a shield bearing a salitre with four roses
RR-- (SHS45405, SAS1196A)
SIGILLVM SECRETI
Malcolm, Earl of Lennox
Counterseal to detached seal 3024.

3056 A voided escutcheon Vair surmounted by a dexter canton
RR-- (SHS62408, SAS2725)
RICHARDI DI STRATVN
Richard de Stratton
Members of this family are found at RR69, RR385 Alisaundre de Stratton; seal 3416 = RR386 James de Stratton; and seal 3277 = RR635 Thomas de Stratone. Possibly used by RR69 Alisaundre de Stratton?

3057 Three pales
RR1535 (SHS50101, SAS1929)
S'WILLELM DE MELLEDROM
William de Melkedrom, ABD
Unlikely to be an RR seal. No correlations found with group RR1486--RR1544. Another member of this family is found at RR1509 David de Melkedrom.

3058 A hare in her form
SOHOU SOHOU
(not identified)

3059 A lymphad, dragon head at prow
RR101 (SHS23006, SAS39)
S'ALEXANDRI DE ERGADIA
Sir Alexander de Ergayel
Originally attached to CDS, II, 791? Compare seal 1324 A lymphad with dragon beak, mast rising into a cross-crosslet = RR731 Alisaundre de Argeyl.

3060 On a chief, three buckles
RR24 (SHS62103, SAS2690)
S'JEHAN DE STREVILLELINE CHEVAL
Sir John de Strivelyn
Identical to seal 75301 and seal 3426. The arms are found as Argent, on a chief Sable, three buckles Or (LM511, Q327)

3061 Chequy
SIGILLVM SECRETI JOHANNIS DE WARREN
John de Warenne, Earl of Surrey

3062 A voided escutcheon Vair
RR1677 (SHS46401, SAS1667)
S'WALTERI DE LINDESEY
Wauter de Lindeseye, BER
SHS identifies him as Sir Walter Lindsay of Thurston, BWK a scion of the Lamberton family.
Unlikely to be an RR seal. No correlations found with group RR1661--RR1695. Arms of Gules, a voided escutcheon Vair are found in the early armorials (B205, E204, F460).
Six fraises
S'ANDREE FRASER MILITIS
RR1506 (SHS36402, SAS997)
Andreu Fraser, FIF
Identical to seal 3343 Six fraises = RR1098 Andreu Fraser.
Unlikely to be an RR seal. No correlations found with group RR1486–RR1544.

On a mount, a cock
S'WILL'I DE PRESSTUN
William de Prestone, EDN
Not identical to seal 3253 An owl = RR638 William de Prestone. Earlier seal of same man?

A fess chequy, a label of five points in chief
S'WALTERI SENESCALLI COMIT' DE MENETET
RR– (SHS60108, SAS2553)
Walter Stewart, Earl of Menteith
Died 1295, before Ragman Roll homages. The Stewart Earls of Menteith bore Or, a fess chequy Argent and Azure, a label Gules in chief (LM55, FF3).

Within pointed and cusped tracery the Coronation of the Virgin; crescents and stars in background
S'COMMUNITATIS DE JEDDEWURTHE
RR260
Common seal of the burgh of Jedburgh

Crusilly, three horseshoes
S'JOHANNIS MARESCALLI
RR41 (SHS49304, SAS1871)
Sir John le Mareschal of Tosketon
Compare identical seals 1289 and 3375.

S'REGINALDI LE CHEN FILII
Sir Reginald le Cheen

A fess, a label of five points
S'ROBERTI DE BETTVNE
RR– (SHS24208, SAS125)
Robert de Beeton
Not a Scottish seal.

To be identical to seal 3216 which has a cinquefoil in base.

On a chief, three escallops
S'DOMINI NICHOLAY DE GRAM MIITIS
RR1694 (SHS38009, SAS1118)
Sir Nichol de Graham, LIN
Unlikely to be an RR seal. No correlations found with group RR1661–RR1695.

A bend between six crosses-crosset fitché, a star
S'DONALDI DE MARRE MILITIS
RR37, RR172 (SHS49106, SAS1857)
Dovenald, Earl of Mar
Succeeded as Earl of Mar, 1281, d c 1297. The early heraldic rolls provide Azure, crusilly and a bend Or (HE84, Q15, WNR45)

Six stars of six points (3,2,1)
S'JOH'IS DE STRIVELYN MILITIS
RR63, RR177 (SHS62101, SAS2689)
Sir John de Strivelyn of Moray

Oval gem, two warriors on their knees, fighting back to back
SIGILLVM JOHANNIS DE LINDESEY
RR1517, RR1756 (SHS46403)
Johan de Lindeseye, ROX
Same man? Unlikely to be an RR seal. No correlations found with RR1486–RR1544, RR1756–RR1835

An ecclesiastic in cope, with pastoral staff in left hand, and open book in right
S'COMMUNE CIVITATIS DE HELGIN
RR104
Common seal of the burgh of Elgin

PRESULIS ESTO PIA MEMOR
ASCENDENDO MARIA
(not identified)
3077  A voided escutcheon charged with stars, a label of three points in chief  
S'INGRAMMI DE UNFRANVILLE  
Same man as RR435 (SHS63501, SAS2800)  
Ingram de Umfraville, AYR  

3078  In upper compartment, the Virgin Mary seated nursing the Holy Child; below, a mitred bishop kneeling before an altar  
S'ABB'IS DE KELCHO . . .  
RR157  
Richard, Abbot of Kelso  
Compare with seal 81704.  

3079  Oval, a horse walking, above a hand  
S'FRATRIS JOHANNIS MOREL  
RR154  
John Morel, Abbot of Jedburgh  
Identical with seal 81701.  

3080  A lion rampant  
S'ABB'RIS HAUT BOIS CONDURAY MAMIE  
RR192 (SAS787)  
Patrick de Dunbar, Earl of March  

3081  A large rose  
S'COMUNE BURGENSIUM DE MUNROS  
RR308  
Common seal of the burgh of Montrose  

3082  A gem, a lion's head in profile  
S'HOME DE BONKIL CLERICI  
RR1261  
Thomas Bonequil, BER  
Unlikely to be an RR seal. No correlations found with this group RR1200–RR1318.  

3083  A boar's head couped erect  
S'HUGONIS DE URRE  
RR17 (SHS63604)  
Hugh de Urre  
Originally attached to CDS, II, 748? This homager is also found at RR867 Huwe de Urre, DMF.  

3084  A large hound crossing a stream  
SIGILL' COMMUNE DE LINLITHGOW  
RR296  
Common seal of the burgh of Linlithgow  

3085  A boar's head and neck on a wreath, star in base, crescent above  
S'WILL'I DE CRUMBY  
RR866 (SHS22302, SAS1)  
William de Abercromkby, FIF  

3086  Three buckles, tongues fesswise  
S'ALEXANDRUS DE BONKIL  
RR357 (SHS25306, SAS196)  
Alisaundre de Bunkille, EDN  
Identical with seal 3397 = RR357. Not an RR seal.  

3087  A fess between three birds in chief and three fleurs-de-lis in base  
S'REGINALDI DE CRAUF'  
RR– (SHS29803, SAS526)  
Reginald Craufurd  
Compare seal 3310 A lion rampant = RR1106 Renaud de Craufurd, AYR; seal 3042 A fess Ermine = Reginald de Crawford; and seal 3528 A fess Ermine? between three mullets = RR1124 William de Craufurd, AYR  

3088  A gem, a man's head in profile  
SIGILL . . . CAMERA FIL' BEATRICE  
(not identified)  

3089  Ermine  
S'JOHIS DE BRITANNIA  
RR–  
John de Bretagne, Earl of Richmond  
Not a Scottish seal  

3090  A pelican in her piety  
S'WILL'MI CRETHVN  
RR710  
William de Crelinge, PEB  
Also found at seal 1319 = RR710. Not an RR seal.  

3091  An eight-rayed figure  
S'AGNETIS DE ROSE  
RR–  
Agnes de Ros  

3092  On a chief, three annulets  
S'PATRICII MAK G . . .  
RR–  
Patrick MacGilbothin  
Compare seal 3207 An eight-leafed flower = RR327 Patrick de Botyl, DMF
3093 A rabbit S'WILL'I DE CONISBURGH
Same man as RR892 (SHS29309)
Identical with seal 3520 = RR892. Not an RR seal.

3094 A maunche S'JOH'IS DE HASTINGS
RR– (SHS39903, SAS1261)
Competitor to the Scottish throne 1292.

3095 An oval gem, a lion or tiger passant
RR14
Mich’ de wemes (on tag)
Also found at RR850 Michael de Wymes, FIF and RR1675 Sir Michael de Wymes, FIF.

3096 Vesica shape, a figure standing with a shield
bearing the Agnus Dei on left arm; a shield on
each side bearing three pales? in chief
S'JOH'IS DE . . . SENESCALLI

3097 A bend, other charges obliterated (not identified)
RR98
This homager is also found at RR1518 Thomas de Soules.

3098 A ram or goat passant to sinister JHESUS NAVARENVS
RR–
Thomas Berkeley

3099 A fess between two chevrons s'w. filii walteri (on tag)
RR–
Sir Walter fitzWalter
Not a Scottish seal.

3100 A chimera of four masks TOT CAPITA TOT SENTENCIE
(Not identified)

3101 Oval gem, three sheep? feeding S'EVSTASE LE V. . .R
(Not identified)

3102 Barry of six S'NICHOLAI DE SOULIS
RR103 (SHS59607, SAS2506)
Sir Nicholas de Soules
This homager is also found at RR1505. See seal 3017 for a non-heralic seal. He bore Barry Argent
and Gules (TCO72, LM114, Q39)

3103 A lion rampant within a double tressure, four
roses outside shield S'ALEXANDRI FIL' COMITIS MARCH
RR– (SHS33606, SAS795)
Sir Alexander de Dunbar

3104 A boar’s head erect coupled S'ALEX' DE HATELEY
RR112 (SHS39910)
Alexander de Hateley

3105 A gem, a man’s head in profile S’WALTERI DE AGMONDESHAM
RR–
Walter de Agmondesham
Not a Scottish seal.

3106 The Baptist’s head on a charger CAPUD JONIS
(Not identified)

3107 A dexter hand in pale, a quatrefoil . . . FIL' ALWINI
(Not identified)

3108 A vessel with a single mast, sails furled, on the sea, fish swimming S’ . . . ETHE
(Not identified)

3109 Round, obv: the Virgin crowned, with the Holy Child, seated: rev: the Virgin, St Joseph, and Jesus in a manger
SIGILLVM COMMVNE CAPITULI
Chapter of Aberdeen
ECCLESIE ABIR . . . SIS
Obv: equestrian, a lion rampant, tail contourné on shield & trappings; rev: similar shield on breast of eagle
RR-
Competitor for the throne of Scotland 1292.
Obv: lost; rev: SECRETUM FLORENCII COMITIS HOLLANDIE
Florent V, Count of Holland
In centre compartment the martyrdom of Thomas Becket; 10/12 figures in two others; beneath a bishop at prayer
RR158
. . . ST' THOME
Henry, Abbot of Arbroath
St Andrew on cross between two shields: d: Scotland; s: Scotland debruised by a ribbon. Beneath, a bishop praying between two shields d: a voided escutcheon charged with a saltire; s: a voided voided escutcheon.
William Landalls, Bishop of St Andrews 1342–85
RR-(SHS44803)
Obv: lost; rev: SECRETUM FLORENCII COMITIS HOLLANDIE
Florent V, Count of Holland
St Andrew crowned, on his cross, Agnus Dei above; on his right a fish in pale with ring in mouth, on left a bird and crescent, hand issuant from cloud; bishop praying beneath
RR-
Same man as RR1743
This is Lamberton's seal as Bishop of St Andrews and hence is post-1296. Not associated with him as RR1753 where he is described as Chancellor of the Church of Glasgow.
RR165
Dates from 1292.
St Andrew on cross between two candlesticks, a monk praying beneath
John, Prior of St Andrews
S'JOHS P'ORIS ECCE SCI ANDREE IN SCOCIA
John of Haddington, Prior of St Andrews
SIG' ABBIS SCI EDWARDI IN SCOCIA
William, Abbot of Balmerino
TIMETE DEUM
(not identified)
A tonsured monk holding a pastoral staff in left hand
RR143
John, Abbot of Newbattle

Next three joined by strings
3117 Two birds respecting a cross
RR-
S'PATRICII DE BLAUNIIR
Patrick de Blauntire, STR
3118 A boar passant to sinister, a crab? below and a serpent? above
RR1382
S'MINISTRI ORDINIS SCE TRINITATIS DE BERWIK
Adam, Minister of the Order of the Trinity of Berwick
3119 The Father with nimbus, enthroned, a rod encircled by a wreath on dexter, a cross on sinister; a monk praying beneath
RR1400

On same tag with a third seal (presumably illegible)
3120 A right hand holding a pastoral staff in pale
RR149
CONTRA S' DE NEUBOTEL
John, Abbot of Newbattle
Round, a left hand holding a pastoral staff

RR156

Identical with seal 81703.

A church at top; in centre, the Virgin crowned with the Holy Child on her knees; below, a head in prayer

RR141

Abbot Patrick succeeded John sometime before August 1296. He may have used his predecessor’s seal or alternatively this seal came from an earlier deed.

The Virgin and Child crowned; a monk praying below

RR164

Round, beneath a canopy, a bishop vested and mitred, staff in left hand; a shield below damaged, possibly two birds in chief

RR135

Obv; the crowned Virgin seated with the Holy Child; three heads in compartments above figures in adoration below; rev: an angel and the Virgin standing

RR–

A left hand gloved, holding a pastoral staff; star and crescent in front

RR142

A right hand vested holding a pastoral staff between two fleur-de-lis

RR145

An ecclesiastic standing, pastoral staff in rt hand, It on breast, a maniple over his arm

RR152

The Crucifixion in centre; above, a church; below an abbot at prayer

RR144

An ecclesiastic with pastoral staff in left hand, right on breast

RR139

A right hand vested holding a pastoral staff, foliage around

RR148

A monk praying before an altar and chalice; in his left hand, a staff, in his right a cross

RR140

A monk with pastoral staff in left hand holding an ?owl in his right

RR147

The Virgin and Child at top; two figures in centre; beneath a monk at prayer

RR1403

Although apparently out of place, these seals were never a coherent group.
3135 In a vessel with mast and pennon, two seated figures, the dexter mitred, each holding a pastoral staff erect
RR153
McANDREW: RAGMAN ROLL
S'ABBATIS DE INSULA SANCTI COLUMBI
Brice, Abbot of Inchcolm

3136 A tonsured monk, crosier in right hand, left on breast, between crescent and star
RR-
John, Abbot of Jedburgh
S'ABBATIS DE KILLWYNYN

3137 The Virgin and Child; above a church with towers; a monk with crosier praying below
RR151
Bernard, Abbot of Kilwinning
S'THOME ABBATIS D' LU'NDOR

3138 *The Virgin and Child at top, within a church, an angel in each side compartment; St Andrew on cross in centre; a monk at prayer under
RR150
Thomas, Abbot of Lindores
S'ECCE SCE TRIN. . . IS ET SC CHAELIS DE SCONA

3139 A priest celebrating mass at the altar
RR137
Walter, Abbot of Paisley
. . . MARCI DEI GRACIA SODOREN EPISCOPI

3140 A bishop, crosier in left hand, his right raised in benediction
RR-
Mark, Bishop of Sodor
Not a RR seal.

3141 Round, obv: a king with crown and sceptre seated; a bishop on right and another figure on left; below are three shields, centre, Scotland; dex, three pales, Fife; sin, two chevrons, Strathmer; rev: the Father seated holding the Son on the cross; beneath St Michael overcoming the devil
RR-
Abbot of Scone
S'ABBATIS DE DULCI CORDE

3142 A monk with crosier in right hand; left on breast
RR136
John, Abbot of Sweetheart
S'ABBATIS DE TUNGLAND

3143 A hand holding a crosier
RR138
Alisandre, Abbot of Tongland
S'HERVEI DE CRAMBETH DECANI ABERDONEN

3144 The Virgin and Child under a canopy with two figures holding scrolls on each side; beneath a monk praying
RR84
Sir Hervy de Crambathe, Dean of Dunkeld
Previously Dean of Aberdeen
. . . WILL'I DI GRA EPI DUNBLANEN

3145 A bishop and a monk in niches below a spire with cross; beneath a bishop at prayer
RR-
William, Bishop of Dunblane, 1284–96
Misread as DUNKELDEN by Bain.

3146 Two ecclesiastics in compartments
RR191
Robert, Prior of Restenneth
S'PRIORATS DE ROSTYNOTH

3147 A fragment, St Michael overcoming the dragon; a figure kneeling at left
RR146
Thomas, Abbot of Scone
SIGILLUM ABBATIS DE SCONA

3148 Three mullets
RR42 (SHS52008, SAS2051)
Sir John de Moravia
Originally attached to CDS, II, 761?

3149 A fess
RR94 (SHS50206, SAS1937)
Sir John de Maleville
Originally attached to CDS, II, 787?
Bain, CDS, II, Appendix III, Nos 150–631 renumbered as 3150–631. Bain refers to them as ‘uncatalogued seals'; the vast majority, but not all, were once attached to the Ragman Roll homages.

**Tray I**

**Attached to a fragment of homage are**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference/Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3150</td>
<td>An eagle displayed</td>
<td>S’ WIL’I D’KYNGORN C’RICI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>William de Kyngorne, Parson of Kyltierne, INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alternatives are RR27 M Willem de Kingorne, Rector of Lyston; RR1546 William de Kyngorne, Parson of Kyltierne, INV; and RR1665 M William de Kynghorn, Parsone of Lystone, LIN. SHS identifies him as of Kyltierne while Black, Surnames states two separate people and identifies the seal-bearer as of Lystone. No proof is provided in either case. Watt, <em>Biographical Dictionary</em>, notes they may be the same man. No seals in this part of the compendium have been found associated with homagers in the ranges RR1–RR195 and RR1661–RR1879. Consequently RR1546 is the preferred option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3151</td>
<td>A squirrel</td>
<td>I CRAKE NOTIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(not identified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If CRAKE refers to the surname Craik, there are three possibilities: RR616 John de Crok’, RR1447 Henry Crake and RR1736 James de Crake. However seal 3255 links with RR616, thereby eliminating it. Seals from adjacent groups have been found occasionally elsewhere, suggesting seal 3150 linking with RR1665 and this seal linking with RR1736. However this would require seals 3152 and 3153 also to relate to RR1696–RR1755 which has not been established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3152</td>
<td>A head in profile to sinister</td>
<td>CAPUD SERVI DEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(not identified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joined by strings are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3153</td>
<td>Oval, a peacock walking</td>
<td>S’HUGONIS PECOK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(not identified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Legend confirmed. Seal 3153 A peacock walking S’HUGONIS PECOK equating with RR401 Huwe de Penicok, EDN or RR663 Huwe de Penicoke, EDN are the obvious solutions. However seal 1338 A griffin passant to dexter S’HUGONIS DE PENEKOI = RR663 Huwe de Penicoke, EDN is a problem, especially if we assume RR401 and RR663 are the same man.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3154</td>
<td>A gem, Victory on a car</td>
<td>S’HENRICI DE GRAAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Henry de Graham, DMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joined by strings are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3155</td>
<td>A garb?</td>
<td>S’FRANCI COM...?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sir Umfrac de Kilwhowe, DNB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There is no Francis Comyn in the Ragman Roll; legend possibly reads S’H’RAHC DE K... for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RR786 Sir Umfrac de Kilwhowe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3156</td>
<td>A squirrel</td>
<td>(illegible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(not identified)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that there are four seals on this string; the additional one is also illegible.*
Joined by strings are

3157 Three cinquefoils, a label above? S'VALTERI DWRANT?
RR334 (SHS34013, SAS821) Wautier Durant
Seal 3157 Three cinquefoils = RR333 Wautier Durant would seem satisfactory if not for the existence of seal 3372 A squirrel within interlaced squares S'WALTERI DORAUMT which would also fit RR334. The present option is preferred based on the clarity of the seal legend.
Black: Durham equates the owner of this seal with Walter Durham, DMF. Furthermore Black, Durand equates seal 3372 with RR334 Wautier Durant, DMF although there is only one homager in the Ragman Roll from Dumfriesshire with initial ‘W’ and code ‘D’.

3158 A neat small shield, defaced S'ADE DE WITTONA
RR380 Adam de Wytton, SLK
3159 A six-leafed flower S'JOHANNIS LEBVTELOR
RR414 Johan le Botiler, PER
There are three relevant Butler seals. Seal 3029 On a chief, three covered cups S'DNI JOHIS BUTTELER; seal 3159; and seal 3026, identical with seal 3029. They need to be correlated with RR51 Sir John called le Botilier; RR380 Johan le Botilier of Gramund; and RR414 Johan le Botiler, PER. As only magnates appear in the earliest section of the roll, we can equate RR51 with seal 3029 bearing Dominus; then seal 3026, with DNI in the seal legend, corresponds with the knight of Cramond leaving seal 3159 to correspond with RR414.

3160 Three piles S'DAVIT BRECHIN
RR449 (SHS25913, SAS259) David de Breghyn, FOR
The alternative RR1526 David de Breghyn would fit with the alternative for seal 3161 = RR1527 but not with the group overall. The arms appear as Or, three piles Gules in early armorials (C64, LM323, Q441, BL20).

3161 A hare or rabbit under a tree S'ALEXSANDRI DE LAMB...
RR445 Alisaundre de Lambreton, FOR
The alternative is RR1527 Alisaundre de Lambretone.

Joined by strings are

3162 Small shield, indistinct charges S'ANDREE DE CA...
RR323 (SHS28111, SAS405) Andreu de Chartres, DMF
3163 A deer running S'MICHAELIS DE WITTVN
RR379 Michel de Witton, SLK
3164 A lion rampant S'WIL'I D' GVRLAY
RR444 (SHS37812, SAS1105) William de Gourlay of Bagally, FOR

Attached to a fragment of homage are

3165 A fess surmounted of a bend S'WILL'I FLANDRENSIS
RR886 (SHS35512, SAS930) Sir William le Fleming, LAN
3166 A garb, four pellets on either side S'HUGONIS KINNEDI
RR887 (SHS43609, SAS1460) Sir Huwe Kenedy, LAN
3167 The Agnus Dei S'ALANI DE GLESFRIT
RR890 Aleyne de Glasfrethe, LAN
3168 A lion rampant S'ROB'TI DE CAMERA
RR894 (SHS28004, SAS391) Robert de la Chaumbre, LAN

Joined by strings are

3169 A chalice and hand S'ROBERTI CAPELLANI
RR1558 Robert de Walughtone, Parson of Walughton, EDN
Clerics are found at RR1555 Robert de Jeddeworthie, Parson of Kermyghel, LAN and RR1558 Robert de Walughtone, Parson of Walughton, EDN within the group limits of RR1545–RR1570. As seal 3605 = RR1555, then the preferred choice is RR1558. See Black, Walughton.
Small signet in shield shape, a squirrel
PRIUS
(not identified)

A mastiff barking, a rose above
S'NICOLAI DE PINCRITON
Nicol de Pynkerton, HAD

Oval, a squirrel in a tree
S'IOANE VICARD
Jone, widow of Randulf Wiscard, BER

Joined by strings are

Oval, hunting horn, rabbit above
S'DOVENADI MACANCOL
Donald le fîz Ancol, DNB

A seven-leaved flower
S'JOH'S DE VITLAV
Johan de Wyetelowe, EDN

Oval, a bird
S'ROGERI DE BVRDVN
Rogier de Burghdone of Blakeder, BER

Oval, a head in profile
S'VIL' . . SVRATTER
William le fîz le Stywarde, BER

Joined by strings are

A saltire & on a chief, a bull's head
S'EWSTACII DE BOIWILL
Eustace de Boyville, DMF

Oval, martyrdom of St John Baptist
S'WILL' . . .
William, Parson of Barwe, EDN

A crane
S'ANDREE DE CRANIST
(Richard Stuarde of Ganestone, EDN)

A saltire and ? in base
RR794

A wild boar passant
RR849

Joined by strings are

Oval, a priest consecrating
S'NICHOLAI CAPELLANI
Nicol le Chapeleyn, Warden of Maison Dieu, ROX

A pelican feeding her young
S'RADULPHI HOSTIARII
Rauf le Messager, BER

A stag's head cabossed and star
TIMETE DEUM
Andreu del Ker, STR

See comment under seal 3292 for justification.
Note that there are four seals on this string. The additional one is illegible.

Joined by strings are

A saltire and ? in base
S'JOHANNIS BLUND
Johan le Blunt of Eskbydal, DMF

A wild boar passant
S'ROB' DE SPOTTISWOD
Robert de Spottiswode, BER
Legend confirmed. There is no William de Kynbrigham in the Ragman Roll. The same surname is found RR1034 Robert de Kynbriggeham and RR1287 Johan de Kymbrigham. Black equates this name with Kimmerghame so RR1207 Johan fitz Wautier de Kimerghame is also worth consideration. All the three candidates are outwith the group limits of RR784–RR849.

**Five attached to a fragment of homage endorsed ‘Nich deficit’ are**

3187 A flower of eight leaves
Illegible
A pattern, a gap of eleven between the first and second seals, is common in this group. Possibly belongs to RR1079 David de Tymerham, EDN.

3188 Oval, a hunting horn
S'HELIAS DE HOPRIGKIL
Elys de Obrinkel, EDN

3189 Rude device
S'JOHIS DE MOR'H
Johan de Morhalle, PER

3190 A squirrel
S'ALEXSAND' FOSARD
Alisandre Fossarde of Tynningham, EDN

3191 A rabbit? eating a tree-root
S'MALCOLMI DE KIMSPINOD?
Maucolm de Kynspinedy, FIF

**Joined by strings are**

3192 An eight-leafed figure
S'ADE DE HOME
Adam de Hom, AYR

3193 A sixfoil
S'JOHIS RYNBACHLAV
(Not identified)

Within the group limits, there are no obvious solutions. Perhaps RR1149 Johan, Vicar of Girvan.

**Joined by strings are**

3194 An eight-leafed flower
S'JOHAN' GILMOTAM
Johan mak Elmachan, DNB

3195 A ten-leafed flower
S'JOHIS NAPER
Duncan le fiz Nelegos, DNB

3196 A cross paty
S'JOHIS NAPER
Johan le Naper, DNB

RR725 Johan le Naper is also possible, but unlikely since RR663–RR751 are found in seals 13xy.

3197* Two chevrons, a quarrel above and behind the shield
S'JOHANNIS OTYR
Johan Oter, BER

Note seal 3197 is attached to 3194–6 and not to 3198–201 as described by Bain.

**Attached to a fragment of homage are**

3198 A lion coiled
S'DUNCANI FIL? AVMYL?
Sir Duncan fiz Avelyn, DNB

3199 A saltire between an animal head in chief and base, and two roses in the flanks
S'ALWINI D...AVNR...E?
Alein le fitz Avelyn, DNB

3200* A stag’s head cabossed, between the antlers, an animal & a fleur-de-lis
S'MAURIC' DE ARNCAPIL
Moric de Arncappel, DNB
An eight-rayed figure
RR319
S'MATTEUS GVR...
Mattheu de Gurle, EDN

Attached to a fragment of homage are

A gem, a human head, defaced
RR346
LE SEEL FERGUS
Fergus mac Dowilt, WIG
As the first item in a group within the range of RR321–RR464, the narrower limits of RR321–RR353 apply. Therefore RR346 Fergus mac Dowilt is preferred to RR425 Fergus Fostrosone, AYR.

A hunting horn, stringed
RR429
S'IOHA...ROSLIRS
JOHN DE PARYS, AYR
Legend possibly reads S'IOH.....O..RYS; RR429 John de Parys, AYR fits best.

Device, a scallop
RR403
S'EDWARDI DE COVERT
Edward de Whitewelle, EDN
A mere six homagers have the Christian name of Edward with RR671 Edward de Couertone as the principal candidate. But identical seal 1361 An escallop = RR671 Edward de Couertone, leaving RR403 as the only remaining option. Same man using two different names?

Three mullets, a rose at each side of shield
RR371 (SHS52006, SAS2049)
S'WILL'I DE MORAVIA MILIT
William de Morref of Romsirgard, LAN
See text for analysis of Murray seals.

On a chief, three covered cups
RR384 (SHS26703, SAS297)
S'DNI IOHTIS BVTTELER
John le Botilier of Gramund, EDN
See seal 3159 for rationale.

Five joined by strings are

An eight-flowered figure, or rose
RR327
S'PATRICII D'GILBOIHIN
Patrick de Botyl, DMF
For the equivalence of Patrick MacGilboythin with Patrick de Botyl (= Buittle) see Black, Surnames under Buittle. Compare detached seal 3092 On a shield held by an angel behind, a chief with three annulets for S'PATRICII MAK G[jilbolian]

A fleur-de-lis
RR399
S'RANDULPHI DE LOGTON
Rauf de Longeton, EDN
Compare seal 3388 A fleur-de-lis S'RANDULPHI DE LOGTON = RR667 Randolph de Loghdone, EDN. Same seal, same homager.

A squirrel
RR387
S'HENRICI DE BARD
Henry de Brade, EDN

A saltire and chief
RR333 (SHS44503, SAS1523)
S'JEHAN DE KIRKPATRIK
Steveene de Kilpatrik, DMF
Legend probably reads S'STEVAN DE KIRKPATRIK.

A bend between two cinquefoils?
RR358 (SHS63612, SAS2814)
S'DNI JOHTIS DE VALIBVS
John de Vaux, EDN

Five joined by strings are

Shield, charges indistinct
RR397
S'WALT'I DE LONGTON?
William de Longeton, EDN
Seal legend confirmed. Clerical error in enrolment?

A voided escutcheon
RR383 (SHS23812)
S'WILELMI DE BALIOLO
William de Balliol, EDN
Detached seal 3012 bearing A stag's head cabossed, on either side a mullet; between the antlers a shield charged with a voided escutcheon, belongs to his namesake and kinsman RR58 William de Balliol, Rector of Kirkpatrick.

An eight-rayed figure
RR367
S'WILL'I VAFRER
William le Wafrer, LAN
3215  A fox carrying off a goose, and a man shooting an arrow, star above  
RR457  Andrew de Maxpoffel, ROX  
Seal legend confirmed. Clerical error in homage enrolment?

3216  A fess between label of five points in chief and star in base  
RR447 (SHS24209, SAS126)  Robert de Betuyn, FOR  
The colours may be identical to those borne by David de Betuyn: Argent, a fess gules (Q468).  
The first seal of this group has been assumed to be missing.

Tray 2

1 Large fragment of homage, dated Berwick-upon-Tweed, 28 August, with 22 names which all correspond with homagers between RR945 and RR997. Two strings of seals are attached.

1st string
3217  An eight-leafed figure  
RR946  See text for detailed Ramsay analysis  
S'WILL' D' RAMESAY  
William de Ramesaye, FIF

3218*  A lion? passant, rude  
RR965  Adam de Lumbyny, FIF

3219  Oval, a device, a fir branch crossed  
RR958  Robert de Orrok, FIF

Seal legend probably reads S'ROB'TIF RAD

2nd string
3220  A rabbit below foliage  
RR973  Black: Kinloch notes that most early variations of the name had three syllables eg Kindelouc, Kildelach, Kyndelloche. Only suitable candidate between RR945–RR997.  
S' WILL'I DE KINLHOI  
William de Kyndelloche, FIF

3221  A stag's head cabossed, a cross between the antlers  
R957, RR973  Thomas Keyr, FIF or William Kerre, FIF

Seal legend under seal 3292 for justification.

3222  A scallop shell  
RR945  Johan fiz Nece de Ramesaye, FIF  
It is not easy to distinguish between RR943 Johan de Ramesaye and RR945 Johan fiz Nece de Ramesaye. Pattern recognition gives a slight preference for the latter.  
TIMETE DEVM

Bain, CDS, Index opts for RR945 but provides no evidence. Compare seal 3318.

2 Another homage, of which nothing remains but the foot and the year 24, has 22 strings of seal appended.

1st string
3223  Small shield, charges indistinct  
RR600  S'WILLI DE GURLAI  
William de Gurleye, EDN

3224  A fleur-de-lis  
RR601 (SHS36905)  S'ADAMI DE GARVIAU  
Adam de Garuaigh, EDN

3225  A hammer in pale  
RR821  S'HENRICI FERUR  
Henry le Ferour, Travernent, EDN

Part of a sub-group with seal 3228.
2nd string

3226 A fleur-de-lis  
 RR602  
 S'WALT'I D' BALERAGH  
 Wautier de Balernaghe, EDN

3227 A horseshoe  
 RR604  
 S'F'GUSII MARESCALLI  
 Phelippe le Mareschal, EDN

Seal 3227 only fits with RR56 Fergus le Mareschal or RR1579 Fergus le Mareschal. The former homager equates with seal 77101 and the latter with seal 1119. Consequently it is necessary to propose that the clerk substituted the Gaelic Fergus by French Phelippe to give RR604.

3228 A shrub  
 RR818  
 S'HENRICI D'GARDINO  
 Henry del Orchard, EDN

Compare seal 1327 A tree, poorly executed S'JVRDANI D'GARDINO = RR693 Jordan de Orchard. This provides the only example of the use of the Christian name Jordan, and thereby establishes the connectivity between Gardino and Orchard.

Part of sub-group with seal 3225, 3251, and 3260.

3rd string

3229 A star?  
 (legend indistinct)

3230 Device, an ass? on his hind legs holding a mask in his forelegs  
 S'NVLLVM TALE  
 (not identifiable)

3231 A fox?, charged with a shield, a tree behind  
 RR621  
 A possible alternative is RR608 Barthelmeu, Master of the Maison de St Germain, EDN

4th string

3232 An eight-rayed figure  
 RR606  
 S'ROB'TI D' MOSOCOCAMP  
 Robert de Muscaumpe, EDN

3233 An eight-rayed figure  
 RR610  
 S'PETRI LESURIS  
 Pieres de Lysours, EDN

5th string

3234 A gem, indistinct  
 RR612  
 S'ROBERTI DE PILMOR  
 Robert de Pylemor, EDN

3235 A star  
 RR613  
 S'W... LECESE  
 William Schelle, EDN

Seal legend probably reads S'WIL' LECHSC...

3236* A double-headed eagle displayed  
 RR611 (SHS45812)  
 S'SIMONI DE LASALRIC  
 Symon de Lascalerike, EDN

6th string

3237 A saltire and on a chief, charges?  
 RR614 (SHS25807, SAS232)  
 S'THOME DE BOIS  
 Thomas de Boys, EDN

3238* Oval, a hawk killing a bird  
 RR615  
 S'THOME DE CATHKWIN  
 Thomas de Catkone, EDN

7th string

3239 A crescent and a star  
 RR617  
 S'JHOIS DE IOLVH. . .  
 Johan (le Squier) de Whyhope, EDN

The upper part of the seal legend has been lost due to repair, making the surname uncertain. The only unallocated John is RR617 Johan (le Squier) of Whyhope.

3240* (Obliterated)  
 RR656  
 S'HENR' DE KIDLAV  
 Henry de Kidelowe, EDN
8th string
3241* An eight-leaved rose
   S'PHILIPPI DE WALRAN
   Philipp Walran, EDN
3242 The Virgin & Child seated on bench, star of
   seven points above & below
   Friar John, Master of the Hospital of the Holy
   Trinity of Huwestone
   RR608 Barthelmeu, Master of the Maison de St Germain, and RR650 John, Master of the
   Hospital of the Holy Trinity of Huwestone, are the only unallocated clerics within the limits of
   RR599–RR680. The latter is preferred on numerical grounds.

9th string
3243 A pelical feeding young on nest
   S'RIC' DE HVLOTISTUN
   Richard de Holatone, EDN
3244 A hawk on a gloved hand
   S'ROBERTI DE HEDLEE
   Robert de Hedlee, EDN
3245* A head in profile (gem?)
   S'GALFRIDI DE CALDECOTE
   Geffray de Caldecote, EDN

10th string
3246 A lozenge
   (indistinct)
3247 A lozenge
   (indistinct)
3248 A rose
   S'JOHIS DE HAMEVORTE?
   John de Haneworthe, EDN

11th string
3249* A rose
   S'WILL'I AVENAL
   William Avenel, EDN
3250 (defaced)
   . . . DE . . .
   (not identified)
3251 A saltire between four roses?
   S'ANULFI DE . . . VDEN
   Raufe de Haudene, Parson of Whitesun, BER
   Presumably the seal of RR805 Rauf de Haudene, Parson of Whitesun, BER. However does not fit
   unless it is part of the subgroup in the lower RR800s. Compare seals 3225, 3228, 3260. But
   possibly used by his kinsman RR607 Aylmer de Haudene, EDN or RR660 Eymer de Haudene,
   EDN.

12th string
3252 (obliterated)
   S'NICHOL' DE PRESTUN
   Nicol de Prestone, EDN
3253 An owl
   S'WILL'I DE PRESTUN
   William de Prestone, EDN
RR638 (SHS54602)
   Probably not identical to detached seal 3064.
3254 A star
   S'WILL'I DE POGLI
   William de Pokeby, EDN

13th string
3255 Oval, a hound running
   S'JOH'IS DE CRAKE
   Johan de Crok', EDN
3256* Oval, a fleur-de-lis
   S'ROBERTI WYPPUNT
   Robert de Weepunt, EDN
14th string
3257  A fleur-de-lis   S'WILL'I FIL' RICARDI (not identified)
Seal legend confirmed. The most likely candidate is RR645 William fiz Geffray of Boulton, EDN whose brother appears at seal 3265 = RR652.
3258  A winged griffin   SIGILLUM AMORIS (not identified)

15th string
3259  Oval, a hawk killing a small bird on a tree   S'PETR' . . . DE FILALIGLEN?
RR644 Seal legend reads S'PETR. . . DE F. . .W. . .EN: based on seal 3628 S'ADE DE FVLDAIN DE FORTO equating with RR629 Adam de Fouweldene of Hortone, suggest seal legend reads S'PETRIS DE FOUWELDEN for Pieres (de Fouweldene) de Hortone = RR644 Pieres de Hortone.
3260  A ten-leafed flower   S'HENRICI VECVL
RR808 Legend possibly reads S'HENRICI DE . . . LL . . . for RR816 Henry de Ellom, BER? Part of sub-group encompassing seals 3225, 3228, 3251, and 3260. Always the last item on the string.

16th string
3261*  Oval, the Agnus Dei   S'TIVONIS DE ELBOTEI
RR648 Ive de Elebotle, EDN
3262  An eight-rayed figure   S'MICAEL D'HAIL
RR649 Michel de Hale, EDN

17th string
3263  Oval, an eight-rayed figure   S'ADE CLERICI
RR647 Adam le clerk of Colgyntone, EDN
3264  A label of three points, two fraises on each   S'WILELMI FRASER
RR633 (SHS36401, SAS996) William Frysel, EDN

18th string
3265  Oval, the Agnus Dei   S'JOHANNIS FIL' GALFRIDI
RR652 Huwe fitz Geffrai of Elbottle, EDN
Seal legend reads S'HUGONIS FIL' GALFRIDI for RR652 Huwe fitz Geffrai of Elbottle, EDN, one the sons of Sir Geoffrey de Moubray (d 1300). RR645 William fitz Geffray of Boulton, EDN and RR875 Richard le fiz Geffrai of Eckford, ROX are further sons.
3266  A mullet of six points   S'TOME WANC (not identified)
Compare seal 1314 A lion rampant = RR748 Thomas de Wincestre. This is a better fit since all 13xy seals lie between RR663 and RR751.
3267  A wyvern crowned with a shield on its back   S'HENRICI DE VETRIPONT
RR785 Sir Henry de Vipont, DNB
Part of low 800s sub-group? See seal 3225, 3228, 3251, and 3260.

19th string
3268  A shield charged with a harp?   S'WALRAUNNN LE HARPEVR
RR609 (SHS39814, SAS1257) William le Harpur of la Lawe, EDN
SRO copy reads the forename as Willaume.
3269*  Oval, two birds regarding a star   S'WALTERI DE NORTHERWIC CL'I
RR653 Wautier de ?North Berwick, EDN
20th string
3270  An eight-rayed star  
      RR634  S'ALLANI D'WYNTVN  
Aley de Wintone, EDN

3271  A figure riding on an ass or mule holding a hawk? on its right arm  
      (not identified)  
Probably a motto and not a name.

21st string
3272  A star of seven rays  
      RR657  S'WALTI DE WED'BVRN  
Wautier de Wederburne, EDN

3273  Lozenge shaped; a bird flying  
      VMILIS . . .  
(not identified)

3274  A hawk killing a small bird  
      RR839  S'ANGNETE FIL' RANDUL? GRAHT?  
Pieres de Graham, DMF
Seal reads S'AN. . .ELE FIL'ROB'TI GRAHT. Probably the seal of Annabella, daughter of Robert, Earl of Strathearn and wife of Sir Patrick de Graham, killed a few months previously at Dunbar. Husband's name RR839 Pieres de Graham inserted in roll? Part of low 800s sub-group? See seals 3225, 3228, 3251, 3260 and 3267. Her husband's seal has been identified among the SRO detached seals at seal 4023, and she appears in her own right at RR1057. Due to her husband's recent death, both seals taken to the homage ceremonies?

22nd string
3275  An eight-leaved flower  
      RR618 (SHS38808)  S'ANDREE DE HALDANISTUN  
Andre de Haldanstone, EDN

3276  Device  
      (indecipherable)  
(not identified)

3277  A flower of fifteen rays  
      RR635  S'THOME DE STRATUN  
Thomas de Stratone, EDN
Attached to 22nd string, and not as indexed by Bain, CDS, II in the following group.

Five joined by strings are
3278  A fleur-de-lis  
      RR338  S'ROBERTI MOVEST  
Robert de Moffet, DMF

3279  An eagle displayed  
      RR376  S'JOHIS DE SCO CLARO  
Johan de Seintclerk of Hirdmanstone, BER

3280  Oval, a lady holding a shield by the guige in her right hand, a falcon in her left  
      RR361  SIGILL' DERWORGOYL D'CRAUFORD  
Devorgoyl Carnot, LAN
Only occurrence of this Christian name among the homagers.

3281  Shield shape, a lion rampant  
      RR441 (SHS44402, SAS1515)  S'JOHANNIS DE KINROS  
Johan de Kynros, FOR

3282  Two lions counter-rampant  
      RR434  SIG' ADE SISORIS  
Adam le Taillour of Coningham, AYR

3 Fragment of homage

1st string
3283  A raven?  
      (not identified)  
Legend confirmed. The bird should probably be identified as a Cornish chough, a punning reference to the name. As the first item in a group within the range of RR321–RR464, the narrower limits of RR321–RR353 apply. There are no obvious candidates. Perhaps used by another homager. Closest surname is RR630 William de Cornhal, EDN.
3284 A boar's head and neck couped  
RR388  
Seal legend should be revised to read 'S'WILL' DE GRENLAW.

3285 A chief, charges obliterated  
RR373 (SHS31614, SAS651)  
Painted arms date from the Balliol Roll of 1334 for Sir de Douglas: Argent, on a chief Azure, three stars of six points Argent, pierced Gules (BL28).

3286 A voided escutcheon  
RR463 (SHS23809, SAS90)  
Alexander de Balliol of Cavers, ROX bore Argent, a voided escutcheon Gules (E142, F54, Q79 etc).

3287 Shield, charges obliterated  
RR462  
Unable to correlate with Steward or Syward neither of which has the toponymic 'de'. Based on the analysis of seal 3284 above, a surname terminating in 'lawe' is possible. RR462 John de Grymeslawe would fit both forename and surname criteria.

2nd string

3288 A hawk reguardant?  
RR339 Rogier de Faussyde, DMF  
Legend reads 'S'RO . . . Within limits defined under seal 3283 above, and the short portion of seal legend, the only solution is RR339 Rogier de Faussyde.

3289 An eight-rayed figure  
RR382  
Compare seal 3418 An eagle displayed which fits equally well with RR382. Connection with seal 3418 is preferred on basis of An eagle displayed being the heraldic charge of the Ramsays.

3290 Lozenge shaped; a wolf? passant to sinister, a tree behind  
RR368  
Andrew de Levingstone, LAN

3291* Oval, the Virgin and Child  
RR426  
M Gilbert de Templeton, AYR

3292 A stag's head cabossed, a mullet between the antlers  
RR427  
William Kerre, AYR

Seals 3183, 3221, and 3292 bear the same charges and the same legend and are likely to be connected. Seal 3183 should be associated with RR1545–RR1570, seal 3221 with RR943-RR997, and seal 3292 with RR321–RR464. Analysis provides only one code/name common to all three groups K600/Kerre. On this basis it is possible to propose that seal 3183 = RR1550 Andreu del Ker, seal 3221 = RR957 Thomas Keyr or RR973 William Kuere and seal 3292 = RR427 William Kerre. It is worthwhile noting that the later arms borne by the Kerrs were three mullets on a chevron; a stag's head in base was additionally associated with the Kerrs of Ferniehurst.

There are six seals on this string but the additional one is illegible.

Tray 3

4 Fragment of homage no 3

1st string

3293 A lion rampant?, defaced  
RR353  
The Nativity Roll of c 1300 has for Sir Dunkan Makdonell d'Escoce: Or, three lions rampant Sable (M66). As the roll is associated with Galloway, Makdonell is probably a misreading of Makdouell.
3294 A pelican feeding young on nest S'JOH’IS DE ORMISTON
RR451 (SHS53809, SAS2171) John de Ormestone, ROX
3295 A castle with three towers?, broken . . .THOM. . .DE TV. . .
RR420 (SHS63107, SAS2772) Thomas de la Tour, AYR
3296 Oval, a fleur-de-lis S'EL . . .ABETHE LATANG MO. . .
RR392 Elice de la Longemore, EDN
Legend reads S'EL . . . LANGMOR . . .
3297 A hound pulling down a stag (illegible)
(not not identified)

2nd string

3298 An eight-rayed figure S'JOH’IS LOG
RR453 John Lock, ROX
3299 A crescent enclosing a star S'RICARDI . . . WERWIC
RR421 Richard de Warwyk, AYR
Compare seal 3336 A crescent & star S'RICARDI D'WARWIC. Homager RR421 is better
associated with seal 3299 than with seal 3336.
3300 Device? . . . DET?
RR393 Hugh Rydel, EDN
Legend reads . . . DEL. RR393 Hugh Rydel an RR408 Thomas de la Chaundel, PEB are the only
possible solutions. As seal 3368 = RR408, RR393 is the unique solution.
3301* A lion rampant on a rose? S'WILLELM DE HESWEL
RR458 (SHS39906, SAS1264) William de Hessewelle, ROX
3302 Coronation of a kneeling figure? S'ROBERTI . . . NORMANVIL
RR410 Robert de Normanvil, STR
The seal legend has been broken and repaired between the two names. The ‘de’ is not detectable.
Note there are six seals on this string but the additional one, the first, is illegible.

3rd string

3303 A horseshoe SIGILLUM DAVIT MERSCHALI
RR324 (SHS49302, SAS1868) David le Mareschal, DMF
Detached seal 3053 displays Three horseshoes SIGILLVM DAVI MARESCALLI while seal 3303
has a single horseshoe. However there is only one David Marshall in the Ragman Roll, so the
former seal may not be associated with the RR homages.
3304 An eagle killing a hare S'ANDREI D'. . . ROBA
RR456 Andrew de la Gardrobe, ROX
3305 A water bouget S'ROBERTI DE ROIS
RR428 (SHS56708, SAS2310) Robert de Ros, AYR
3306 A hunting horn stringed, broken S'HVG. . . . OHVAE
RR398 Hugh de Morref, EDN
Bain, CDS, II, Index proposes RR375 Hugh Grey, FIF. RR398 Hugh de Moravia is a preferable
solution.
3307 Three bars S'RO. . . CAMBRV DE
RR416 (SHS26912, SAS319) BALLIGYRNA . . . LIT. . .
Robert Cambroun of Balnygrenaech
3308 A stag trippant to dexter IESVS IVDEAM DOLET
(not not identified)

5 Fragment of homage

1st string

3309 A star of six points S'ALANI FLEMING
RR1130 Aleyne le Flemynge, AYR

3310 A lion rampant
RR1127 (SHS29801) S'REGINALDI DE CRAVFORD
Renaud de Craufurd, AYR

2nd string
3311 An eagle displayed S WILL'I DE MORAVIA
(not identified)
These four strings have seals belonging to homagers between their limits of RR1103 and RR1175,
which does not include any members of the Moravia/Morref family. Possibly RR1129 William fiz
Lorence, son? of RR762 Laurence de Morref.

3312 Device? S'ALEXAND D'PAVNTVN
RR1159 Alisaundre de Paunton, LAN

3rd string
3313 A fess chequy between two stars in chief and a hunting horn stringed in base
RR- (SHS42304, SAS1351) (not identified)
No homager of the legend name exists in the IP list of homagers. However in an abstract, CDS, II, no 812, which covers the 25 homagers RR885–RR909, is found Symon de Huston. Seal 3313, its description and legend, need to be compared with seal 3549 A fess chequy, three charges in chief = RR885 Sir Fynlawe de Hustone, LAN where the latter forms part of a closely knit group. No suitable candidate exists between the limits of RR1103–RR1175. It seems likely that Symon and Fynlawe both appended their seals but for some reason Fynlawe’s name was omitted from no 812, but later substituted for Symon’s when it was copied on to the roll.

3314 A fleur-de-lis between three stars S'RICARDI WER'
RR1157 (SHS64403, SAS2855) Richard Wer, LAN
3315 Shield shape, a narrow horseshoe? (illegible)

4th string
3316 A fleur-de-lis S'ALEXAND' B'OTIL
RR1137 Alisaundre de la Butlerie, AYR
Also found at seal 3553 but hitherto unrecognized.

3317 A tree, a bird at foot S'SIMONIS DE RYNA?
RR1163 Symon del Schawe, LAN
Legend possibly reads S'SIMONIS DE . . .HA. . . suggesting RR1163 Symon del Schawe, Bain, CDS, II, Index, suggests RR1163 Symon del Schawe but provides no justification. Compare seal 3534 The murder of St Thomas à Becket S'SYMONIS DE RY. . .LOR which has a similar legend and has been tentatively identified as RR1155 Symon de Spalding, Parson of Ogheltre, AYR.

6 Fragment of homage
1st string
3318 A falcon on an oak branch S'JOHANNIS DE RAMMESEYE
RR943 Johan de Rameseye, FIF
It is not easy to distinguish between RR943 Johan de Ramesaye and RR945 Johan fiz Nece de Ramesaye. Pattern recognition gives a slight preference for the former, on the grounds of an identical gap between the first and second seals on the groups starting at seals 3318, 3321, and 3217. Compare seal 3222.

3319 A hare, at foot of a tree, a bird in top S'JOHIS DE CAMBOC
RR962 Johan de Cambhou, FIF
Bain, CDS, II, Index gives Sir John of FIF. Compare commends under seals 3471 and 3479.

3320 A hawk, wings extended, on ground S'JOHANNIS. . .
(not identified)
Surname illegible due to repair.
2nd string

3321 A hawk on a perch in a gloved left hand, three roses on field
RR944 S'ADE RAMESAY
Adam de Rameseye, FIF

3322 A star of six points
RR963 S'BARTHOLOM'I? DE KIL... Bartholmeu de Kyludunham, FIF

7 Fragment of homage no 5

1st string

3323 A hare in her form
RR1135 S'RADVLFI DE EGLINTUN
Rauf de Eglinstone, AYR
Identical to seal 77601.

3324 A wyvern, a star in the field
RR1144 S'JOH'IS LE PVISNE
(not identified)

3325 An eight-rayed figure
RR1154 S'ALANI DE TOFTZ?
Aley de Keres, AYR
Seal legend apparently correct. Based on surname, possible are RR493 Ingram de Toftes, RR496 William de Toftes, and RR520 Robert de Toftes, all of ROX. However seal 1236 = RR520 Robert de Toftes and seal 1241 = RR493 Ingram de Toftes. Within the group RR1103–RR1175, the most likely possibility is RR1154 Aley de Keres, who perhaps had adopted a new territorial name.

2nd string

3326 Small signet, a lion coiled
RR1113 S'CREDE MICHI
(not identified)

3327 A wolf or fox, crosier in hand, preaching to animals
RR1144 S'RANDULPHI FAIREYE
RAuf Faireye, AYR

3328 A rose
RR1169 S'ROBERTI FRVS?
Robert Freyser, DMF

SRO copy reads the name as Freser.

Tray 4

8 Small fragment of homage

Attached by a string are

3329 Three garbs, on a canton stars?
RR793 (SHS43011) S'JOHIS DE IONESTONE MIITIS
Sir Johan de Jonestone, DMF

3330 Two lions passant
RR795 (SHS23203, SAS50) SIGILLV HECTORIS ASCOLOC
Hectur Asceloc, WIG

3331 A hunting horn between three roses
RR797 (SHS59904, SAS2532) S'WALTERI SPREVLE
Wautier Sproul, DMB
Compare seal 3609 A hunting horn between three roses = RR901 Wautier Spreul, LAN. Same seal, same homager but different lands.

3332 Per cross, a lion rampant in the 1st and 4th quarters
(obiterated)

Attached by a second string are

3333 A boar at foot of a tree
AVE MARIA GRACIA
(not identified)
An eight-rayed figure S’NICHOL’I F IOSER?
RR809 Nicol del Despence, BER
Legend probably reads S’NICHOL’I . . . PENSER.

9 Fragment of homage

1st string
3334 A bull’s head cabossed S’ROB’TI DE BOYVILLA
RR1128 (SHS25813, SAS236) Robert de Boyville, AYR
3336 A crescent and star, damaged S’RICARDI D’WARWIC
RR421 Richard de Warwyk
Compare seal 3299 A crescent enclosing a star = RR421 Richard de Warwyk which is a good fit.
No obvious candidates.
3337 A rabbit and another object CLAMORVM
(not identified)
3338 (obliterated) (not identified)
The last item is on a different string from seals 3335–3337.

2nd string
3339 A cross paty surmounting four rays ROG WALAYS
RR1119 Nicol le Waleys, AYR
There are at least four different homagers with le Waleys as their surname, but none have Roger as
Christian name. RR1119 Nicol le Waleys fits: clerical error in homager’s name?
3340 A saltire, on a chief, three stars . . . ONIS DE MVLYVER
RR1126 Huwe of the Blair, AYR
RR1573 (SHS49601) Huwe Maulever, DMF
Correlation of seal 3340 with RR1573 Huwe Maulever, DMF seems obvious, especially when
the seal displays the saltire and chief of Annandale. However seals from homagers
RR1571–RR1599 are found in Compendium 1. RR1126 Huwe of the Blair is a better fit. In view
of the assonance, is it the same man holding lands in both AYR and DMF whose name has been
misrepresented by the scribe?
3341 A badger and rabbit fesswise, ears of corn S’GILB’TI CHVNSE . .
RR1123 Gilbert de Conynburke, AYR
Based on detached seal 3047 Two burrowing animals? in fess, ears of corn around S’GILB’TI
D’CHVNISBURG, it is possible to securely correlate seal 3341 with RR1123 Gilbert de
Conynburke. The same canting reference to a coney is found in detached seal 3093 and seal 3520

10 Small fragment of homage

On a string are
3342 A cross cantoned with five stars S’MICHAEL’ LE MESSAG
RR1087 Michael le Messager, EDN
Alternative is RR1625 Michel le Messager, EDN.
3343 Signet, six fraises S’ANDREE FRASER MILITIS
RR1098 Andreu Fraser, FIF
Alternative is RR1506 Andru Fresel, FIF.

11 The following four signets are attached to fragments of a homage by red/green twisted strings.

1st string
3344 A lion rampant SECRETUM GILBERTI
(not identified)
### Fragment of Homage no 3

#### 1st string

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Holder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3348</td>
<td>Oval, a voided escutcheon between a star in chief &amp; base</td>
<td>S'HENRICI DE MUNDEVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3349</td>
<td>A shuttle in pale between three stars</td>
<td>S'MARGAR' D'COLBANST'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2nd string

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Holder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3350</td>
<td>A saltire &amp; on chief, trace of stars</td>
<td>S'DOMINI HUFRIDI DE GARDINO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3351</td>
<td>A voided escutcheon</td>
<td>S'INGRAMI DE VNFRANVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3352</td>
<td>An eight-rayed figure</td>
<td>S'SYMONIS D'CRESVILE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3rd string

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Holder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3356</td>
<td>Device, a monster?</td>
<td>S.CAMERA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3357</td>
<td>Oval, the Virgin and Child</td>
<td>(illegible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3358</td>
<td>A crow or jackdaw</td>
<td>S'ROB'TI D'HODOLM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3359</td>
<td>Crusilly, on a bend, escallops?</td>
<td>S'MORGUNDI DE GLENESK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3360  A duck or gull feeding
RR430  S'DOVENALDI FIL'GILBERTI
Dovenald fitz Gilbert, AYR

13 Fragment of homage no 3

1st string
3361  A squirrel
RR348  S'THOME MACCVLI?
Thomas mac Culagh, WIG
3362  An eight-rayed figure
RR406  S'ALANI DE LIB'TVN
Aleyn de Liberton, EDN
Compare seal 3377 A boar's head couped S'ALANI DE LIBETUN which corresponds with
RR664 Aleyn de Libertone. Presumably kinsman and not the same man.
3363  Oval, a lady standing on two shields with
voided escutcheons, the Agnus Dei in left hand,
right on breast
RR391 (SHS53101, SAS2123)  S'PATRICII NOBIL
Patrick le Noble, EDN
3364  A stag's head cabossed, between the antlers, a
shield with three piles
RR360 (SHS47402, SAS1738)  SIGILLVM WALTERI LOGAN
Wautier Logan, LAN
3365*  A hawk or pigeon on ground, crescent and star
on field
RR370  S'HAMLIN DE TRVP
Hamund de Troup, LAN
3366  Broken, a dog
(inscription lost)
(not identified)

2nd string
3367  Three shields conjoined in base
(not identified)
Seals of this type generally belong to ladies. As the first item in a group within the range of
RR321–RR464, the narrower limits of RR321–RR353 apply. Candidates are RR326 Mariot de
Sutton, RR354 Alice de Ormestone, and RR355 Mariot de Golyn. As seal 1363 = RR354, RR698
Alice, widow of Aleyn de Ormestone, and seal 4011 = RR326 Mariot de Sutton, thereby leaving
RR355 Mariot de Golyn as the most likely candidate.
3368  A lion rampant to sinister
RR408  S'THOME DE CANDELA
Thomas de la Chaundel, PEB
Black: Candel.
3369  The Agnus Dei
RR390  S'THOME DOLEY?
Thomas le Noble, EDN
Seal legends reads S'THOME NOB...L = RR390 Thomas le Noble. Note the use of the same
charge on the seal of his kinsman in seal 3363.
3370  Device, an animal in centre, crescent in chief,
rose in base, two stars in flanks
S'WALTERI FILII WALTERI
(not identified)

No seal of this description is now attached to the string.

3371  A crane
RR394 (SHS29705)  S'ANDREE DE CRANIST
Andrew de Cragestone, EDN
Cragestone is an error for Cranston. Cf Black: Cranston.

14 Fragment of writ, 'Newcastle'. Four seals appended by green and red silk ties: those of the Earls
of March and Angus to the first, and Athol and Sir John Comyn to the second string. On the
document is noted S'Epi Glasguen, Abbis de Gedeworthe, Comitis de Boughan.
All joined by strings are

3372  A squirrel within interlaced squares  S'WALTERI DORAVMT
       (not identified)
       Compare seal 3157 Three cinquefoils S'WALTERI DWRANT = RR334 Wautier Durant; this is
       the preferred connectivity on the grounds of clarity as the seal legend of 3372 can be read only as
       S'WALTERI...O...AU...T. As the first item in a group within the range of RR321–RR464, the
       narrower limits of RR321–RR353 apply which might indicate either RR329 Wautier de Twynham
       or R332 Wautier fizRichard de Twynham, both of DMF. However it is then difficult to reconcile
       seal legend and homager surname.

3373  Oval, the Virgin and Child  S'WILLELMI DE CRAMOND CLERICI
       RR405  William de Cramund, clerk, EDN

3374* An eight-rayed figure  S'JOH'IS D'LEASTALRIC
       RR389  Johan de Lestalryk, EDN
       Black: Restalrig

3375  Crusily, three horseshoes  S'I...S MARESCAL
       RR344 (SHS49304, SAS1871)  Johan le Mareschal of Tosketon, WIG
       Possible are RR344 Johan le Mareschal, RR478 John de Mareschal, RR504 John le Mareschal.
       The first is preferred on the grounds that seals 3348–3376 form a group with limits of RR321 and
       RR464. Compare seal 1289 Crusily, three horseshoes = RR478 or RR504. Detached seal 3057 is
       identical. Same seal, same homager.

3376  A stag’s head cabossed, a small shield between antlers, charges lost  S'WILLELMI DE...RYCOL?
       RR349  William Polmalot, WIG
       Seal legend reads S'WILLELMI P...LOT = RR349 William Polmalot.
       Clearly a third string associated with seals 3361–6 and seals 3367–71.

15 Fragment of homage

1st string

3377  A boar’s head couped  S'ALANI DE LIBETUN
       RR664  Aleyn de Liberton, EDN
       Compare seal 3362 An eight-rayed figure S'ALANI DE LIB'TVN = RR406 Aleyn de Lyberton.

3378  A boar’s head  S'RICARDI DE ERHT
       RR673  Richard de Erthe, EDN
       Black: Airth.

3379  Oval, a rude figure  S'RADULFI DE ECHELAN
       RR696  Rauf Daghlyn, HAD
       Compare seal 3618 A fleur-de-lis S'RADVLFI DE ECLIN = RR823 Rauf Echlyn. Kinsmen?
       Black: Echlin.

2nd string

3380  Oval, an upright staff  S'DAVIT RA MVLVS
       RR665  David de Liberton, EDN
       Seal legend reads S'DAV'...M...L...S. Based on Christian name only, the only suitable
       homager is RR665 David de Liberton; and indeed Bain, CDS, II, Index equates seal 3380 with
       this homager.

3381  A rose  S'ADE DE WITBVRN
       RR691  Adam de Whiteburne, LIN

3382  A hunting horn, stringed  S'WILMI MA...EVIL
       RR709  William de Maleville, PEB
       Compare seal 3406 = RR409 William de Maleville. Same man, same seal.
3rd string
3383  A tree, archer at dexter shooting at stag to sinister
      SIGILL' WILL DE KINMONET
      RR728 William de Kilmöneth, PER
      Alternatives are RR674 William de Kynemuthe and RR688 William de Kenenmuthe.
3384  A cross paty, cantoned with three roses and a crescent
      S'JOH'IS DE ACDOKNISTVNV
      RR672 John de Agdolastone, EDN
      Black: Addokestone
3385  A shield, charges obliterated
      S'THOME CAMBEL
      RR730 Thomas Cambel, PER
3386  A lion? feeding on stag
      S'WILELMI DE CAMERA
      (not identified)
      Possible, on the basis of the legend, are RR330 William de la Chambre, DMF and RR908 William de la Chaumbre, LAN. But neither are close to the group limits of RR663–RR753.

4th string
3387  A large dog
      S'WILL'I TENAVNT
      RR742 William, tenant of Crestone, LIN
3388  A fleur-de-lis
      S'RANDULPHI DE LOGTON
      RR667 Randulph de Loghdone, EDN
      Compare seal 3208 A fleur-de-lis S'RANDULPHI DE LOGTON = RR399 Rauf de Longetone. Same seal, same homager.
3389  A ten-rayed figure
      S'ROBERTI PESEUNE
      RR699 William de Pesshun of Tynynghame, EDN

5th string
3390  A scallop shell
      S'HENRICI...  
      RR675 Henry de Lysours, EDN
      Only unallocated Henry within group limits. Black: Lizards.
3391  A fleur-de-lis
      S'GILBERTI JVVENIS?
      RR687 Gilbert de Hildeclye, LIN
      Bain, CDS, II, Index equates seal 3391 with RR670 Gilbert de Dunmanyn but provides no proof for the connection. Also possible is RR687 Gilbert de Hildeclye, the preferred solution as RR670 probably corresponds with seal 1342.
3392  A lion rampant
      S'ROBERTI DE HVTTOUN
      RR729 (SHS23305, SHS42507) Robert de Ostergavene, PER
      Seal legend reads S'ROBERTI DE HVTTGAVIN = RR729 Robert de Ostergavene. Identical with seal 80910 A lion rampant S'ROBERTI DE HVTTGAVIN = RR592 Robert de Oghtergeven, PER.
3393  A stag’s head cabossed, a cross between the antlers
      SAER D'DVNDAS
      RR744 Serle de Dundas, LIN
      Also possible are RR1040 Saer de Dundas and RR1831 Saer de Dundas; compare seal 3583.
16 Fragment of homage no 3

1st string

3394 An open right hand in pale S'ROLANI DE ASCOLE
RR—(SHS23202) (not identified)
On the basis of Bain's Index, which correlates Ascoloc with MacGachen, this seal was correlated with RR347 Roland MacGaghen. However detached seal 4014 S'. . .ANDI MACGAHAN fits better with this homanger. Other Ascolocs are found at RR795 Hectur Asceloc = seal 3330, and RR1020 Fergus Ascolo.

3395 A right arm with hawk on perch . . .ILCRIST MOR
RR422 Gilchrist More, AYR

3396 A star of six points S'WILL’ DE DRILAV
RR400 William de Drilowe, EDN
Compare seal 1325 A star of six points = RR676 William de Drilawe. Same seal, same homager.

3397 Three buckles, 2 & 1 S'ALEXAND' DE BONKIL
RR357 (SHS25306, SAS196)
Identical with detached seal 3086. He bore Gules, three buckles Or (LM526).

3398 On a chief, three buckles S'JEHAN DE STRIVELINE CHEVAL
RR411 (SHS62103, SAS2690) Johan de Strivelyn of Cars, STR
Identical with detached seal 3060. He bore Argent, on a chief Sable, three buckles Or (LM511).

2nd string

3399 A pelican feeding young on nest TIMETE DEUM
(not identified)
There is close correspondence between this group of seals and those starting at seal 3202. Thus RR423 & RR429, RR404 & RR403, and RR374 & RR371 match closely. Thus RR342 or RR343 might be applicable.

3400 A stag’s head cabossed, a quatrefoil and SIGILL’ HVGONIS DE CALCOVIA
crescent between antlers
RR423 Huwe de Kelsou, AYR
Black: Kelso

3401 A bustard? S'WILELMI BYSHET
RR404 (SHS24810)
Homager RR404 has already been correlated with seal 3354. However seal 3401 and RR404 correspond equally well.

3402 A shield, charges obliterated S'ALEXANDRI DE STRIVELIN
RR374 Alisaundre de Strivelyn, LAN
Compare seal 3612 Defaced S'ALEXANDRI DE STRIVELYN = RR817 Alisaundre de Strivelyn. Same seal, same homager.

3403* A bush S'GILB MALERBE
RR412 Gilbert Malherbe, STR
Black: Malherbe, Morham.

3rd string

3404 A hawk perched (indecipherable)

3405 A pelican (not identified)

3406 A hunting horn stringed S'WIL'MI MALEVIL
RR409 William de Maleville, PEB
Compare seal 3382 A hunting horn stringed S'WILMI MA. . .EVIL = RR709 William de Maleville. Same man, same seal.

3407 A hunting horn S'ROGERI D'ALNMER
RR378 Roger de Almere, SLK
Black: Ailmer.
3408 (broken) (indecipherable) (not identified)

4th string
3409 Oval, a figure of St Andrew S'ANDREE DE LOGEN?
RR350 Andreu de Logan, WIG
3410 A bull’s head cabossed S'WILL’I DE BOYVILLE
RR454 William de Boseville, ROX
This homager is also found at RR1293. See Black: Boswell, Boyle.
3411* Oval, the Virgin and Child seated S’WILL’I SERVITORIS
RR413 William le Servetour, STR
3412 A device? within rounded tracery, two small S’ROB’TI DE COKEBVRNE CL’ICI
shields below (not identified)
Legend confirmed. No Robert de Cokeburne found; only members of this family are RR531.
Thomas de Cokeburne and RR857 Pieres de Cokeburne. No suitable clerics identified.
3413 (obliterated) (obliterated) (not identified)

5th string
3414 An eagle displayed S’JOH’IS DE . . .
RR351 Johan de Meynrethe, WIG
Legend reads S’JOH’IS DE M . . . Y . . . indicative of RR351 Johan de Meynrethe. The Maxwells
of Monreith used an eagle in their arms in the 17th century.
3415 A boar’s head couped S’WILL’I DE AN . .
RR443 (SHS22905) William de Anand, FOR
3416 A lion? coiled in a flower of seven leaves S’JACOBI DE STRATON
RR386 James de Stratton, EDN
3417 A lion rampant on a six-leafed flower STOH’ RO . . ? BVRGES’ DE BERW’I
RR455 John Normaunt, ROX
Legend possibly reads S’IOH’ RO . . ? BVRGES’ DE BERW’I for RR455 John Normaunt?
There is an additional illegible seal, between 3415 & 3416, on this string.

6th string
3417X A trilobed knot (no legend)
3417Y A small oval, charge indistinct (illegible)
3417Z An eight rayed figure . . . EMEST? (not identified)
3418 An eagle displayed S’WILLI DE RAMESEYE
RR382 William de Rammeseye, EDN
The preferred option when compared with seal 3289.
3419 A dog or lion close-coiled WAKENE ME NON (not identified)
3420 Oval, the coronation of the Virgin SIGIL . . . E . . . OVE’L
RR359 Thomas de Somerville, LAN
There are six seals on this string, not three as given by Bain.

Tray 5
17 Fragment on which is written S’Thome Randolf filii et David de Torthorald, S’Michel de Wemys,
Ricardi Fraser, et Simon Fraser; S’Sym Fraser, Alex de Bonekyl et Johis de Strevely’.

Attached by two red and green twisted silk strings with tassels are

3421 A lion couchant bearing a cushion on its back S’THOME RAN...
RR-- (SHS55603) Thomas Randolf, the younger

3422 A saltire, on a chief, three roundels S’DAVID DE TORHTRALD
RR-- (SHS63106, SAS2771) David de Torthorald
Other members of the family are found at RR95, RR345, and RR845. Identical to detached seal 3004.

Attached by strings are

3423 A gem; a lion passant SIGILLUM SECRETI
RR-- Sir Michael de Wemyss
RR14 Sir Michael de Wemes, RR850 Michael de Wymes, RR1675 Sir Michel de Wymes.

3424 Six fraises, (3,2,1) S’RICARDI FRER
RR-- (SHS36403, SAS999) Sir Richard Fraser
RR1662 Sir Richard Fraser, RR1864 Sir Richard Fraser.

3424A Six fraises, the shield within a cusped trefoil (indistinct)
RR-- Sir Simon Fraser
Not recorded by Bain, and not indexed in SHS.

Similarly attached, all in green wax, fine impressions, are

3425 Six fraises, a label of four points S’SIMONIS FRISER
RR-- (SHS36405, SAS1000) Simon Fraser
Identical to detached seal 3014.

3425A Three buckles S’ALEXAND’ DE BONKIL
RR-- (SHS25306, SAS196) Sir Alexander de Bonkyl
Not recorded by Bain. Identical with detached seal 3086 and seal 3397.

3426 On a chief, three buckles S’JEHAN DE STRIV. . . . . EVAL
RR-- (SHS62103, SAS2690) Sir John de Strivelyn
RR24 Sir John de Strivelyn; RR411 Johan de Strivelyn. Identical to detached seal 3060.
Probably not part of the Ragman Roll, which applies to all eight (not six) seals in Tray 5.

Tray 8

18 Fragment of homage

Joined by strings are

3427 A hunting horn S’THOME LEVVER
RR1373 Thomas le Ewer, EDN
RR869 Thomas le Ewer, EDN is the same homager. See Black: Ewer.

3428* A patriarchal cross S’HUGONIS DE HEXTEDSLPEHE?
RR1397 Huwe de Hextildespeth, ROX

Joined by strings are

3429 A dog coiled gnawing a bone S’JOHANIS LIPE
RR1372 Johan Lyp, ABD
RR862 Johan Lyppe, ABD is presumably the same homager.

3430 An eight-rayed figure S’CHRISTIANE DE LAGRINAY
RR1387 Christiane de Grenehevede, SLK
Only four Christians in the database, of which RR1346 Christian Lockarde and RR1387 Christiane de Grenehevede are the best possibilities. On the basis of the legend being read as ‘de la Grinay’ the latter is preferred. See Black: Greenhead.
Joined by strings are

3431 The Agnus Dei
RR763
S'PATRICII DE BILLI
Patrick de Byly, BER

3432 Oval, an eight-rayed figure
RR775
S'ROBERTI D' CHARTRIS
Robert de Chartes, DMF

Joined by strings are

3433 A hunting horn and cinquefoil above
RR1082
S'WALTERI DE...
William de Lessewade, EDN
A pattern, a gap of eleven between the first and second seals, is common in this group. In the absence of a suitable Walter, perhaps RR1082 William de Lessewade, EDN.

3434 A hawk on left forearm, a star above
RR1093 (SHS44811)
S'JOANNIS DE LASHCEL
Johan de Lasceles, FIF

Based on the pattern within this group, should belong to RR760, RR761 or RR762

3435 A lion coiled in a flower (not identified)

3436 A lion fighting a dragon
RR770
S'RICARDI DE WYNHOV
Richard de Whyttone, Parson of Hauwyk, ROX

See Watt, Biographical Dictionary: Wyttone.

Joined by red silk string are

3437 (indecipherable) (illegible)

3438 A crescent and star
RR1140
S'ROB' DE PITCON
Robert de Pictone, AYR

19 Fragment of homage

Attached by plaited strings are

3439 Two birds reguardant
RR874
S'ROBERTI DE HAVMELN
Robert du Val de Esk, ROX
On the basis of the following seal 3440 being correctly identified as within the range RR871–RR884, then the most likely solution is RR874 Robert du Val de Esk, ROX.

3440 Oval, a hunting horn stringed
RR882
STHENRICI F'ARNVNL
Henry le fiz Arnaud, SLK

Black: Arnold.

Joined by platted green and yellow ribbon are

3441 An eight-leafed flower
RR1141
S'ADE DE LEMOR
Adam de la More, AYR

3442 A hunting horn, stringed
RR1136
JOH' DE RAT
Roger de Rathe, AYR
No John de Rathe/Rat found. RR1136 Roger de Rathe is most likely. Clerical error?

Joined by a narrow twisted ribbon are

3443 A hound, foliage in background
SOHOV NOV
(not identified)
Legend confirmed. Although Fraser looks the obvious solution, there are no suitable candidates, as William Fraser appears only at RR32, RR407, and RR633, the last of which = seal 3264. RR967 William de Fresseley and RR1352 William de Frisethe are possible, of which the former is the more likely on phonetic grounds. Black: Fresseley.

**Joined by strings are**

- **3445** An eight-leafed flower
  - S'WILL' FRESELE
  - RR967 William de Fresseley, FIF
  
  Detached seal 3104 A boar's head couped, erect to dexter = RR112 S'ALEX DE HATELEY may be a kinsman. This seal belongs to the group within limits RR1319–RR1359.

- **3446** An eight-rayed figure
  - S'THOMAE DE BVCAN
  - RR1394 (SHS26511) Thomas de Boghan, EDN
  
  This seal belongs to the group within limits RR1366–RR1403. Provided the identifications are correct, it is rare to find seals from different groups joined together. Compare seals 3531 and 3532 where the same practice apparently prevails.

**20 Fragment of homage**

**Attached by strings are**

- **3447** A boar's head
  - S'JOHIS D'HA...
  - RR1324 Johan de Hatale, PEB
  
  Identical to seal 3104 A boar's head couped, erect to dexter = RR112 S'ALEX DE HATELEY may be a kinsman. This seal belongs to the group within limits RR1319–RR1359.

- **3448** An eight-rayed figure
  - S'HENRICI DETARVEN
  - RR1096 Henry de Taruethe, FIF

**21 Fragment of homage**

**Attached by strings are**

- **3449** A raven
  - S'WILL' COCI DE KNOL
  - RR1085 William le Keu of Knolle, LAN
  
  Identical to seal 3500 A hawk S'WIL' COCI DE KNOL = RR1102 William le Keu. Same seal, same homager.

- **3450** A lion coiled
  - S'DAVIT DE INIRPEFE
  - RR1359 David de Enrepefre, ANG
  
  Herbert is found on only three occasions, in RR40 Herbert de Maxwell, RR902 Herbert de Gledstane, and RR1661 Sir Herbert de Makeswelle, none of which fit with RR1359. Examination of the legend gives . . .BER. . . DE. . . suggesting as possibilities RR1319 Robert de Hastings, RR1331 Osbern de Chartres, RR1349 Robert de Threpeland, or RR1354 Robert de Betun. On the basis of a maximum of eight letters in the surname, RR1331 is the (slightly) preferred solution.

**Attached by narrow green and yellow platted ribbon are**

- **3451** An arm holding a hawk, a cross moline in chief
  - S'WILLELMI VACHE
  - RR1345 William le Wache, PEB
  
  Black: Veitch

- **3452** A stag running, a small shield between the tynes
  - S'WILELMI DE HERIT
  - RR1351 William de Erthe, PEB

- **3453** A swan attacking with outstretched wings, foliage behind, water below
  - S'HUGONIS FILII WILLELMI DE CRESSINGH. . .
  - (Hugh de Cressingham)

Not a Scottish seal. Cressingham was Edward I’s Treasurer in Scotland.

- **3454** On a gem, a lion rampant
  - VINCIT LEO DE TRIBU JUDEAE
  
  (not identified)
Tray 9

Joined by twisted strings are

3455 Oval, a rose  
S'JOHIS DE A...NIRD CL'CI  
(not identified)

RR871 Johan de Stowe, Parson of Gleinknerney, RR877 Johan, Vicar of Longetone, and RR884 Johan de Dunbreton, Parson of Nigg are the best alternatives. Bain, CDS, II, Index opts for RR877 but provides no justification. Surname might be Kynnard.

3456 Within a voided escutcheon, an eagle displayed  
SI GILL' IOH'S DE LAVDELES
RR872 (SHS44801)  
John de Laundele, ROX
A Sir John de Laundele bore Azure, a voided escutcheon Or in the Nativity Roll (M54).

3457 Three knives paleways  
S'PATRICII DE SKEN CL'ICI
RR1371 (SHS59311, SAS2487)  
Patrick de Skene, ABD
Interesting canting arms, with a rare Gaelic pun on skean = knife.

3458 A cross paty  
S'OTING LE HAR'PE
RR1369 (SHS39815, SAS1258)  
Uc'tins le Harpur, LAN

3459 A lion rampant to sinister  
S'WALT' DE BENATHEN
RR599  
Wautier de Benauelyn, EDN

3460 An eagle displayed  
S'WALTERI BESCHET
RR598  
Wautier Byset, EDN
Options are RR598 Wautier Byset, EDN; RR1375 Wautier Byset, ABD; RR1619 Wautier Byset, ABD. Compare seal 4061 = RR1375.

3461 A star  
S'ADE BEL
RR759  
Adam Belle, BER
Choice is between RR759 Adam Belle and RR1226 Adam Bell. On the basis that the seal is attached to a fragment with the following names: Adam fiz Nic... , Adam Belle, (not deciphered), Edward fiz... le picern, (name erased), Maucolum de Knyspin... , Pat... de Byly which cover RR758--RR763, the former has been chosen.
A second indecipherable seal, not recorded by Bain, is attached to this string.

3462 A bull or cow  
S'RICARDI DE COMIN...?
RR1545  
Richard de Boyvile, AYR
Legend reads S'RICARDI DE...OY...LE. Only possibility is RR1545 Richard de Boyvile. A bull or bull's head is common to all the arms of this family. See seals 3177, 3335, and possibly 3410.

3463 A hare running  
S'WILELMI DE AITON
RR1564  
William de Over Eytone, BER
Possible are RR1277 William de Eytone, RR1301 William le fiz Renaud de Eytone, RR1564 William de Over Eytone. Only the last of these fits satisfactorily with the previous seal. This interpretation ensures that these two seals are not the only representatives in the RR1200s.

3464 Between 3 garbs, a baton  
S'WALTERI CUMVN
RR755 (SHS30606, SAS586)  
Wautier Comyn, PEB
3465 A fleur-de-lis RR749 S’ALANI W...IS

Aleyne Waleys, AYR

Compare seal 3574 A fleur-de-lis S’ALANI: WALYS = RR1113 Adam le Waleys. Same seal, same homager, despite the difference in forename. However RR749 lies within the group limits of RR663–RR753 while RR755 lies within limits of RR754–RR783. Late appendage might be sufficient explanation were it not for the existence of seal 1332 A curlew, foliage behind S’ALANI WALAYS = RR749 Aleyne Waleys, as all seals 13xy lie between RR663 and RR751. No satisfactory explanation has been established.

**Joined by strings are**

3466 A Catherine wheel RR1035 S’ROBR PEDRIVI. ...V.

Robert de Cribbes, LIN

Legend reads S’ROBT DE CRI. ...BV... Assuming the next identification is correct, choices, based on forename, are RR1015 Robert de Ireland, RR1026 Roert de Kenros, or RR1035 Robert de Cribbes, of which the last is preferred.

3467 Oval, a fox and a pair of scales RR1043 S’RICHART RENART

Richard Ernault, LIN

Legend confirmed.

**Joined by strings are**

3468 A star RR758 S’ADE FIL’ NICOL

Adam fiz Nicol, BER

3469 A mullet within a circle RR956 S’ROBERT WALB

Robert de Walghope, FIF

Compare seal 1228 A star enclosed by a serpent S’ROBERTI WALH’ = RR470 Robert de Walgh’ of Hepe, ROX. As all seals 12xy lie between RR465–RR564, RR956 is the preferred choice. Seal 3469 and seal 1228 represent different descriptions of the same seal and RR470 and RR956 different names for the same man. See Black: Wauchope.

**Joined by strings are**

3470 A hawk on a left arm RR627 S’HVGONI FRANCISCI

John Fraunceys of Benestun, EDN

There is no Hugh Fraunceys in the Ragman Roll. Based on the analysis of the following seal, of the seven homages with that surname, RR627 John Frauceys of Benestun looks most promising.

3471 Oval, a figure of eight rays RR623 S’JOHIS DE KAMBOW?

Johan de Cambok, FIF

Seal 3471 and seal 3479 are identical. Since seal 3319 A hare at foot of a tree, a bird in top S’JOHIS DE CAMBOC = RR962 Johan de Cambou, FIF, then we are left with seals 3471, 3479 = RR72 Sir Johan de Cambo or RR623 Johan de Cambok, FIF. The latter is preferred since no seals in this compendium are found in the range RR1–RR195.

**Joined by strings are**

3472 Oval, a hawk reguardant RR1086 S’LAMBRTI WALEIS

Gilbert le Messager, EDN

No Lambert Wallace. Legend reads S’GILBERTI WALEIS for RR1086 Gilbert le Messager?

3473 A fleur-de-lis RR1097 S’MARCI DE CLAPHA

Marc de Clapham, FIF

22 Fragment of homage 1296

**Attached by a string are**

3474 A cock walking RR857 (SHS28712, SAS440) S’PETRI DE COKEBVRN

Pieres de Cokeburne

3475 A head within tracery RR858 S’ANDREE JVDCIS

Andrew le Jugger
**Joined by strings are**

3476* A squirrel leaping  
RR1105  
S’GILB’TI MACLURG  
Gilbert Maklurke, AYR

3477* Three stars, 2 & 1  
RR1170  
S’WILELMII HELEBECC  
William de Hellebecke, DMF

**Joined by strings are**

3478 A stag’s head cabossed, a cross between the antlers  
RR1120 (SHS23307)  
Pieres de Burge, AYR  
Legend confirmed. RR1120 Pieres de Burge, AYR looks the best possibility.

3479 Oval, a star of eight rays, three pellets above and as many below RR623  
S’JOHIS DE KAMBOUC  
Johan de Cambok, FIF  
Identical with seal 3471, and compare comments thereunder. Seals 3476, 3477 and 3478 are all in the range RR1103–RR1175. In such case Johan de Cambok may have lent his seal to another homager.

**23 Fragment of homage**

**Joined by strings are**

3480 A hawk on wrist, crescent and star in fields  
RR1083 (SHS57505)  
Wautier Scot, EDN  
Note the appearance of the crescent and star which became charges on the bend of the Scots of Branxholm and Buccleuch.

3481 A fleur-de-lis  
RR1094  
S’RICARDI CU’?  
M Richard le Keu, FIF

**Tray 10**

**Joined by strings are**

3482 A gull?  
RR764  
S’ALANI BEL  
Aleyne Belle, BER

3483* A lion coiled within tracery  
RR776  
SIGILLUM ALEXANDRI DE KETH  
Alisaundre de Keth, Parson of Hodolm, DMF

**Joined by strings are**

3484 Head of John Baptist on charger  
RR1370 (SHS59309)  
S’JOH’IS DESCEVM  
Johan de Skene, ABD  
Compare seal 3590 St John Baptist’s head on charger S’JOH’IS DE SCEVN which corresponds with RR870 Johan de Skene.

3485 A squirrel  
RR1402  
S’CRISTIANE MELOR  
Christianne atte bothe, BER  
Legend confirmed, though there may be a further letter at the end of the surname. There are only four Christians among the homagers: RR571 Christine de Mar, RR1346 Christine Locarde, RR1387 Cristiane de Grenehevede = seal 3430, and RR1402 Cristiane atte bothe, of which only RR1402 falls within the relevant group limits. Bain, CDS, II, Index opts for RR1402 but provides no justification.

**Joined by strings are**

3486 A rhinoceros(?) between three stars  
RR1367  
S’ALANI DE FWLTON  
Aleyne fritz Thomas de Fultone, LAN

3487 A hawk killing a bird, stars in field  
RR1368  
S’NICHOLAI DE FWLTON  
Nicol de Fultone, LAN
## Joined by strings are

**3488**  
A pelican feeding her young  
*RR856*  
Seal legend probably reads *S'MALC...F'NICOL.*  

**3489**  
Two lions passant  
*RR852*  
The only Christian names starting with 'En' or 'An' are Andrew, Anabel, Angus, and Anneys. Closest and only option is *RR852 Anegos de Makenathe.*

## Joined by platted narrow ribbon to another, now illegible

**3490**  
A squirrel  
*RR1109*  

**3491**  
Oval, two lozenges in pale  
*RR1385 (SHS63903)*  

**3492**  
A stag’s head cabossed, a cross between the antlers  
*RR1386*  

**3493**  
On a chief, two stars of six points  
*RR- (SHS63903)*  

**3494**  
A cross flory  
*RR- (SHS63903)*  

It has been previously reported that this seal displays the chequy coat of Earl Warenne (*Norton, 1978*).  

*Doubtful if Ragman Roll seals.*

## Tray 11

### 24 Fragment of deed ‘apud Novum castrum’

**Attached by red twisted silk strings**

**3495**  
On the breast of an eagle displayed, a shield charged with a fess cotised  
*RR- (SHS63903)*  

Sir John Wogan was an English knight who led Edward I's Irish mercenaries in Scotland.  

**3496**  
A gem, a griffin  
*RR- (SHS63903)*  

(Walter Langton, Bishop of Coventry/Lichfield 1296–1321 was Edward I’s Treasurer from 1297 to 1307.  

*Not Ragman Roll Seals.*

**3498**  
A cross chequy between four lions rampant  
*RR1080 (SHS24013, SAS115)*  

**3499**  
A hawk killing a bird  
*RR1091*  

*Not Ragman Roll Seals.*
A hawk S'WIL' COCI DE KNOL
William le Keu, EDN
Compare seal 3447 A raven S'WIL' COCI DE KNOL = RR1085 William le Keu. Same seal, same person.

Attached to a fragment of deed by narrow green and yellow strings

A stag’s head cabossed (illegible)
A stag’s head cabossed (not identified)
A stag running, a bow and arrow behind it S'DONCANNI BART? Duncan Barde, STR

Joined by strings are

Oval, the Agnus Dei (illegible)
William de Cluny, Chanter of Brechin
Probably a priest. Within the group limits of RR1366–RR1403, there is only one unallocated priest – RR1381 William de Cluny, Chanter of Brechin.

Lozenge shaped, a long-legged bird S'ADE FILII DAVID
Adam fitz David, FOR

Oval, a fleur-de-lis S'ROBERTI FORMAN
Robert Foreman, EDN

Joined by strings are

(indecipherable) (not identified)

An eight-rayed figure S'LAVRINCE D'VEDAL
Laurence de Wedale, ROX

Oval, an eight-rayed figure S'STEPH'NI HAIR
Stevene Eyr of Eytone, BER

Identical with RR1297 Steven le fiz Johan Heir?

Joined by strings are

A fleur-de-lis S'TOME DE YBERNIA
Thomas Dirland, ROX

A gem, a head in profile SIGILLUM ELIE DE SPOT
Eliz de Spot, EDN

Joined by strings are

A squirrel (or lion rampant?) S'ADE DE HODVME
Adam de Hodolm, DMF

Compare seal 1220 A thick bush, a bird on either side S'ADE DE HODOLMA...

Oval, a griffin (or lion?) passant S'ROBERTI DE FAVSIDE
Robert del Fausyde, EDN

An eagle? reguardant (illegible)
(not identified)

Joined on same tag are

A chevron between three leaves SIG. . .IS DE INSVLA
Sir Johan del Ille, BER
Options are RR605 Richard del Isle, RR1360 Sir Johan del Ille, and RR1513 Alisaundre de lle. As John on seal legends is usually rendered Johannis, RR1360 is preferred. A Sire Johan del Yle, who appears in the (English) Parliamentary Roll of 1308 bearing De Or a un cheveron e iij foilles de gleteurs de Goules (N234) is probably the same man. John de Lisle of Northumberland was granted the lands of Whitsome BER by King John (Balliol) in 1294.
3516 On a bend, three roses (or stars)  
(no legend)  
(not identified)

3517 Three foxes (or wolves) passant  
...HVCONIS LO...  
(not identified)

Options are RR675 Henry de Lysours, RR715 Huwe of the Leigger, RR829 Henry del Lardere, and RR1497 Huwe de Loghore. The last fits best. However if we use the surname only then RR1313 Johan de Lodham and RR1408 Johan de Letham may fit.

These seals are different in appearance to the other seals on the Ragman Roll, being red in colour and being very sharp impressions. In addition they are joined by tags rather than by strings. Doubtful if Ragman Roll seals.

Joined by strings are

3518 Oval, a rose bush  
SIGILL' WILLELMI ROSE  
(not identified)

On the basis of surname, RR854 Wautier de Russy and RR992 Wautier de Ros look the best possibilities. As the other seals on the string fall in the group limits of RR885–RR919, perhaps RR891 William de Shawe is the preferred option.

3519 A stag  
RR893  
S'HENRICI DE MANSFELT  
Henry de Muspethe, LAN

3520 A rabbit  
RR892 (SHS29309)  
S'WILL'I DE KONISBOVRG  
William de Conynsburghe, LAN

Probably dentical with detached seal 3093 A rabbit S'WILL'I DE CONISBURGH. Compare seal 3341 A badger and a rabbit fesswise = RR1123 S'GILB'TE CHVNS... for another member of this family.

25. Fragment of homage

3521 Saints? in three upper compartments, monk  
praying below  
RR1056  
S'WILL'MI DE PA...CAPELANI

RR1437 William le Parker, Parson of Killum, PER  
RR1437 William le Parker, Parson of Kilmon, PER is the alternative.

3522 A fess chequy between a label in chief and a star  
S'WALT' DE LINDSEY MILITIS  
(or cinquefoil) in base  
RR1678 (SHS46405, SAS1668)  
Sir Wauter de Lindeseye, EDN

Does not fit with rest of string. Checked under Lindsay lands eg Crawford, Lamberton, Luffness, Barnweil, Symington, and Thurston. Possibly Lindsay's seal was used by an EDN neighbour.

3523 A hand above consecrating a chalice  
RR1077  
S'WILL'I TO...NAN CAPEL  
William Tornal, Warden of the Hospital of Balncryfe

Seals 3521 and 3523, equating with RR1056 and RR1077, fall into a group RR1049–RR1077. There are no Lindsays in this group.

Tray 12

Joined on tag are

3524 A gem, a female head  
SIG' HUG' DE DESPENCER (on tag)  
RR1690 Henry de la Despence, PER  
Tag reads 'le'.

3525 A gem, a monster  
S'ROBERTI DE HERLEI CLERIC  
RR1459 Robert de Merleye, Parson of Westerker, ROX

No other seals have been identified in the range RR1446–RR1485. Black: Merlay.
3526 A gem, a lion fighting with a dragon  

JE SUYSET DAMUR LEI  

(not identified)  

These seals are different in appearance to the other seals on the Ragman Roll, being black in colour and being very sharp impressions. Also they are attached to paper tags and not by strings. Doubtful if Ragman Roll seals.

**Joined by strings are**

3527* An eight-rayed figure  

S'REGNAL D’KILMERNOC  

Reynaud de Kilmernon, AYR  

3528 A fess (charged?) between three mullets  

SWILL’I DE CRAVFORD  

William de Craufurd, AYR  

The fess is usually Ermine (Stevenson, 1930).

26 Fragment of homage – Michael Scot, Filype de Carriber,… Purdevyn, Freskyn de Duffglas. The names on the fragment of homage cover RR1037–RR1046

**Attached by strings are**

3529 A lion rampant to sinister  

SIGILLUM SECRETI  

(not identified)  

3530* A boar’s head  

S’GILEFEVLE LE ROVS  

Gille Folan le Rous, STR

**Attached by narrow plaited green and yellow ribbon are**

3531 Oval, a rose  

S’JOHANNIS AIR  

Johan Eyr of Mesfennon, PEB  

RR1248 Johan Ayr of Ayton, BER is the alternative. But there is no 1200s group.

3532 A tiger’s head  

S’HENRICI DE ERISKIN CLERICI  

Patrick Gilchristessone, STR  

There is only one Erskine at RR904 John de Ireskyn, LAN which is not a good fit. The seal legend provides clearly only…RIC…CRIS… Only one name fits these letter groups RR1377 Patrick Gilchristessone. Compare seals 3445 and 3446 where the same two groups are apparently joined.

27 Fragment of homage

**Attached by strings are**

3533 A star of 16 rays  

SIGILL’ R. FIL’ HENRICI  

Gilbert fitz Henry of Tyningham, EDN  

Fitz Henry is found in RR1071 Adam fitz Henry of Totheryggles, RR1081 Gilbert fitz Henry of Tyningham, and RR1184 Alisaundre le fitz Henry de Cavertone. RR1081 is the preferred choice since its group, RR1078–RR1102, is proximate to that of the following seal.

3534 The murder of St Thomas à Becket  

S’SYMONIS DE RY… Lor  

Symon de Spalding, Parson of Ogheltre, AYR  

The seal legend possibly reads as S’SYMONIS. … PAL. … and the seal design would indicate a priest; possible are RR1155 Symon de Spalding, Parson of Ogheltre, AYR and RR1452 Symon, Parson of Middleby, ROX. However the latter falls within a group RR1446–RR1485 with no correlations. Therefore the preferred solution is RR1155 within the group limits of RR1103–RR1175.

3535 A lion coiled within a circular treussure of fleur-de-lis  

S’HENRICI DE FERNINDRAUTH SIG’ MALCOLMI DE FERNYDRAGH (on tag)  

Eve de Fernyndraughe, ABD  

The Ragman Roll contains RR 77 Sir Duncan de Ferndraghe, RR585 Eve de Fernyndraughe (widow of Mauculum), RR860 Sir Duncan de Fernyndroghe. The best choice appears to be RR585.
Three chevrons
RR331 (SHS37001, SAS1039)
He appears as Sir Jehan de Gineleston: Argent, three chevronells Sable (GA170).
The two seals are quite different in appearance to the other seals on the Ragman Roll, being black in colour and being very sharp impressions. Also they are attached by paper tags and not by strings. Doubtful if Ragman Roll seals. Two other seals of similar appearance, not indexed by Bain, are also present. They appear to be identical with detached seal 3052 A chevron between three lions' heads erased S'MICHAELIS SCOT MILITIS = Sir Michael Scot of Balwearie, and detached seal 3056 A voided escutcheon Vair surmounted by a plain canton S'RICHARDI DE STRATUN = Richard de Straiton whose kinsmen appear at RR68, RR386, and RR635.

Tray 13

Joined by strings are

3537 A lion rampant
RR828
Black: Litster.
S'ALANI TINCTORIS
Aleyn le Littester, EDN

3538 An eagle, rude
RR833 (SHS39002)
Compare seal 4043 = RR812 John de Haukerstone where the legend is slightly different.
S'JOH' D'HAVK'TVN
John de Haukerstone, EDN

3539 A shrub
(illegible)
(not identified)

Joined by strings are

3540 A bird
(illegible)
(not identified)

3541 A dog, defaced
RR1045
Black: pardovan.
S'ALEXANDRI DE PVR. . .
Alisaundre de Purdevyn, LIN

3542 A square bag, with massive lock and hand holding it
RR1046
S'FRESKYNI DE DVGLAS
Freskin de Douglas, LIN

Joined by strings are

3543 Ermine, a chief (plain?)
RR754 (SHS34115, SAS831)
Probably an illegitimate son of Alan Durward (L'Ussher) (d 1275) who bore Argent, a chief Gules in Walford's Roll (C66).
S'THOME DOREWARD
Thomas le Husher, ANG

3544 A stag
CREDE MICH
(not identified)

3545 A hand? consecrating a chalice
RR778
William, Vicar of Wystone, LAN
Seal legend reads S'WIL'MI DE C. . .VIET, but no person with such a surname appears in the roll. In view of the nature of the seal, could well be a cleric. Within the group limits of RR754–RR783 there are two possibilities — RR769 William de Rotherforde, Parson of Lillesclyve and RR778 William, Vicar of Wiston. As seal 3600 equates with RR769, RR778 is the preferred option. Alternatives are seal 3543 = RR67 Sir Thomas Durward le Usser and seal 3545 = RR65 Sir John de Garviaghe. However no other seals from Ragman Roll homagers between RR1 and RR195 are found in this particular compendium.
S'WIL'MI DE CARVIET?
William, Vicar of Wystone, LAN

Joined by strings are

3546 A fleur-de-lis
S'THOME DE PV. . .IN
RR1376
Thomas Purdevyn, STR

Thomas le Husher, ANG
3547 A bird ESTO FIDELIS
(not identified)

3548 A mullet S’WILL DE DVGLAS
RR1399 William lef Andrew de Douglas, LIN
Compare with his namesake, seal 3285 A chief, charges obliterated = RR373 William de Douglas.

**Joined by strings are**

3549 A fess chequy, three charges in chief S’FINLAY DE HOVSTVN
RR885 (SHS42302, SAS1350) Sir Fynlawe de Hustone, LAN
This homager is also found in Bain, CDS, II, no 812 which lists RR8985–RR919, where he is noted incorrectly as Symon de H(o)uston. Source of confusion with seal 3313.

3550* Crusilly, a fess chequy S’HVGONIS DE DANIELIST
RR888 (SHS31504, SAS638) Sir Huwe de Danielston, LAN
Black: Dennistoun.

3551 A crescent and five stars S’ALANI FIL’ NICOLAI
RR895 Aleyne lef fisc Nicol, LAN

**Joined by strings are**

3552 A shield, charges obliterated (illegible)
(not identified)

3553 A fleur-de-lis S’ADE S ANDROTIN’?
RR1137 Alisaundre de la Butlerie
Legend reads S’A . . ESA . . D. R (B?)OTIL. Identical to seal 3316 A fleur-de-lis = RR1137 Alisaundre de la Butlerie. Used by another homager?

3554 A hawk S’REGINALD MORE
RR1152 Renaud Mor, AYR
Possible are RR578 Reynaud Mor del Cragg’, RR1124 Renaud del More, and RR1152 Renaud Mor. Compare seal 3573 A fleur-de-lis S’REGINALDI MORE = RR1124 Renaud del More, AYR.

**Joined by strings are**

3555 An eight-rayed figure S’DVNCAN MCGHILC.
RR1002 Duncan MacGilchrist of Levenaghes, DNB

3556 A demon with man’s head and cock’s feet and spurs S’DOVENALDI FIL MICHAEL
RR1003 Dovenal lef fisc Michel More of Levenaghes, DNB

3557 A rabbit S’DVCANI F’ALFINI
RR1004 Duncan Alpynsone of Aughintulus, DNB

**Joined by strings are**

3558 A fleur-de-lis S’HENRICI D’HALARD
RR829 Henry del Lardere, EDN

3559 A boar’s head couped contourne, a fleur-de-lis S’JOHANNIS DE PRESTYN
in chief
RR814 (SHS34312, SAS848) Johan de Elfinstone, EDN
The legend reads S’JOHANNIS DE ELFIESTVN. Compare seal 77301 where the legend is read correctly.

3560 A bird perched on rose or star S’WILELMI:FRAVNSEIS
RR813 (SHS35311, SAS985) William le Fraunceys, EDN
Note comment under seal 4044.
Joined by strings are
3561 An eight-leafed figure
RR1012
S'THOM' FIL' MALCOM' MI
Thomas le fyz Malcolum de Garthgeuerone, STR
3562 A shield, charges obliterated
RR1014
S'RICARDI PESIUN
Richard Pessun of Strivelyn, STR
3563 A large roe
RR1033
S'ALICIE DE DVMBAR
Alice de Dunbar, BER

Joined by strings are
3564 A crown of thorns
RR756
S'WALT D'GRAYDN
Wautier de Graydenc, BER
3565 A pelican feeding young on nest
RR766
S'ANDREE FIL'RADULPHI RIMUR
Emme de Ailmer, SEL
The final part of the seal legend can be read as... AIMUR, so perhaps used by RR766.
3566* An eagle displayed, surmounted by a fess
RR782 (SAS2372)
S'FR'IS IOH'IS DE SAVTRIE
Johan de Sautre, Master of the Chivalry of the Temple

28 Fragment of homage

Attached by strings are
3567 A lion or dog's head couped
RR1379
S'ADE DE GORDWNE
Adam Gurdone, STR
3568 Vesica, St Andrew on his cross, a monk praying below
RR1383
S'HENRICI DE STREVELYN CL'I
Henry de Strivelyn, Parson of Upsetelingtone, BER
3569 Oval, a classical head, a cross
RR1401
S'PATRICII SCOT
Patrick Lescot, BER

Joined by strings are
3570 A crescent and star
(RR1379)
-illegible-

3571* A hunting horn stringed
RR1549
S'MORICI F'SALNI
Moric mac Salny, DMF
3572 A gem, a female figure
RR1566 (SHS44807)
S'ALANI DE LANGTWNE
Aleyne de Langetone, BER

29 Fragment of homage

Attached by strings are
3573 A fleur-de-lis
RR1124
S'R'GINALDI MORE
Renaud del More, AYR
Compare seal 3554 A hawk S'REGINALD MORE = RR1152 Renaud Mor, AYR.
3574 A fleur-de-lis
RR1113
S'ALANI WALYS?
Adam le Waleyse, AYR
Seal legend reads S'ALANI WALIS. Compare seal 3465 A fleur-de-lis S'ALANI W. . .IS = RR749 Alan Waleyse, AYR. Clerical error in RR1113? Probably same seal, same homager.
3575 A lily between two heads respectant
RR1104
S'JOH'IS DE KNODOLIAN
Johan de Knoudolyan, AYR
Joined by strings are

3576  A boar's head & neck couped  S'GREGORII ODER
   RR1556 (SHS53816) Gregorie de Maleville, EDN
   Options are RR801 Gregoire de Seint Cler, RR955 Gregoire de Inredovat, and RR1556 Gregoire de Maleville. As the following seal has been uniquely identified as belonging to RR1610, RR1556 is the preferred solution.

3577  A lion coiled  ORE PENSE NE DE MAL
   (not identified)

3578  A mermaid?  S'WALRAN DE COLVONE
   RR1610 M Walran, Parson of Yetham
   RR609 Walran le Harper, RR620 Philippe Walran, and RR1610 M Walran, Parson of Yetham are the only Walrans in the Ragman Roll. But seal 3241 = RR620 and seal 3268 = RR609 so both of these can be eliminated from further consideration.
   See Black: Chatto, Culwen; Watt, Biographical Dictionary: Chatoun.

Joined by strings are

3579* Oval, the martyrdom of St Laurence  S'LAVRENCII DE PETIN CL'ICI
   RR912 Lawrence de Petin, LAN

3580  A cross moline  S'HENRI'I D'LESEEL
   RR913 Henry de Arthursulle, LAN
   Legend description appears to be correct. Contracted version of surname? Black: Arthursulle notes that the name is now Arthursheils.

3581  An eight-rayed figure  S'WILL' CROKITA
   RR917 William Croketa of Kilbride, LAN

30 Fragment of homage

Attached by narrow yellow and green strings are

3582  A lion coiled  S'MICHAELIS FIL' JOH'IS ALICIE?
   (not identified)

3583  A stag's head, a cross between the attires  S'JOH'IS D'DVNDA
   RR1040 Saer de Dundas, LIN
   Legend reads SA...R D'DUNDA... so RR744, RR1040, and RR1862 are all possible. However RR744 has already been equated with seal 3393 and RR1040 is next choice in view of the next analysis.

3584  A lion fighting a dragon  S'PATRICII...LASCALRICK
   RR1048 Patrick le fitz Johan le Mareschel, LIN
   There is no Patrick de Lescalrick in the Ragman Roll. The legend reads PATRIC...RSCAL... which equates with RR1048 Patrick le Mareschal.

Attached by narrow yellow and green strings are

3585* Oval, a large fleur-de-lis  S'MARJORIE D'FAIRALHV...
   RR1047 Mariorie de Fairhalaghe, LIN

3586 (obliterated)  S'JOH'IS DE BIKERTON
   RR1036 Johan de Bykertone, LIN
   Traces of three charges, eagles displayed?, can be recognised.

3587  An eagle (broken)  S'...DRI AVERAN
   RR1000 Gilbert de Inrelauran, DNB
   Legend reads S'G...RELAYERAN.

31 Fragment of homage, marked 'nich defic'
1st string
3588 On a bend, three buckles S' . . . DE LECELIN MILITIS
RR861 (SHS45411, SAS1609) Sir Norman de Lescelyn, ABD
Identical to detached seal 3037.

2nd string
3589 On a chief, three charges S'DVNCANI DE FERNENDRAVT
RR860 (SHS36614, SAS1014) Sir Duncan de Fernyndroghe, ABD
3590 St John Baptist's head on charger S'JOH'IS DE SCEVN
RR870 (SHS59320) Johan de Skene, EDN
Compare seal 3484 Head of St John Baptist on charger S'JOH'IS DE SCEEVM = RR1370 Johan de Skene, ABD. Same seal, same homager.

Joined by a narrow green and yellow tag are
3591 A fess chequy, charges in chief S'ARTHURI DE DVNNOVIN
RR1115 Arthur de Dunon, AYR
3592 A lion? on a flower (rose?) (no motto)
RR1146 Wautier de Lynne, AYR
The seals of RR1114 and RR1116 are attached to those of RR1145 and RR1147 respectively. Possibly that attached to RR1115 belongs to RR1146 Wautier de Lynne.

Joined by narrow green and yellow string are
3593 A crescent and star S'WILL'I DE CHATKERT
RR1116 William de Kathkerke, AYR
3594 A lion rampant S' . . . IS DE WENSHE
RR1147 Thomas de Wintone, AYR
Legend reads S'. . . ME DE WIN. . . NE.
3595 Two hands crossed, a fleur-de-lis above FEY ME TENT
(not identified)

32 Fragment of homage

Attached by strings are
3596 A fleur-de-lis crowned, two cross-crosslets in chief, and two roses in base S'DOWENALDI FILII AMEDA?
RR998 Dovenal Makachelshou, DNB
Legend reads S'DOWENALDI FIL. . . . NBDA. There are only five homagers whose names combine the elements of 'Donald' and 'fitz'. They are RR108/RR328 Sir Dovenald fitz Can, RR430 Dovenald fitz Gilbert, RR811 Donald le fitz Ancol, RR998 Dovenal Makachelshou, and RR1003 Dovenal le fitz Michel More. As seal 3624 equates with RR328, seal 3360 with RR430, seal 3173 with RR811, and seal 3556 with RR1003, it is possible to conclude that seal 3596 equates with RR998. Based on this analysis, the other seals on this string should be found within the limits of RR998–RR1048.

3597 A fox or wolf S'MACOLMI NVADEOC
RR1008 Maucolm de Bougheannan, STR
Legend reads S'MALCOMLI . . . ND. . . OC. Within the limits proposed above, the only solution is RR1008 Malcolm de Bougheannan. However the ending of the surname might suggest RR1189 Malcolm macCuffoc, DMF. Bain, CDS, II, Index proposes RR1008 Malcolm de Bougheannan, STR.

3598 Oval, an eight-rayed figure S'ROBERTI DE? ANLISY?
RR1019 Gilbert Annethe, WIG
Legend possibly reads S'. . . BERTI D'A. . . EHT? Within the limits of RR998–RR1048, RR1019 Gilbert Annethe, RR1021 Gilbert de Hannethe, presumably the same man, is the best solution.
Joined by strings are

3599 A quatrefoil pierced surmounting a saltire
RR757 S'GILBTI F'DAVID?
Gilbert de Estnesbyte, BER
Nine strings of seals cover this group within the limits of RR754–RR783. The limits set by the first seal on each string are RR754–RR764. Thus RR757 Gilbert de Estnesbyte is preferred to RR773 Gilbert Haunches. Bain, CDS, II, Index has RR773, but provides no justification.

3600 A bull’s head cabossed, a human head between the horns
RR769 (SHS57705) M William de Rotherforde, Parson of Lillesclyve, ROX
Nine strings of seals cover this group within the limits of RR754-RR783. The limits set by the first seal on each string are RR754-RR764. Thus RR757 Gilbert de Estnesbyte is preferred to RR773 Gilbert Haunches. Bain, CDS, II, Index has RR773, but provides no justification.

3601 A lion rampant, defaced
RR783 (SHS64410, SAS2857) S'F'RIS ALEXANDRI DE WELLES
Alisaundre de Welles, Preceptor of the Hospital of St John of Jerusalem
The seal probably has a crusilly background, to differentiate Alexander from the head of his house. The tail is normally double-queued for Welles but this cannot be ascertained from the seal.

Joined by strings are

3602 A fleur-de-lis
RR1326 S'WILL'FIL'WIMVYN
William Wymondessone, PEB

3603 A hare blowing a horn, riding on a dog
RR1355 S'JOH'IS DE ARRAT
Johan de Arrac, ANG
Black: Arrat. The name is incorrectly given as Arrac in the list of homagers.

3604 Oval, a device
RR1353 S'AMABILLE DE CAMBIS
Anabel de Cambos, PEB

Joined by a narrow green and yellow string are

3605 A priest robed, holding the Sacrament?
RR1555 S'ROB'TI DE . . .EDEWRD
Robert de Jeddeworth, Parson of Kermyghkel, LAN

3606 An eight-rayed figure
RR1548 S'PATRIT DE BARDONAN?
Patrick de Bardonan, DMF

3607 (damaged)
RR1557 S'A . . .NRI ORMITON
Henry de Smithetone, EDN
Based on the seal legend, RR632 Henry de Ormestone is the obvious choice, but does not fit. Re-examination of the seal legend reveals S'. . .ICI. . .SM. . .ITON for RR1557 Henry de Smithetone.

Joined by strings are

3608 Interlaced pointed tracery
RR900 S'THOME DE RAVTO'
Thomas de Raulfestone, LAN

3609 A hunting horn stringed, between two roses in chief, another in base
RR901 (SHS59904, SAS2532) S'WALTERI SPREVLE
Wautier Spreul, LAN
Compare seal 3331 = RR797 Wautier Spreul. Same seal, same man.

3610 An eight-leafed flower
RR902 S'HERB D'GLEDSTAN
Herbert de Gledstane, LAN

Joined by strings are

3611 The letter 'k'
RR799 S'ALEXANDRI? DE . . .RH . . .?
Rauf de Egerhope, BER
The only clear letters in the forename are ‘ND’ and in the surname ‘RH’. Their position suggests the legend reads S'RANDULPHI DE EGERHOPE equating with RR799 Rauf de Egerhope. RR776 Alisaundre de Keth was also considered, but RR776 equates with seal 3483.
3612 (defaced) RR817
    S'ALEXANDRI DE STRIVELIN?
    Alisaundre de Strivelyn, LAN
    Compare seal 3402 Charges obliterated = RR374 Alisaundre de Strivelyn. Same seal, same man.

3613 Two triangles interlaced RR883
    S'GILBERTI DROMAN
    Gilbert de Dromund, DNB

**Joined by strings are**

3614 A seal? RR1041
    S'GERVASII AVDVGIS
    Gerveys de Loughil, LIN
    Legend possibly reads S'GERVASII. . . OVG. . . The Christian name Gervase only appears four
times in the Ragman Roll: RR100 Sir Gervase de Rate, RR1041 Gerveys de Loughil, RR1544
Gerveys Rathe and RR1863 Gerveys de Langhild. RR1041 and RR1863 are presumably the same
man; RR1041 preferred as it falls within group RR998–RR1048 and links with the following
items.

3615 A hawk on a wrist RR1044
    S'JOHANNIS D'OWASDI?
    Huwe de Dursdere, LIN
    Legend possibly reads . . . ONIS . . . SDE. Based on Hugh, rather than John, as the Christian
name, RR1044 Huwe de Dursdere is the most likely possibility.

3616 A bird, rude RR1028
    S'ALANI? LOVHRN'?
    Johan de Stratherne, FOR
    Legend possibly reads S' . . . NIS . . . ERN. The surname appears to contain only six letters, so a
contracted version, STR'ERN?, must be assumed. Compare seal 1222 for a similar contracted
legend.

**Joined by strings are**

3617 A flower of eight rays RR824
    S'WILL' MARSCALLI
    William le Mareschal, EDN
3618 A fleur-de-lis RR823
    S'RADVLFI DE ECHLIN
    Rauf Echlyn, EDN
    Compare seal 3379 Oval, a rude figure S'RADOLFII DE ECHELAN = RR696 Rauf Daghlyn.
    Kinsmen?

3620 A squirrel, rude RR826
    S'WALRI D' . . . KELAY?
    Wautier Brkeleghe, EDN

**Tray 16**

**Joined by strings are**

3620 A boar's head couped in pale RR335
    S'MATHEI DE EGVAS
    Matheu de Leghe, DMF
    Legend reads S'MATHEI DE EG. . . S. Bain CDS, II, Index suggests Eggles/Eccles.
3621 A lion rampant reguardant RR365
    S'RICARDI SCOTI
    Richard le Scot of Murtherston, LAN
3622 A crescent and star RR328
    S'WILL' DE FVLARTO'
    (not identified)
    Possibly RR356 William de Fenton, EDN, but for the existence of detached seal 3041 Three
crescents with the legend S'DOMINI WILELMI DE FENTUN.

3623 A hare in her form RR440
    S'ADE DE HENMERIE
    Adam de Inrepeffre, FOR
    Legend reads S'ADE DE . . . RE. . . NERIN? Only RR440 Adam de Inrepeffre fits.

3624 A bird and star RR328
    S'DOVENALDI . . .
    Dovenald fitz Can, DMF
    Seal legend reads S'DOVENALDI FIL. . . Only RR328 Dovenald fitz Can and RR430 Dovenald
fitz Gilbert fit; however the latter equates with seal 3360.
3625 (defaced)    S'NIC...AI DE...A...
RR402
Nicol de Knyghton, EDN
Seal legend provides Nicolas as the Christian name and the surname contains the letters 'N' and 'G'. RR402 is the best solution.

**Tray 21**

3626* A cross flory  S'THOME DE MORHAM
RR863 (SHS51512, SAS2023)
Thomas de Morham le puisne, STR
Painted arms are known for Thomas de Morham: Argent, on a fess Sable, three septfoils or sixfoils or (LM295, Q458).

3627 Oval, a fleur-de-lis  S'SARE FILIE RADULFI
(not identified)

**Tray 27**

3628 Oval, a raven holding an object in its beak  S'ADE DE FVLDAIN DE FORTO
RR629
Adam de fouweldene of Hortone, EDN
Compare seal 3259 for his kinsman.

3629* A rose  S'JOH'SPEGAS
RR628
Johan Pygaz of Lyntone, EDN

3630* Two birds in a bush  S'MATHEI D'HAVTHORNDE
RR626
Mathew de Hawthordene, EDN

**Unnumbered Box**

3631 Fragment, a lymphad containing four men  S'ENGYS DE...I...D...
RR--(SHS48301, SAS1792)
Angus (Macdonald) of Islay
Angus of Islay is not listed among the homagers; not a Ragman Roll seal.

3632 A boar's head to sinister, a star above, a wyvern below  S'ROBERTI D'TREMBEL'Y
RR1533 (SHS63205)
Robert de Tremblaye, KCD
This homager is also found at RR116. Not listed by Bain, but described by SHS as a homage seal. Whereabouts unknown, not inspected.

**SEAL COMPENDIUM 4**

The following list describes a number of 'detached seals' which have become separated from the main collections of Ragman Roll seals and are currently held in the Scottish Record Office collections (Seal Cabinet, drawer 57). To distinguish them from other groups of seals, they have been given a four figure code of the type 40xy where x represents the string number and y is the number on the string.

**1st string**

4011 A lady's head between two stars (illegible)
RR326 (SHS53810)
Mariot de Sutton, DMF
SHS identifies this seal as belonging to RR354 Alice de Ormestone despite the fact that the legend is largely illegible. However seal 1363 Oval, a device corresponds with RR698 Alice, widow of Aleyn de Ormestone, and presumably the same person. Based on the other seals in this group, this seal's owner must lie between RR321–RR464, and as the first seal on the string, the more stringent limits of RR321–RR353 apply. The seal probably belongs to a lady, the seal legend reads S'...A DE...N, and the surname has space for at least six characters; consequently RR326 Mariot de Sutton is marginally preferred over RR355 Mariot de Golyn. See also seal 3367.
4012 A lion passant contourné, three pellets on its back
RR372 (SHS49601) Rauf Mauleurer, LAN
See seal 3340 for possibly another member of this family.

4013 An animal (dolphin, hedgehog) curled up with an ornamental border
(no legend)

4014 A bend between three stars, within a trefoil panel
RR347 (SHS48506) Roland MacGaghan, WIG
See comments under seal 3394 for an alternative correlation with RR347.

4015 Antique gem: warrior on horseback behind a winged Victory
RR433 (SHS27202) Master Neel Cambel, AYR
This homager is also found at RR1106 Master Neel Cambel, AYR.

2nd string

4021 A bear’s? head within a quatrefoil, not on a shield
RR796 (SHS36710) Arthur de Galbrathe, WIG
The head is probably that of a bear, in agreement with later Galbreath seals, and not that of a boar.

4022 A crescent enclosing a star of six points, not on a shield
RR800 (SHS24609) Adam Bernak of Hilton, BER
Identical with RR1720 Adam Bernard of Hiltone PER?

4023 Three boars’ heads couped; on shield between three ornaments
RR839 (SHS38102) Pieres de Graham, DMF
This homager is also found at RR1627 Peres de Graham, EDN. See comments under seal 3274.

3rd string

4031 An eagle reguardant?
RR815 (SHS29305) Wautier de Congeltone, EDN
SHS describes this seal as a fantastic gryllus composed of human heads in profile.

4032 A sleeping lion coiled with a roundel in the centre
RR807 (SHS48909) Robert de Mautelent, BER

4033 An antique gem, a human figure (not identified)
There is no member of the Bisset family in the range RR784–RR849.

4034 Vesica, the Virgin Mary seated
RR840 (SHS26702) Beatrice de Karlyle, DMF
No homager of the name Archibald de Burnville is present in the Ragman Roll. It appears more likely to be the seal of a lady, and on the legend only the terminal ...ILE is clear. Of the three ladies in this group with no seal allocation — RRR802 Edithe de Goldinghame, RR822 Constance de Kyphope, and RR840 Beatrice de karlyle, only the last fits.
4th string

4041 An eight-rayed figure
RR804 (SHS41613)
S’ROG’RI DE HOVM
Rogier le Harpur of Hom, BER

4042 A saltire cantoned between four mullets
RR805 (SHS39914)
S’RANULFI DE HAVDENE
Rauf de Haudene, Parson of Whitesum

This homager is also found at RR1726.

4043 A hawk preying on a bird
RR812 (SHS39002)
S’IOH. D. HAUKESESTVNY
John de Haukerstone, EDN

Compare seal 3538 An eagle, rude S’IOH’ D’HAEVSTRVN = RR833 Johan de Haukerstone where
the legend is slightly different. Same homager?

4044 A lion rampant
RR813 (SHS36310)
S’W FRAVNSAYS
William le Fraunceys, EDN

Compare seal 3560 A bird perched on a rose or star S’WILELMI:FRAVNSEIS = RR813. Two
seals, one homager. Possibly for RR787 William le Fleming, DNB?

5th string

4051 A cock passant, within a sixfoil
RR897 (SHS44501)
S’ALXNDRE DE QVERQVITOLAG
Alisaundre de Kircontolaghe, LAN

4054 damaged
illegible
(not identified)

4055 damaged
illegible
(not identified)

4054 An eight-rayed figure
RR– (SHS41612)
S’ADE DE HOM
(not identified)

Seal 3192, with the same description, equates with RR1134 Adam de Hom. Within the group
RR885–RR919, as defined by seal 4051, there are two possibilities RR907 Adam le Tailleur and
RR918 Gefrai de Home. As seal 81203 equates with the latter, RR907 looks the more likely
possibility. Same man using two different names?

6th string

4061 A sixfoil, not on a shield
RR1375 (SHS24807)
S’WAVT’I BISET
Wautier Byset, ABD

The alternative is RR1619 Wauter Byset, ABD. Compare seal 3460 An eagle displayed
S’WALTRI BESCHET = RR598 Wautier Byset, EDN.

4062 The Agnus Dei, a crescent and star in chief
RR1389 (SHS24206)
S’GAUFRIDI PESTORIS
Geffrai le Baxtere of Losithe, FOR

7th string

4071 Vesica shape, a florentine lily
RR– (SHS24204, SHS54306)
S’THOME PISTORIS
(not identified)

Comparison with seal 4062 suggests Baxter, but no suitable candidates have been found.

4072 Within a Gothic niche, the Virgin
RR1636 (SHS35006)
S’ALEXA’DRI DESTRIVILLE
Alexander fitz William Estreville, EDN

There are no other correlations within the group RR1600–RR1660. Based on seal 4073 its owner
should be found within the group RR1049–RR1077.

4073 A saltire, and on a chief, three water buds
RR1068 (SHS56707)
S’ANDREE DE ROS
Andreu fitz Godfrey de Ros, AYR

This homager is also found at RR122.

Despite being joined by strings, no coherent group emerged from the analysis.